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INSIDE:
"Building A Better
Tommorrow" is the
theme for Earth
Day 1992 which is
being observed in
today's issue.
Pages 64,1,7A

SPORTS:
The Calloway
County Lakers beat
the Murray High
Tigers 10-4 Tuesday afternoon in
high school baseball action. Page
2B

WEDNESDAY
April 22
WORLD
MIR BACHAH,AfghanIslam —
Close to the capital, fighters
from Afghanistan's two main
rebel groups are working
together, but a few miles down
the road, they're killing each
other. Page 3A

STATE
FRANKFORT — The chief
depository for state funds,
which recently had its contract
renewed without rebidding, has
refinanced a multimillion-dollar
personal loan to Gov. Brereton
Jones. Page 34

SPORTS
Calloway County and Murray
High split in a three-team track
meet Tuesday afternoon at Jack
Rose Stadium. Page 2B

PERSPECTIVE
FRANKFORT — In the months
ahead, no matter what comes of
the federal investigation of possible corruption in the General
Assembly, there will be a lot of
debate over the "process." Page
4A

BUSINESS
Sixteen employees from both
local school systems were given
A+ awards during Tuesday's
night's annual School Business
Partnership Awards Dinner.
Page 2A

FORECAST
Tonight: Partly cloudy. Low in
the upper 40s. Southwest wind 5
to 10 mph. Thursday: Mostly
cloudy. A 30 percent chance of
showers. High in the lower 70s.

LAKE LEVELS
KENTUCKY LAKE
358.6, 0.0; below 303.2, +2.1
BARKLEY LAKE
358.7, 0.0; below 307.8, +1.9
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Hubbard meets opponents in debates
HENDERSON, Ky. (AP) — U.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard's
House bank overdrafts provided fuel for his opponents as they
met in radio debates in western Kentucky.
But Hubbard, D-Ist District, portrayed himself as a congressman who answers to his constituents, and he reminded
listeners of the five field offices he has in western Kentucky.
Hubbard also apologized for what he called his "mistakes," admitting that 30 to 40 of the 152 House Bank overdrafts were his fault. "There were mistakes on the House
Bank's part, but I made mistakes," he said. "I'm embarrassed
by that. I apologize for that."
Hubbard's opponents in the congressional race condemned
him for the 152 overdrafts he has admitted writing.
But one of the challengers, Tom Barlow of Paducah, said
even worse was Hubbard's role in the savings-and-loan scandal, which Barlow estimated is costing taxpayers $600 billion.
Hubbard criticized Barlow for working for an environmental organization that Hubbard says favors legislation that has
hurt the coal industry. He asked his other opponent, Charles
Banken of Henderson, why he changed political parties.
Barlow charged that Hubbard, the chairman of the Banking
Committee's subcommittee on general oversight and investigations, is guilty of "malfeasance."

"Mr. Hubbard was the No. 1 man in charge of watching the
savings and loans," Barlow said during a one-hour debate on
WSON radio in Henderson. "He turned a blind eye."
Banken said what he has heard most while campaigning is
people's mistrust of government. He said he is running to stop
government's "trying to take control of every area of American life."
The debate, which was also broadcast by WNGO and
WXID in Mayfield, was the first of two Tuesday. The second
was on WKYX in Paducah. The only other scheduled meeting
of the three is May 15 for the taping of a debate to be televised on WPSD in Paducah.
Barlow brought up the savings-and-loan scandal several
times, but Hubbard dismissed those accusations, saying that
he was not the head of the Federal Home Loan Bank Board,
the federal agency that regulates the savings-and-loan industry, and therefore could not be held responsible for the
scandal.
Hubbard criticized Barlow for his work as a staff member
with the Natural Resources Defense Council, calling it "a
group of zealous environmentalists." He said the most important issues to the organization are acid rain and the Clean Air
Act, which he voted against because of its impact on the coal

WilRamses given jail sentences
Judge Edward Johristone sentenced both Cordelia and Danny
Williams in U.S. District Court
Tuesday to nine-year prison terms
without parole, rejecting the government's claim that Danny Williams was a "minor participant" in
a murder-for-hire scheme with his
sister.
Cordelia Williams of Almo was
convicted by a jury in a one-day
trial in February of hiring an
undercover FBI agent to kill her

ex-husband, Earnest Mitchell, in
San Antonio, Texas, according to a
published report.
Danny Williams, 39, a Calloway
County truck driver, pleaded guilty
to charges of aiding and abetting
his sister prior to the trial's
beginning.
Assistant U.S. Attorney Hancey
Jones said a plea agreement had
recommended the lowest end of the
applicable federal sentencing
guidelines for Danny Williams as a

industry.
Barlow said afterward that the only issues he worked on for
the Natural Resources Defense Council were agriculture and
forestry.
Barlow is director of sales for Central Service Co., a Kevil
company that reconditions telephone equipment.
Barlow said he supports the Clean Air Act and believes it
will actually increase mining employment in western Kentucky because as utilities install scrubbers to meet its requirements, they will be able to burn the region's higher-sulfur
coal.
Hubbard asked Banken, who works for Alcoa in Newburgh,
Ind., to explain why he switched from Republican to Democrat last year.
Banken, who ran unsuccessfully for the 1st District seat in
1972 and 1974 as a Republican, said he came from a family
of Democrats but switched in the early '70s because he was
told that was the only way he would have a chance against
Frank Stubblefield, the incumbent defeated by Hubbard in
1974.
"I never did change back because I had no reason to until a
year ago," Banken said.

Stringing him along

minor participant in the scheme.
Johnstone added that Danny Williams was on parole from Tennessee at the time of the incident last
November.
Cordelia Williams, also known
as "Corky," testified during the
trial that she did not remember
arranging Mitchell's death because
she suffered from alcoholic blackouts Nov. 11-15.
(Cont'd on page 2)

Parks Board OKs light restrictions
remains in the electricity budget
for this fiscal year which ends June
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer
30.
The board's finance committee
The Murray-Calloway County
also be meeting to determine
will
restrictions
approved
Board
Parks
much funding will be availhow
on the use of ballfield lights for
the year progresses so they
as
able
Tuesday
practices at their meeting
might make guidelines in the event
night.
The lights will be turned off by 8 of a shortfall.
Hohman said last year the seven
p.m. on weekdays and 9:30 p.m. on
that utilized lights for
leagues
weekends. All softball and church
only
consumed $4,519 in
games
leagues will also be informed of
said there is approxHe
electricity.
Director
Parks
policy.
the new
in another budget
$1,500
imately
Gary Hohman said only $2,200

By CYRUS AFZALI

category which could be earmarked
for electricity if necessary.
"I believe the electrical budget
can get us through the season.
What I'm trying to eliminate is
teams consuming all the electricity
now (during practice)," Hohman
said.
Instead of transferring any
money at this time, board members
decided to wait until June before
transferring money from another
(Cont'd on page 2)

Julian elected MSU faculty regent
Dr. Frank Julian, an associate
professor in the Department of
Political Science, Criminal Justice
and Legal Studies, was elected as
faculty regent by three votes Tuesday night.
Julian, former vice-president for
student affairs, defeated Dr. Louis
Beyer, professor of physics since
1967, by three votes. The official
vote was 109-106, according to a
published report.
Julian has been at Murray State
for 19 years and an associate professor in the department since leav-

ing his vice-president post in 1989.
Dr. James Hammack, chairman
of the Department of History, had
served two terms but chose not to
seek re-election.
Julian, who inherits a variety of
budget problems with his seat on
the school's board of regents, said
everyone at Murray State wants it
to be the best institution possible,
although he conceeded that the
school could probably expect more
cuts during the 1993-94 fiscal year.
Julian said his primary goal was
to "educate the board" on the uni-

versity's academic tradition and on
what their academic priorities must
be in the future. He also said he
will try to help restore the 2 percent faculty and staff salary
deduction.
In at large election, Janet Brewer
and Dr. Joe Fuhrrnann were elected
to the Faculty Senate and Dr. John
Tarvin was elected to the judicial
board.
Faculty members elected to fill
catunitee seats were:
(Cont'd on page 2)

CANDY IIIATHERS/Ledger a Times photo

Aaron Stull gets some instruction from Sallie Guy on finger-weaving
during the Youth Art Series for high school students Tuesday
afternoon.

Landmark abortion decision facing severe test
By RICHARD CARELLI
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON — Morality,
politics and the law collide in a
case providing a conservative
Supreme Court an opportunity to
pronounce its verdict on abortion.
The nine justices were to hear
arguments today over a restrictive

rennsylvania statute that could
prove the severest test yet of the
constitutional right to abortion
decreed by a predecessor, and more
liberal, high court 19 years ago.
The enormity of the stakes in
this election year has helped make
it the most closely watched case of
the court's 1991-92 term. Both
sides agree that the conservative

majority fashioned by Ronald Reagan and George Bush may use the
occasion to reverse, explicitly or
implicitly, the landmark 1973 Roe
vs. Wade ruling that legalized
abortion nationwide.
As the day began with a steady
rain pelting down, several dozen
people under the watchful eye of
Supreme Court police sprawled in

a basement corridor of the court
building waiting for one of the 100
or so coveted courtroom seats
reserved for the public.
Outside, a single policeman
stood guard on the building's
deserted marble plaza, which had
been blocked off by yellow wooden
barricades in anticipation of
demonstrations.

Man on the Street

Do you regularly separate any of your trashfor recycling

TO SUBSCRIBE: 753-1916
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Tina by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30-6
p.m. Monday-Friday or 3:30-4
p.m. Saturday.
•• • •
Regular office hours are 1
a.m.-5 p.m. Monday-Friday; 1
a.m.-noon Saturday.

DON HOUSTON

TERESA KALBERER

We separate aluminum cans and
papers mostly.

Yes I do separate the aluminum
cans and plastic jugs.

ED ALLING
I do take all the aluminum cans and
put them in a bag and a neighbor
brings them in.

RENE ELUS

Yes we separate newspapers and
take them to a place in
Draffenville.
`fr

/

The state law requires:
—Doctors to tell women seeking
abortions about fetal development
and alternatives to abortion.
—Women to put off an abortion
for 24 hours after receiving such
information.
—Doctors to keep detailed
records, subject to public disclosure, of all abortions performed.
—Married women in most cases
to notify their husbands of their
plans for an abortion.
The 3rd U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals upheld most provisions of
the law, but struck down the section dealing with spousal notification. In its ruling, the appeals court
said the justices had eroded in a
series of recent decisions the
sweeping legal protection Roe vs.
Wade gave to women seeking
abortions.
The Supreme Court in 1986
struck down, by a 5-4 vote, almost
identical regulations imposed by
Pennsylvania. But three members
of that five-justice majority are
retired now. The court today is
seen as far more hostile to
abortion.
Just last week, the 9th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals struck down
a more restrictive Guam abortion
law. The appeals court ruled in that
case that Roe vs. Wade — until
further word from the Supreme
Court — is still the law of the land.
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Planning Commission approves changes
Standards for off-street parking
were revised to include 1Y1 parking spaces for a one- or twobedroom dwelling, two parking
spaces for three bedrooms, 21A
spaces for a four-bedroom dwelling, and three spaces for a fivebedroom dwelling.
None of these required parking
spaces will be located within the
front yard of a dwelling or side
street or side yard area.
The board voted to aprove an
R-2 zoning signifying a single family residential dwelling for the
newly annexed area of property.
located near the new water tower
on 641 North.
Murray resident Larry Wisehart

By CANDY MAINERS
Murray Leaps & These SUM Writer
The Murray Planning Commission met Tuesday night to approve
changes to zoning ordinances.
The board voted to require business and professional office zones
where parking areas are provided
for five or more vehicles or contain
more than 1,800 square feet of area
to pave the parking area and mark
the parking spaces.
Businesses and professional
offices that currently do not have
parking areas meeting these standards were given a year to bring
the parking areas up to the new
code.

met with the board in an advisory
meeting to plan a development project for construction of a duplex on
302 South 6th St. The board voted
to send the issue to the Board of
Zoning and Adjustments for further
review and recommendations.
A spokesman from Cambell
Estates updated the board on the
progress of the project. The
spokesman requested an amendment to utility easements to reroute the sewer. The board voted to
approve the easement around the
sewer relocation route.
In other business the board voted
to deny a zoning request for a
minor subdivision on 103 North
Seventh Street.

1
Williarnses givenjat sentence
•

•

EIS•
••

(Cont'd from page 1)
She was a co-beneficiary wan
Mitchell's son of a $150,000 insurance policy and had reportedly
promised her brother a $25,000
portion if he arranged Mitchell's
death.
Danny Williams unknowingly
contacted an FBI informant to
arrange the death, The informant
notified Don Dixon, an undercover
FBI agent in Lake Charles, La., of
the arrangement.

Williams reportedly was to pay
Dixon $3,000 to kill Mitchell.
After only 15 minutes of deliberation, the jury found her guilty of
using interstate commerce facilities
in the commission of a murder-forhire.
Both defendants will also serve
three years of supervised release
after their release from prison.
Cordelia Williams has been held
by federal marshals since the trial

while her brother has remained free
on bond.
Johnston refused Danny Williams' request to let him remain
free for a brief period and then voluntarily surrender, saying he WAS
bound by federal law for the marshals to hold Danny Williams until
his attorney. Bob Fay, could file a
notice of appeal and U.S. Magistrate David King could hold an
appeal bond hearing.

Julian elected MSUfaculty regent...
Cont'd from page 11
*College of Business and Public
Affairs: Dr. Buddy Krizan.
academic council; Ron Clement,
university tenure committee.
*College of Education: James Willis, academic council; Greg Prater,
academic appeals board; Chuck
Hulick, university tenure
committee.

*College of Fine Arts and Communication: Dr. Bob Lochte, academic
council: Dr. Roger Haney, promotion leave committee: Dr. Irma
Collins, university tenure.
*College of Humanistic Studies:
Dr. Gordon Loberger, academic
appeals; Dr. Rose Bogal-Allbraten,
promotion and leave; Mike Miller,
university tenure.

*College of Industry and Technology: Bert Siebold, university tenure.
*College of Science: Dr. Peter
Whaley, academic council; Dr.
Robert Etherton, promotion and
leave; Dr. C.D. Wilder, university
tenure.
*University Libraries: Sandra Sanders, academic council; Ernie Bailey. university tenure.

Now We Know Why We Have $600 Billion In Taxes
To Pay For America's Bankrupt Savings And
Loans...
Because Hubbard Never Asked What The Savings
And Loan Thieves Were Doing!!
But Hubbard Sure Can Ask For Two Congressional
Salaries For ffis Family.
Who Does Hubbard Work For - The Thieves Or US?

IS THIS HOW WE REWARD INCOMPETENCE?
VOTE FOR NEN LEADERSHIP

(r
e
)

VOTE FOR
TOM BARLOW
West Kentucky Democrat
May 26th Primary
Paid tor

by

Torn Borrow For Congress, Dick

Roberts, Treesurer

CYRUS AFZALI/Leflor & Mass photo
Those receiving A+ Awards at Tuesday night's School/Business Partnership Awards Dinner were: (front,
from left): Debbie Miller, Jimmie Stubblefield, Carol Marine, Linda Patterson and Marion O'Rourke.
Second row, from left: Anna Cheaney, Melanie Dawson, Marilyn Dill, Opal Oakley and Judy Muehleman.
Third row, from left: J.B. Burkeen, Jerry Ainley, Jim Feltner, James Dotson and Fred Ashby. Not pictured, but receiving an award, was Cindy Anderson.

School employees receive awards at dinner
Burkeen, Anna Cheaney, Debbie
Miller, Cindy Anderson and Opal
Writer
Oakley. Recipients from the CalloSixteen employees from both the way County Schools were James
Murray Independent School Dis- Dotson, Carol Marine, Jerry Aintrict and Calloway County Schools ley, Fred Ashby, Linda Patterson,
were given A+ awards Tuesday Marion O'Rourke, Jim Feltner and
night during the annual School/ Jimmie Stubblefield.
The keynote speaker for the
Business Partnership Awards Dinner sponsored by the Murray! awards program was Gary Griesser,
Calloway County Chamber of associate commissioner for district
support services in the Kentucky
Commerce.
"The A+ awards is a program Department of Education, who told
which recognizes people who have those at the dinner they had a
given the extra effort throughout unique opportunity to influence
the year in the school," said Steve students.
"We're all faced with a series of
Zea, executive director of the
chamber. The dinner closed out the great opportunities brilliantly disguised as impossible situations. I
program's fourth year.
Receiving A+ awards from the believe if we take it as a great
Murray Independent School Dis- opportunity, it will be that,"
trict were Judy Muehleman, Mela- Griesser said.
Griesser then asked the audience
nie Dawson, Marilyn Dill, J.B.
By CYRUS AFZALI
Murray Lodger A Times Staff

who their board members would be
if they were to form a board with
the people who have influenced
their lives.
"As educators, we have the
greatest opportunity in the world,
to get on the boards of the kids in
our classroom. The harder it is to
get on their board, the greater the
need. I encourage you to form an
alliance with 'stinkers' in your
community. Holding hands and
sticking together are what we here
are all about tonight," he said.
Griesser said partnerships
between schools and businesses are
becoming the trend of the 1990s.
"I applaud you for your partnerships and encourage you to find
creative ways to invest in your
children and make a difference in
your life," he said.

Parks Board OKs light restrictions...
(Cont'd from page 1)
other budget area.
The board also granted approval
for the finance committee to extract
an amount not to exceed $1,650 for
the hiring of a seasonal employee
to begin mowing and assisting with
ballfield preparation.
Hohman said the MurrayCalloway County Vocational
School students are beginning roof
work on the park's new picnic
shelter. To show appreciation to

the students, the board voted to pay
for a pizza party for the students
and will also have two plaques
made recognizing their achievement. One will be placed at the
shelter and the other in the school.
Hohman said there were approximately 100 people in attendance at
the recent public forum on the park
system. He said the engineering
firm, Brandstetter and Carroll from
Lexington, took note of the comments to use them in formulating

the master plan.
He said representatives from the
firm hoped to have a plan to present to park officials before next
month's meeting. After a preliminary plan is presented, a second forum will be held before the final
plan is drawn.
The board also approved a
request from the Murray-Calloway
County swim team to practice in
the city pool under the condition
that a certified life guard is on duty.

White House says compromise possible
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
White House, fraught with internal
dissent over international talks on
global warming, is holding out slim
hope for compromise with other
nations as President Bush considers
whether to attend a world Earth
Summit.
"Part of our leverage is our
attendance," press secretary Marlin
Fitzwater said today. "We want to
maintain that as long as we can as
we discuss what the position of this
conference is going to be."
Bush on Tuesday maintained a
hard line on his criteria for attending the environmental conference
this June in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.

"I am not going to go to the Rio
conference and make a bad deal or
be a party to a bad deal. I'm not
going to sign an agreement that
does not protect the environment
and the economy of this country,"
he told an audience of young business executives at the White
House.
Bush's reference to the economy
reflects what has become the guiding factor for him in weighing
whether to sign onto an international pact that would limit carbon
dioxide emissions, which some scientists believe may be causing a
warming trend worldwide.
"We want to get the best deal

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY
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Pick 3: 8-5-1 (eight, five,
one);
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Five:
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for the United States that we can
get," Fitzwater told reporters.
Asked if the president would go if
he could not score some points for
the U.S. position, Fitzwater replied:
"We don't want to say that."
Bush's absence at such an
important conference "would look
like we are standing up for what
we believe is important, which is
economic growth, jobs and the
future of the world," Fitzwater
said. "We want a clean environment and we want economic
growth; we think those two are
compatible and need to be considered together and not separately."

Local News Roundup
MURRAY POLICE ARREST SHOPLIFTER
Stephanie Saloom, 619 N. Fourth St., Murray, was arrested by the Murray
Police Department after she was observed concealing several items in her
purse by Wal-Mart employees.
STATE POLICE MAKE DRUG ARREST
The Kentucky State Police arrested Deborah R. Vance, 32, of Paducah at
the McCracken County Jail at 1:10 p.m. Tuesday on a warrant from the Ballard County Jail for trafficking in Schedule II narcotics, according to reports.
TRACTOR TRAILER, CAR INVOLVED IN ACCIDENT
The driver of a passengor car and a tractor trailer were both taken to Parkway Regional Hospital in Fulton following an accident Tuesday on U.S. 45.
According to reports, Keith W. Caldwell,62, of Fairmont, Calif. was driving a
1985 Plymouth southbound on U.S. 45 when hi crossed the center lane and
struck the row tandem of a 1987 international tractor trailer carrying dairy
products driven by Valloy Garai, 55, of Plummerville, Ark. Caldwell was
extricated with the Jaws of Life and admitted to Parkway Regional with
multiple injuries. A passenger in Caldwell's vehicle, Naomi Caldwell, 10,
was treated and released at Parkway Regional. The accident was investigated by Trooper Richard Newsom*.
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1918 Coldwater Rd. Murray, Ky.
759-1007

The white look in your kitchen is the right
look See all these sparkling white, quality
constructed cabinets by KraftMaid. Your
time in the kitchen will be MOM efficient
and pleasing See our design experts
today and see how easy it Is to own a
new KrattMaid white kitchen'
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News 01 1 1 lc World
'MIND-BOGGLING' TRAVEL CHOICES

NEW YORK — Don't be fooled by all the loud talk of simplified air fares,
lower rates and reduced car rental costs: Travel can still be a pricey and
stubbornly complex affair. While American Airlines recently reduced its highest ticket prices, the lowest fares on hundreds of routes actually went up.
Some new cheaper fares start expiring in less than a month. And a mindboggling range of fare choices persists despite an initiative by American to
whittle them down. Landlubbers also need to shop around: Recent cuts in
some car rental rates are not as far-reaching as they initially seemed. "People shouldn't let the perception of simplified fares make them less vigilant
than they were before about getting the lowest rates," said Jeanie
Thompson -Smith, president of Topaz Enterprises Inc., a Portland, Ore.,
company that follows air fares.

PEROT'S POLITICAL DONATIONS
WASHINGTON — Democrats and Republicans alike have benefited from
Ross Perot's lack of party affiliation. He and his family have contributed
nearly $200,000 to various politicians, parties and causes over the years.
The recipients' ideologies have cut across partisan lines about as often as
the views of Perot, the Texas billionaire who is considering an independent
presidential bid. Since 1977, the Perot family has donated $184,450,
according to Federal Election Commission records. Politicians in Texas,
where Perot built his $2 billion empire, were by far the most frequent
recipients.

COURT: STOP INTERFERING WITH EXECUTIONS
SAN FRANCISCO — In sending killer Robert Alton Harris to the gas chamber, the U.S. Supreme Court had a stern — and extraordinary — message
for the nation's largest federal appeals court: Stop interfering with executions. Harris, 39, was put to death at dawn Tuesday after a dramatic, allnight judicial duel between the high court and the 9th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals that had held up California's first execution in 25 years. The appeals court issued four reprieves in nine hours; the high court lifted them all.
"There is no good reason for this abusive delay, which has been compounded by last-minute attempts to manipulate the judicial process," seven
of the high court's nine justices said in overturning the third postponement.
Those justices responded to the fourth postponement with an edict "No
further stays ... shall be entered by the federal courts except upon order of
this court."

AFGHAN REBELS UNITE, THEN FIGHT
MIR BACHAH, Afghanistan — Close to the capital, fighters from Afghanistan's two main rebel groups are working together. A few miles down the
road, they're killing each other. With alliances among various factions of the
mujahedeen, or Islamic holy warriors, often shifting and rivalries fierce, it's
easy to understand the complexities of trying to reach a consensus on who
will govern this country. "We were all happy when Najibullah left," said Afghan doctor Abdul Wasir, dismayed that the euphoria over the Marxist president's ouster last week has not encouraged an end to the flow of wounded
to his field hospital. Now, he says, "The situation is very bad."

MUSLIMS, SERBS 'STUPID ENOUGH'
SARAJEVO, Bosnia-Herzegovina — Nijaz Busno surveyed this historic
capital-turned-ethnic battlefield. "Have you ever heard of a people stupid
enough to want to destroy their own city? Well, that's us." He was among a
group of heavily armed Muslim volunteers holding a key Sarajevo intersection around which Muslim and Serb snipers were trading potshots Tuesday
afternoon. The Muslims said they had hurridly assembled to repulse a dawn
assault by some 200 Serb militiamen from a nearby hill. As Busno spoke, a
white-painted United Nations armored car sped by, a fleeting symbol of a
frustrated peace-keeping mission.

EXPERTS RECOMMEND ddC APPROVAL

BETHESDA, Md. — A panel of experts is recommending the Food and Drug
Administration approve the limited use of a new antiviral drug in combination
with AZT, the drug that is now the primary AIDS treatment. The 11-member
advisory committee voted 8-3 on Tuesday to recommend that the FDA
approve a drug called ddC for use with AZT after deciding not to recommend ddC as a primary AIDS drug. A final approval by the FDA is required
before ddC can be prescribed. FDA Commissioner David Kessler pledged
speedy consideration of the approval of ddC, but he cautioned that the drug
"is not the ultimate answer" to the treatment of AIDS.

FBI PAYS FOR. WON'T ADMIT, RACIAL BIAS

WASHINGTON — The FBI is settling racial-bias claims by a group of 300
black agents but without admitting discrimination. Most of the money paid to
close the case will go to outside consultants and lawyers, not to the black
agents. Under a tentative agreement announced Tuesday, six black agents
will be promoted to supervisory positions and will receive a total of about
$115,000 in back pay. An additional 67 will be given new positions or special training. The settlement headed off a potential class-action lawsuit by
the bureau's 483 black agents. The FBI agreed that disparities in treatment
between black and white agents existed in some areas of its personnel system, but it did not admit to racial bias. More than 90 percent of the FBI's
10,000 agents are white.

Calloway Middle
parents to elect
two officials for
SBDM Council
Calloway County Middle
School parents will hold a meeting to choose two parent officials to manage the election of
parents IA serve on the SiteBasal Decision Making Council
for 1992-93 on Thursday, April
23. at 6:30 p.m. in the CCMS
library.
Elections of two parents to
serve on the council will be held
on Monday, May 18, at 7 p.m.
at the middle school Nominations will close on Monday,
May 11.
All parents of students in
grades 5-8 are encouraged to
attend.

TODAY'S THE DAY
Smoking.

Stop

American Heart Association
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Have your dog or cat food delivered
Mg to your door.
V trine_

50 Lb

•C-1

$21.50

Slight Delivery Charge For Over 8 Miles
8-5
Hours:
'Grooming by Susan Adams
Sat. 3-8 p.m.
'Modern Boarding Facilities
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He said Farmers Bank, which
has long held the contract, is more
convenient and less costly than an
out-of-town bank.
The only other bank in Frankfort, State National Bank, did not
seek the contract when it was
awarded two years ago.
The state contract was originally
awarded for two years, with twoyear renewals at the state's option.
Prather said he told Farmers
Bank officials "that we intended a(
At
the end of two years to bid
the end of that two-year period, I
would have an opportunity to have
a more in-depth knowledge and we
would have a better feel for what I
thought was the best deal for the
state."
Officers and directors of Farmers
Bank, which earns about $300,000
a year for handling the state's
money, formed a major bloc of
contributors to Jones' 1991 campaign. Jones has said contributions
will not influence his administration's decisions.

Ross Insurance Agency
Maim
Auto - Home - Farm
Business - Life - Health
Compare Our Price & Coverage
753-0489

6th & Main

"IF YOU'RE IN PAIN
...I CAN HELP."

a

Used Car
Clearance
1992 Cadillac Sedan DeVille
14,000 miles, white exterior
with blue leather.

1991 Cadillac Sedan Deville
15,000 miles, Carmine red with
maroon leather.

1988 Cadillac Brougham
Academy grey with grey
leather, 1 owner Cadillac trade.

1987 Cadillac Brougham
Canyon yellow with biscuit
leather, Cadillac trade.

1985 Cadillac Seville
Elegante'
62,000 miles, grey and black
two-tone, grey leather, sunroof,
all the options.

1991 Oldsmobile Cutlass
Ciera
10,000 miles, silver with grey
cloth, V-6 engine, like new.

1991 Oldsmobile Cutlass
Ciera
10,000 miles, white with grey
cloth, full power and sharp.

1991 Chevrolet Corsicas
3 to choose from. Mileage
ranges from 6,000 to 10,000.

1987 Dodge Daytona
New car trade, 59,000 miles. 4
cyl., 5 speed, sporty.

1986 Buick Riviera
57,000 miles, dark blue
metallic, all the options,
Cadillac trade-in.

I'm Dennis L. Heskett, Doctor of
Chiropractic. Did you know that to
become certified as a chiropractor
requires a minimum of six years of
college training?
In addition, I have completed
courses in Nutrition, Physical modalities and Adjunctive Care. Dr Doris L Hobe. C,
And even now I attend nationwide seminars to stay current on the advances of this
rapidly changing field. If you have hesitated visiting a
chiropractor, perhaps you didn't know that they go to such
great lengths to provide you with the latest advances and
most qualified service. Chiropractic has brought relief to
millions of people suffering from:

1986 Oldsmobile 98
Regency Brougham

Back Pain Headaches Painful Joints
Shoulder Pain
Neck Pain Arthritis
Arm/Leg Pain
Bursitis
Stiffness
Cold Hands/Feet
Numbness Hip Pain

1985 Mazda RX7

If you're suffering from any of these symptoms of a pinched

nerve, or from some other condition that chiropractic might
help, call my office today for a:

FREE SPINAL EXAMINATION
This examination normally cost $30.00 or more. I will
include a chiropractic orthopedic test,chiropractic neurological test, a blood pressure test, a spinal alignment check, an
examination for restricted or excess motion in the spine, a
muscle strengthness test, and a private consultation to
discuss the results.
DISCLAIMER: Our office policy protects you: The patient
and any other person responsible for payment has a right to
refuse to pay,cancel payment or be reimbursed for payment
for any other services, examination or treatment which is
performed as a result of and within 72 hours of responding to
the advertisement for the free service examination or
treatment'.

Heiken Chiropractic Canter
N. 12th St., University Square Suite H
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m. - 8 p.m. Sat. 8 a.m. - Noon
For AccIdants or Personal Injury
After Hours or Wookends, Call 753-4304
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said banks often set a five-year due
date on loans that have a longer
repayment schedule.
Jones took out the loans in April
1987, when he was running for
lieutenant governor and his horse
farm was under financial pressure
because of a downturn in the thoroughbred industry.
Jones seemed unaware Tuesday
whether the depository contract had
been renewed. He declined to say
if it would be rebid or renewed,
and said he had told Prather to do
"whatever's in the best interest of
the taxpayers."
Prather said he had renewed the
contract on the "strong recommendation" of his staff, many of whom
were in the previous administration
of Gov. Wallace Wilkinson.

Dr. Dennis L. Heskett
Chiropractor

401b beg$11,50

Hwy. 114 East • Murray • 753-4104
ai

The

759-1116

(With Thietoupon)
The purchase of any 40 lb bag of
dog food or 20 lbs. of cat food

Paradise Kennels

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —

chief depository for state funds,
which recently had its contract
renewed without rebidding, has
refinanced a multimillion-dollar
personal loan to Gov. Brereton
Jones.
Jones said during his campaign
last year that he would not renew
the contract with Farmers Bank &
Capital Trust Co. of Frankfort
without rebidding because the bank
is the chief lender to him and his
horse farm.
On March 26 and 27, mortgages
securing Jones' $5.84 million loan
from Farmers Bank and a $2 million loan from Citizens Fidelity
Bank of Louisville were continued
in Woodford County. The loans
were due April 15.
Citizens was Farmers' only competitor for the depository contract
two years ago.
The governor said he has paid
about $2 million in principal on the
loans and has always made his payments on time. He said the loans
were refinanced at the original
interest rate, a certain level above
the prime rate.
Finance Secretary Joe Prather,
who was Jones' campaign chairman, said Tuesday he was unaware
of Jones' statement during the campaign. He said he renewed the
depository contract for another two
years without discussing the matter
with Jones but plans to rebid it in
two years.
"Any business he's done there
has nothing to do with the decision
that was made on this contract,"
Prather said. He said he had
renewed the contract at least a
month ago and perhaps more than
two months ago.
Jones has declined to release his
loan-repayment schedules, but his
personal auorney, Jim Newberry,

MOST INSURANCES ACCEPTED

Minimum Order 20 Lt*

$1.00t41FF

State's chief depository
refinances Jones' loan
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Buckskin with red cloth, full
power, alloy wheels, nice older
car.

1985 Lincoln Town Car
V-8, rear wheel drive, 68,000
miles. This is one sharp car.
Sports coupe, grey with grey
cloth, sports car driving without
the price.

- TRUCKS

1989 GMC 1500 SLE Sierra
Long wheel base, two-tone
blue and white, 350 engine, all
the options, 9,000 miles.

1989 Dodge D100
318 engine, 1 owner new truck
trade-in, 48,000 miles, alloy
wheels, tilt/cruise.

1989 Dodge Dakota
Convertible
V-6 automatic, 70,000 miles.
"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car or truck company."

CHEVROLET

PEPPERS
600 Tyson Ave • Hwy. 79S • Paris, TN
642-3900 • 1-800-325-3229
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Letters to Ow Ecittoi

Questioning journalistic ethics
Dear Editor:
The exposure that Arthur Ashe has AIDS by a reporter for USA Today
prompted the former tennis star to hold a news conference to dispel as
much of the odium that clings to this disease as he possibly could. His
pathetic picture on television told a story of personal tragedy that was
heightened as he said, by "being placed in the unenviable position of having to lie to protect his family's privacy."
Is this an invasion of privacy? Does this information fall under the
category of "the public's right to know," or is the public's right to know
in this instance counterbalanced by "the need to know"?
Whose fallible judgment is trustworthy enough for an evaluation of a
professional craft? Is not one opinion or interpretation of what is "right"
as good as any other? The ramification of such questions as these, and
hundreds of others that explore right and wrong, makes definitions
hazardous and perplexing. The fact that there is seldom a pat answer, that
any answer at all is illusive and nebulous, makes ethics an absorbing field
of investigation.
More specifically, what is right for the journalist? What is good taste,
and what determines such an imponderable? Slowly, perhaps, but inexorably a common denominator of "oughtness" will emerge for the journalist
even though the philosophical paths, customary in other professions, do
not exist to guide the journalist through the ethical mine fields that come
with his territory.
If the journalist is an intellectual gatekeeper, as some researchers have
classified the craft, because that person opens the communication gates
through which flow information and ideas, what qualities must reside in
the gatekeeper to furnish those quick signals needed to comprehend what
is full disclosure, but discreet, what is well done, but not overdone; and
what is truth, but not impudence?
By consensus, common sense and decency head the list, and the presence of these qualities will likely determine how freely and selectively
these gates are manuevered. The gatekeeper most often abuses this function either through a lack of sensitivity or out of a deliberate attempt to
build a story. Jody Powell, the White House spokesman for the Caner
Administration, suggests two reasons he thinks the news is sometimes
mishandled: "News must be salable, if not truthful, and the cut-throat
competition between the papers and the networks."
The aftermath of the "Pentagon Papers" or The New York Times case
is that the law concerning libel was liberalized to the point that allows the
media to destroy a person. This requires of a reporter something more
than mere caution about libel; it requires also a new degree of responsibility from the new sperson.
The two defenses against unlawful invasion of privacy are "consent"
and "newsworthiness." Ashe at least implied consent by acknowledging to
the reporter that it was true. He was suffering from AIDS but whether
such information is of sufficient interest to the general public to add to
the pain of an innocent citizen is debatable.
If the reporter miscalculated the importance of this information to the
public, such dereliction heightened the importance of communication,
which in its broadcast form is perhaps the most important foundation of a
harmonious society. According to Harold D. Lasswell, a political scientist, there are three functions for communication: "Maintaining a surveillance of the environment; coordinating the response of society to the environment; and transmitting the society's culture."
In the light of these lofty functions for communication and its transmission, the question begs to be asked: Did the revelation that Arthur Ashe
has AIDS have any redeeming social value?
Who is Arthur Ashe anyway? A former tennis champion that hardly
half the population remembers? Yes. Is he some armed warrior, some
plumed knight marching across the front pages throwing his shining lance
full and fair across the brazen foreheads of political foes? No. Then, who
is he? He is a quiet, specucled man with above average intelligence, studious, a writer of note, and an unobtrusive champion of human rights. But
that is only a fraction of who he is; basically and more importantly, he is
a private citizen who has the unalienable right to be left alone.
It was a sorry sight to see this modest man impaled on the pen of a
prying journalist whose only motive must have been pandering to the prurient curiosity that causes customers to buy papers.
Are there no Goliaths in Gath that we must stone sheep?
John C. Huffman
3546 Brockton Lane, Louisville, KY 40220

\Vol-1(1 EditHrhil 1:m111(111P
April 13; The Advocate, Baton Rouge, IA., on sting operations:
The U.S. Supreme Court decision overturning the conviction of a
Nebraska farmer who ordered child pornography from a government
"sting" is a sensible reaffirmation of the limits of such operations, which
authorities set up to induce a person to commit a crime and thus be
arrested.
We do not have any truck with child pornography; indeed, it is among
the most reprehensible of crimes. And sting operations, properly run, can
be a valuable crime-fighting tool. But the government's actions in this
case went far beyond what is acceptable.
In 1984, Keith Jacobson ordered two magazines which contained pictures of nude men, including pre-teen and teen-age boys. The photos were
not explicitly sexual, and did not violate existing state or federal laws.
Shortly afterward, however, the federal law on child pornography was
broadened to include magazines like the one Jacobson ordered. The bookstore that sold the magazines was subsequently raided, and Jacobson's
name was obtained from the store's records.
The government, through a sting designed to enforce the new law,
began bombarding him with bogus offers to buy similar magazines.
Finally, more than two years after targeting Jacobson. the sting opera
lion got him to order a mapzine which contained child pornography.
Jacobson was arrested when the magazine was delivered.
Significantly, when postal inspectors searched his house, no other child
pornography was found. Despite this, he was arrested and prosecuted
under the federal Child Protection Act, which makes it a crime to receive
sexually explicit photopipin of children through the mail.
In its 5-4 decision overtwning an appeals court Ming which upheld the
conviction, the high court said the primmest failed to *ow that Jacobson was predisposed to violate the law before government agents first
contacted him.
"In their zeal to enforce the law," the court said, "Government agents
may not mistook a criminal design, implant hi an innocent person's mind
the disposition to commit a crimmal act, and then induce the commission
of the crhne so that the 00VINIIMON may prosecute."
In other words, sting operations are OK when aimed at criminals, but
not at law-abiding chinos — as eminently sensible distinction.

Perot's numbers are high
Analysts suggest polls this early
in an election cycle say little about
Adoeselated Prow Writer
major-party candidacies and even
DALLAS — Polls that create less about third-party contenders.
As an example, they cite the
shock waves may be one of the
political rites of spring in presiden- third-party candidacy of John
tial election years, short-lived phe- Anderson in 1980.
In the spring of that year, the
nomena that fade by summer. At
least that's what strategists of both former Illinois congressman was
regularly drawing in the mid-20s in
parties want you to believe.
Speaking with rare unity of public opinion polls — about the
voice, Democratic and Republican
same levels that Perot has been
figures alike are trying to minimize
registering nationally.
the significance of a poll this week
But Anderson wound up with
showing Ross Perot, an expected
under seven percent of the final
third-party candidate, to be leading
vote in November.
both President Bush and DemocraGeorge Wallace's hard-fought
tic front-runner Bill Clinton in
1968 campaign wound up with just
Texas.
percent. And Strom Thurmond
"If elections were held in April, 13.5
got a mere 2.4 percent of
in
1948
Michael Dukakis would be presivote.
the
dent of the United States," George
"I think these third-party candiW. Bush, a Dallas businessman and
always look better in April
dacies
eldest son of President Bush, said
they
do in November," said
than
dismissively on Tuesday.
pollster Mark
Democratic
He was likening Perot's surge to
Mellman.
the vanishing 17-point lead the
"People point to the more than a
Democratic contender held over his
million
phone calls (to Perot's tollfather in 1988.
telephone numfree
petition-drive
Another Texan, former Demograss roots supevidence
of
ber)
as
cratic Party chairman John White,
something but
evidence
of
port.
It's
said: "Perot is like the new girl on
Zamfir
the pan
what.
I'm
not
sure
the block. She's the most popular
three million calls
flutist
has
gotten
girl in town for a while."
Mellman said.
Bush aides shrugged off the poll for his album,"
who
won't draw a
There's
one
as a media honeymoon for Perot.
Aides to Clinton agreed and sug- parallel between Perot in 1992 and
gested Perot's figures would fall Anderson in 1980 — Anderson.
Perot's showing in the Texas
once he and his business dealings
poll "is an unprecedented showing
were exposed to more scrutiny.
By TOM RAUM

will they hold?

for an undeclared candidate for
president, even given that it is his
home state," Anderson said in an
interview.
The poll of 674 likely Texas voters indicated that 35 percent would
vote for Perot if the election were
held right now, 30 percent for Bush
and 20 percent for Clinton. The
remaining 15 percent were
undecided.
Anderson said the poll was "a
truly astonishing confirmation of
— well, one grasps for words.
Meteoric is too weak an adjective
to describe the rise he's had in the
public minds."
He said Perot holds the real
potential of "toppling the establishment" this fall.
"I suffered from the fading factor after the conventions," Anderson said. His campaign was also
plagued with money shortages —
something that won't be a problem
for Perot, who has said he would
spend $100 million or more of his
own money on a presidential candidacy if needed.
Few analysts now are ready to
suggest that Perot can win in
November. But if he captures
delegate-rich Texas, it would certainly be a major roadblock to a
Bush re-election.
hi the past, Republican strategists have confidently said they
could win in November without
California — where Bush is in considerable trouble in the polls — as

long as they had Texas as part of
their base.
This week's poll certainly puts
such assertions in a new light.
And, because of indications that
Perot draws from both Democrats
and Republicans, Republicans
aren't the only ones nervous about
these developments.
Perot's capturing of enough
states could even deadlock the
electoral college, forcing the election into the House of
Representatives.
The best finish a third-party candidate has had this century was
Theodore Roosevelt in 1912. He
got 27.4 percent of the vote.
Does that invite a comparison
with the action-oriented Perot?
Democratic pollster Mellman
thinks not. "Teddy Roosevelt had
already been president. He had a
tremendous constituency. And he
was more of a hero than Ross Perot. He actually led the charge up
San Juan Hill. He didn't have to
pay some mercenary to do ii"
One political figure not at all
interested in interpreting the results
of the new Texas survey is Perot
himself.
"It's another blip on the
screen," Perot told The Associated
Press. "I don't pay any attention to
polls."
• • • •
(Tom Raum covers national politics for The Associated Press.)

The 'process' can befixed
FRANKFORT — In the months
ahead, no matter what comes of the
federal investigation of possible
corruption in the Kentucky General
Assembly, there will be a lot of
debate over the "process" and how
it isn't working.
As the federal grand jury in
Louisville continues hauling people
in for questioning, the cyrucs
should "I told you so ... put all 138
of 'em behind bars."
That's absurd, of course. Only a
handful of the current 138 members of the legislature have
received subpoenas for records,
although some are the powerful
ones of both parties in the House
and Senate.
Yet, the good ones will be tarred
with whatever sins the bad ones are
accused of committing.
That was brought home last
week when the General Assembly
met for a day to consider bills vetoed by Gov. Brereton Jones. Senate
Majority Leader Joe Wright made
his farewell speech that day, bidding the Senate and his colleagues
goodbye after 17 years. He's not
running for re-election this year.
By any measure, Wright is one
of the good guys. He is perhaps as

respected as anyone in either house
of the General Assembly. A farmer
in western Kentucky, he was one of
the original legislators to rebel
against domination by governors
who routinely picked House and
Senate leaders, committee chairmen and which bills would pass
and which would die.
It is, in fact, the success of legislators like Joe Wright in establishing the General Assembly's independence from gubernatorial control that caused Wright to head
home to Breckinridge County for
good. Special sessions, regular sessions and committees that meet
year-round mean legislators, if not
full-time, have become at least
half-time lawmakers. It's hard to
run a business, a law practice or a
big farm operation when there's a

meeting in Frankfort that can't be
missed.
Wright told the Senate: "Everyexpanding and ever-growing
demands on a legislator's time ...
make it almost impossible for a
citizen, in the true sense, to serve
in this body."
It also has to be disheartening to
Wright and others like him to know
that the independence they fought
to attain very likely led to all those
FBI agents with subpoenas in hand.
When the governor and his staff
made the important decisions for
the General Assembly, lobbyists of
whatever stripe needed only to
influence the decisions made in the
governor's office on the first floor
of the Capitol. From there, the
word went up to the House and
Senate on the third floor.

An independent legislature
means influencing 138 senators and
representatives, for good or ill,
about anything and everything.
That has meant an explosion in the
number of lobbyists who register
with the attorney general and they
represent interests from powerful
businesses and industries to citizen
groups and environmental activists.
That's the "process" now and no
one should believe that special
interests with money and clout
don't receive more of a hearing
than a group of citizen-lobbyists
without money and clout.
It cannot come as a surprise that
there may have been some who
used the process for personal gain
or improperly to influence pending
legislation. In fact, given the nature
of the beast now, the surprise
would be if the process actually
were clean.
But, the last thing that should
happen with this corruption investigation is for the General Assembly
to lose more members like Joe
Wright. The bad ones deserve
whatever happens to them; the
good ones need to be convinced
that, whatever its shortcomings, the
"process" can be fixed.

Votingfor (Hillary) Clinton
Hillary Clinton wants to be President of the United States. If her
husband is elected, it appears he
will be little more than a front man
for his wife's political agenda.
What other conclusion can be
drawn from Hillary Clinton's
remarks that if we elect him we get
her, and comments by her husband
in the May issue of Vanity Fair
magazine? In an article by Gail
Sheehy, Bill Clinton is quoted as
saying, "If I get elected President,
it will be an unprecedented partnership, far more than Franklin
Roosevelt and Eleanor. They were
two great people, but on different
tracks. If I get elected, we'll do
things together like we always
have."
Such a position requires a closer
look at Hillary Clinton's background and beliefs and her attempts
to implement them.
Hilluy Clinton is a child of the
radical '60a. While Bill Clinton
was at Oxford and smoking (but
not inhaling) marijuana, Hillary
Rodham was an activist student at
Wellesley College, where she was
president of the student government in 1968-69, her senior year.
Later she came under the influence of Marian Wright Edelman of
the Children's Defame Fund. She
joined the board in 1978 and was
board chair from 1986 until February of this year when she resigned.
The organization favors the rights
of children to me their parents.
("Johnny, go clean up your room."
"Shut sp. Mom, or I'll call my
lawyer.")
But Hillary Rodham's coming of
peeled age occameed during her

tenure as a member of the board of
the Legal Services Corporation
(ISC), a government-funded agency originally conceived to help
poor people with their legal needs,
but quickly transformed into a radical organization that has used government money to promote a liberal social agenda. This includes lawsuits against the government that
pays its way.
During her last two years on the
LSC board, Hillary Rodham
(though married, she was still using
her maiden name, perhaps as an act
of feminist political correctness)
presided over the publication of
tax-funded training manuals that
urged legal services lawyers to
"develop a more 'political attitude'" and to align themselves with
"the Democratic coalition" and use
"muckraking" and lawsuits as
means to intimidate and embarrass
opponents of community action
8r0uPs•
Many of these manuals were
published following the 1980 election and 1981 inauguration of
Ronald Reagan, so it would appear
that the liberal LSC hierarchy was
attanpting to thwart the conservative mandate given the new President, and doing so at the expense
of a majority or antpayers who had

voted for Reagan.
During Hillary Rodham's tenure
at LSC, attempts were made to
authorize affirmative action lawsuits by LSC lawyers that would
classify drug addicts, alcoholics,
homosexuals and others as "protected groups" and "handicapped
persons." Federal funds were channeled to various activist groups
promoting abortion rights, Indian
land claims, class action suits,
political causes, prison reform, rent
strikes, job quotas, graduated state
income taxes, bilingual education
programs, halts in bus fare
increases and utility rate reform.
Every citizen should have the
right to campaign for or against
such causes — but without taxpayer assistance. Sen. Charles Grassley
(R-Iowa) said in 1981,"My experience with the way in which this
program is being implemented
leads me to believe that the congressional mandate is being
ignored and, in some instances.
violated. Concern with the basic
needs of the poor has been replaced
by a commimian to social activism
and changing the fabric of our
society."
The LSC charter specifically
prohibits certain activities as off
limits, such as union organizing,

procurement of non-therapeutic
abortions, school desegregation
cases, criminal cases and defense
of illegal aliens. All of these, and
more, found favor and federal
money during Hillary Rodham's
tenure on the LSC board.
In Connecticut, an LSC lawyer
demanded that taxpayers foot the
$10,000 bill for a sex change operation. In Iowa, the LSC used tax
dollars to lobby Congress for more
food stamps. In Florida, LSC staffers used funds to organize unions
and sue the federal government for
$10 million on behalf of illegal
aliens. In California, LSC grantees
sued the school board to challenge
a regulation on the hair length of
male students. Perhaps the worse
abuse occurred when the LSC convened in Puerto Rico to devise a
strategy to defeat the Reagan administration's plans to de-fund their
activities. The conference cost the
taxpayers an estimated $100,000,
according to a General Accounting
Office report.
Hillary Rodham Clinton has no
plans for being a traditional First
Lady. She told Vanity Fair that if
she could get Gennifer Flowers, the
woman who claims to have had *a
12-year affair with Bill Clinton, on
the witness stand, she would "crucify her."
There is little doubt that Hillary
Clinton, the cookie monster who
mocks stay-at-home, cookie-baking
mothers, might conduct some other
crucifixions if she became a de facto President. As she said. "If you
elect Bill, you get me." Oiven her
agenda, we can do without both.
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exceed the price of the item.Offer
good thru April 28th 1992. Limit
b coupons per family with $10.00
purchase

TRIPLE

TRIPLE

TRIPLE

TRIPLE

TRIPLE

TRIPLE

Present this coupon with any
MANUFACTURERS "CENTS
OFF coupon.and get TRIPLE the
savings when you purchase the
to
Offer
limited
Item.
MANUFACTURERS' "CENTS
34C.
up
to
COUPONS
OFF
Amount refunded cannot
exceed the price of theitem Offer
good thru April 28th, 1992. Limb
coupons per family with $10.00
purchase

Present this coupon with any
MANUFACTURER'S "CENTS
OFF'coupon,and get TRIPLE the
savings when you purchase the
to
limited
Offer
Item.
MANUFACTURERS' "CENTS
OFF" COUPONS up to 3IC.
Amount refunded cannot
exceed the price of the kern.Oiler
good thru April 28th. 1992. Limit
6coupons per family with $1000
purchase

TRIPLE

TRIPLE

TRIPLE

TRIPLE

TRIPLE

TRIPLE

Present this coupon with any
Present this coupon with any
MANUFACTURER S 'CENTS
MANUFACTURER'S -CENTS
OFF"coupon,and get TRIPLE the
OFF- coupon and get TRIPS"the
savings when you purchase the
savings when you purchase the
to
limited
Offer
item
to
limited
Offer
Item
CENTS
MANUFACTURERS
MANUFACTURERS. CENTS
31c.
to
up
COUPONS
OFFOFF- COUPONS. up to 3Ic.
Amount refunded cannot
Amount reloaded cannot
the price of the item Offer
Offer
emceed
Nom
the
prices/
weed the
good thru April 281h. 1992. Limit
pod dine Aped 28t11. 1992. Limit
6coupons per family with $aw
6comports per family with 1110.00
perchasa
um
prrelieee
1611141M1111•111MI OM MINI=OM MI
3,C to SRC
Weii411,110811condomsto Double Moinfacturoro'couponsfrom
product In sites
face tuba Whin mintOoultit or lliple coupons you must purchase coupons for
off
"cents
'
meals/on coupon. Offer applies only to martuturers
Free carpal. Kroger coupon retail food store coupons
Items set,;a:.:7
by low See store for complete details
or items

to

RED RIPE
STRAWBERRIES

KROGER

2 PLY,96 CT.,66 SQ.FT.

DIET & REG. OR
CAFFEINE FREE

PORK &
NS
BEA
15 OZ. CANS

HI-DRI
WELS
TO
SINGLE ROLLS

PEPSI
COLA
2 LITER BOTTLE

FOR I

2
FOR

Splendors thfe Ottoman Sultans

MEMPHIS

Grand Exhibition Hall — Memtis Cook Convention Center
April 15th • August 16th

7
11771
45
InforfnatiOn! 1 421(7-7

Murray, KY

outside

1025D- I 501

rVALUABLE KROGER COUPON

BRIQUETS

KINGSFORD
CHARCOAL
—10LB. BAGS—

2

FOR

WITH THIS COUPON LIMIT T WO BAGS PER CUSTOMER
PER VISIT. SUBIECT TO APPLICABLE TAXES EXPIRES
APRIL 28. 1992
IMM10.114==11MINENIMMONNIN

QUANTITY RIGHT RESERVED. NONE SOLD TO
DEALERS. COPYRIGHT 1992. THE KROGER CO.
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:EARTH DAY
Build a better

APRIL 22

Day Every]
Gaylord Nelson, founder of Earth Day USA, urges us to `Make Earth
president of Earth Day USA.
On Earht Day, April 22, 1992,
Earth Day founder Gaylord Nelson
urges everyone to take Earth Day
to heart — it's time to "Make
Every Day Earth Day."
To highlight Nelson's theme of

making Earth Day Every Day, the
national network of people organizing Earth Day events is designating
the entire week as "Earth Week."
Earth Day will kick off environmental events all over the country

and enhance the focus on environmental issues that continue to be
important all the way through the
United Nations Conference on
Environment and Development,
which will be held in Brazil in

June.
Earth Day USA is challenging
everyone to make at least one lifestyle change for the benefit of the
environment, beginning with Earth
Week. These changes can be made

at home, at work, or school, at play
or within organizations such as local Earth Day groups.
"In order to make a better earth
for our children, we have to make
changes," says Bruce Anderson,

T'here are thousands of Earth
Day events happening all over the
United States this year. Groups that
came together for Earth Day 1990
are more committed than ever to

Environmental Quality Commission names r
Use Electricity
Wisely Today,
For A Brighter
Future Tomorrow.
Do Your Part and Con.serve Energy

Murray Electric
System
401 Olive Street

Together We Can
Make A Difference.
REDUCE

Buy in bulk quantity
whenever possible.

REUSE

Buy products made
from recyclable paper,
plastics and glass.

Aluminum, plastics.
newspapers, glass,
automotive batteries
etc.
a better place to live.
world
our
making
Join us in

RECYCLE

WALTMART
Hwy. 641 North - Murray

The Environmental Quality
Commission has established a tradition of honoring outstanding
efforts made by citizens, business,
industry, and government agencies
to protect and enhance Kentucky's
environment in celebration of Earth
Day.
The public was invited to join
with the Commission and Mrs.
Brereton C. Jones today, April 22,

WASHINGTON (AP) — Americans preparing for Wednesday's
celebration of Earth Day are
emphasizing local events with little
of the national fanfare of two years
ago.
"Earth Day is now seen as an
annual day ... on which we take
stock of the progress we've made
in the last 365 days," Bruce
Anderson, president of Earth Day
USA, said Tuesday.
His group, based in Peterborough, N.H., has a fulltime staff of
12 people and works year around
to keep Earth Day — marked each
April 22 — alive.
Anderson sported a button declaring "Make Earth Day Every
Day" as he met three reporters in
an otherwise empty room in a congressional office building — a
sharp contrast to the media attention in 1990 when Earth Day
attracted large crowds, celebrities
and a day of entertainment on the
National Mall.
Although officials marked the
day last year, it was little noticed
in the aftermath of the Persian Gulf
War.

'I

terP;di\oni

STATE LINE
METALS
Highway 641 • Puryear
9 a.m.-4 p.m. M-F
(901) 247-3221

Anderson likened the activities
two years ago, which marked the
20th anniversary of the original
Earth Day, to a "firecracker" and
a "wakeup call" that were not
meant to be repeated every year.
Now the annual activities are
geared simply "to getting the job
done" to improve the environment,
he said.
He said he knew of only one outdoor event planned in the nation's
capital for Wednesday — a demonstration of solar cars and technology on the Mall.
The Environmental Protection
Agency said it was marking the
day by opening a new public information room where citizens can
obtain environmental information.
Anderson said Earth Day will be
celebrated one way or another in
thousands of communities.

gered bats and efforts to preserve
other rare species.
*Toyota Motor Company — for
their achievements in reducing and
recycling solid waste at their Scott
County plant
*The "Interlocal Agreement" to
Protect Elkhorn Creek (Scott,
Woodford, Fayette, Franklin Counties) — for county/state coopera-

Help make our world
a better place to live...
for us and our children.

Thornton Tile
and Marble, Inc.
612 S. 9th St.

CELEBRATE

EART

April 22, 11:00 a.m. until 8:(
in the Wal-Mart parking
Expand your environmental

See displays on composting, recycling, worm
solar cooking, trees, and books on the environ

Recycle and reuse

There will be exchange areas for books, clothi
Items left after exchanges will be given to the
churches and the Community Theatre.

Dispose of Hazardous House

"We see a lot of action taking
place," he said, adding that he was
not disappointed by the little attention his Washington visit seemed to
have received compared to the
1990 celebration, which predated
his organization.

Do Your Part!

_
oult ina„r

DO YOUR
PART
RECYCLE
TODAY!

Crimes Workgroup — for seven
agencies efforts to ensure environmental abuses are fully prosecuted.
*Grant County Judge/Executive
Carol Woodyard — for her progessive leadership in solid waste
management
U.S. Forest Service — for their
cliffline policy in the Daniel Boone
National Forest to protect endan-

Earth Day activities
will have low-key tone

Recycle For A Better

Recycling is a great
opportunity to keep the
world beautiful.
We offer recycling services
for aluminum cans
and all types of metal.

Room 131, Capitol Annex, Frankfort, at 3:30 p.m. in recognizing
these individuals and renewing our
commitment to preserve and protect the environment on this the
twenty-second anniversary of Earth
Day.
The 1992 Environmental Quality
Commission's Earth Day award
recipients are as follows:
*Kentucky Environmental

LWD WILL STAFF A FREE COLLEC'
1:00--6:00 P.M.

Typical household hazardous waste is found in the gara
and basement. It includes weed killers, household insei
paint. It may also include arts, crafts, and hobby mater
and solvents.
*All materials must be in original containers
*All containers must have a legible label listing the cor,
*Limit of 50 pounds per family
*Limited to Calloway County residents only
*No commercial, industrial, or agricultural chemicals c
*No batteries
*No recyclable materials
*No PCBs,dioxins, medical waste, or radioactive mate

753-5719
FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION CALL

WE'RE CLEANING EVERY SOILED
SURFACE KNOWN TO MAN.
MASTER DFKLEA NF.R

w

While we're busy cleaning your clothes and household
fabrics, we're busy cleaning the earth too. In an effort to
save the environment, we're encouraging customers to
bring in used hangers and plastic garment bags for
recycling. After all, by working together we make a world
of difference.

Making A World of Difference Through Recycling

FOR EVERY HANGER RETURNED
TO BOONE'S FOR RECYCLING WE
WILL DONATE ONE PENNY TO THE
UNITED WAY. HELP SAVE OUR
ENVIRONMENT, HELP UNITED WAY!
LIIINDRY

BOONE

•
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HELP THE EARTH
E To HELP YOURSELF
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A

APRIL 22
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McDonald's,Westvaco distributing seedlings

very Day;'local celebration set at Wal-Mart parking lot

JS A.
larth
r the
that
1990
er to

environmental change. They are
working their communities, creating Earth Day events and longrange environmental programs.
Children are becoming very
committed to the environment.

They are creating programs in
schools, clubs and organizations,
and in their homes. Individuals are
taking programs to their offices and
their neighborhoods. "Earth Day is
recognized on one day, but lived

every day by more and more
Americans, especially young people," Anderson said.
April 22 will see Earth Day happen in Murray, too. From 11 a.m.
until 8 p.m., in the Wal-Mart park-

ing lot, interested people from the
area can get information about
composting, help pick up litter,
take walks down the trails of the
city park, and take part in many
more demonstrations and displays.

les recipients of annual 'Earth Day' awards

serve

— for
'and
Scott

rt" to
icott,
2ounipera-

Live efforts to restore and protect
the Elkhorn Creek.
*State Representative Harry
Moberly (Madison County) — for
his strong advocacy of environmental protection in the
Legislature.
*Steve Smith (Trimble County)
— for his dedication and success in
producing chemical-free food for
local markets.

*Maxey Flats Concerned Citizens (Fleming County) — for their
commitment to ensuring the safe
cleanup of the Maxey Flats
Radioactive Waste Superfund site.
*Teresa Caudill-Bates, Evelyn
Williams, and Carol Wright (Letcher and Knott Counties) — for their
involvement and leadership to protect the environment in their

community.
*Allen Franks (Todd County) —
for his efforts to practice sustainable agriculture.
*Hy Reid (Davies County) —
for his successful use of integrated
pest management for growing fruits
and vegetables.
The Environmental Quality
Commission is an independent

seven-member citizen board that
advises the governor and the Natural Resources and Environmental
Protection Cabinet on environmental rules, regulations, policies, and
plans. The Commission serves as a
public forum for the exchange of
views, concerns, and information
relating to the quality of Kentucky's environment.

For the second year, McDonald's of Murray, Mayfield, Paducah and
Princeton are joining forces with Westvaco to distribute 14.000 white
pine seedlings in celebration of Earth Day 1992.
The seedlings will be distributed (no purchase necessary) on Saturday, April 26 and Sunday, April 26, from 6 an until closing or as
as each store's supplies last. The seedlings will be available at
of the McDwaW's franchises in the four cities.
Program coordinators are Pattie Love Sanders of McDonald's and
Dan Kincaid of Westvaco. McDonald's and Westvaco are committed
to helping the environment and hope to make the white pine seedling
giveaway an annual event. The program was initiated last year with
12,000 seedlings distributed.

Celebrate Earth Day...
#it

LBL to hold weekend celebrations

ARTH

DAY

Hee Haw favorites Tammy Stephens and Jeffrey Smith are among
a host of musicians scheduled to
perform at the April 25 Earth Day
Celebration at Land Between the
Lakes (LBL). The weekend celebration, combined again this year
with LBL's Visitor Appreciation
activities, is expected to draw more
than 1,000 visitors. There will be

no admission charged to the educational facilities (The
Homeplace-1850, Woodlands
Nature Center, and the Golden
Pond Planetarium), and campgrounds, and lake access areas will
charge only half the base camping
fees.
Others slated to perform during
this "Celebration of the Earth," to

ntil 8:00 p.m.
arking lot
lental awareness

be held from 10 a.m. until 4 p.m. at
the Golden Pond Visitor Center,
include national folk music recording artist Michael Johnathon; the
Recycle Rappers from Knoxville,
Tennessee, whose lyrics encourage
greater appreciation of the environment; the Wayne Harper Band of
Cadiz, and the Bluegrass Slimey
River Boys from Lafayette.
and it's a great time to get your lawn and
garden in shape for summer. We're offering
discounts on everything you need for a great
yard. We have trees and plants ready to be
transplanted into your yard.
We also have seeds, fertilizer
and mulch. Stop in today
and get a head start on
spring planting time!

g, worm culture, gardening,
environment.

reuse

ks, clothes, toys and paint.
en to the Library, area
Landscaping Service
Available
M Orfgjaoi Dep...NOT A cur

•

Household Waste

759-4512

Hoffman

'OLLECTION CENTER
P.M.

in the garage, kitchen, bathroom,
;ehold insecticides, cleaners, and
)bby materials such as adhesives

ing the contents

The Earth Day Celebration Committee which made plans for today's
events (11 a.m.-8 p.m. at the Wal-Mart parking lot) included (seated,
left to right) Dr. Ruth Jacquot, Pat Clement and Esther James;(back)
David Slawson, Ron Talent, Barbara Brown and Mary Paterson.

Our drop off center is located
in the front of our store. We
accept plastics, aluminum cans
and plastic bags.
DO YOUR PART.

196pr
R St

MURRAY

ION CALL 762-2500

ED
sehold
fort to
iera to
gs for
world

IE
LY!

of us.'

While supply lasts.
All Cash Discounts Apply.

ic4.\ Plan For TomorrowRecycle Today.

:hemicals or containers

active material

MoneFri. 8-6; Sat. 8-5; Sun. 1-6
Hwy. 94 gait

Earth Day Is Every Day
With A Drug-Free Environment

FREE White Pine Seedlings
Saturday, April 25th & Sunday, April 26th

McDONALD'S
Paducah - Mayfield - Murray - Princeton
*While Supply Last*
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Key-McCallon wedding planned

CALENDAR
Wednesday, April 22

Wednesday, April 22

Junior clarinet recital by Andrea
Ruddr8 p.m./Farrell Recital Hall,

Elm Grove Baptist Church events
include Mid-Week Bible Study all
youth mission organizations/7 p.m.

Doyle Fine Arts Center, Murray
State University. Admission free.

Overeaters Anonymous/Ellis
Center/ beginners at 5:15 p.m. and
regular at 5:30 p.m.

Westside Baptist Church events
include mission organizations/7
p.m.
New Life Christian Center/prayer
and praise/7 p.m_
Oak Grove Baptist Church/prayer
meeting, RAs and GAs17:30 p.m.
Grace Baptist Church events
include Cottage Prayer meeting
(ladies) with Lorine Smith/5:30
p.m.; Youth, College-Career
Choir/6 p.m.; Kid's Klub, Youth
Explosion, College/Career Bible
Study, Adult Bible Study/7 p.m.:
Weekly Workers' meeting/8 p.m.

Pr 1,7m Information
-;:.;;I4
•-,•

.4s1
s Bridal
Registry

•'

Bible Classes/7 p.m./University
Church of Chnst.
Bible Classes/7 p.m./Glendale
Road Church of Christ.

t\
'

Dexter Baptist Church
worship/6:30 p.m.
(Cont'd on page 9A)

Angela Whmed-Iticherosa
Kenn ltichersen

u.McCallass &

Aorkary Key

Tins Sanders A Lissa Taylor
Liao-Anne Samples A
Andrea Weedstridge
Elliman& Itrairy & Seise UNA
Sispasaass vassever & ABM, P0415/1
Memos Mapes, A Tim Capps

7)

( NOW OPEN
7 Hoy.
.
eek

Leigh Henry & Nieto, Elsie&
Sirplsasne Miller A Italia Mary
LA/4 Shoemaker A Anthony CAM*.

I.P.'S

Carry Saadi A Chris Padge•

Restaurant

Elsie Comas A Min Hassel

—Daily Specials901 Coldwater Rd.(5 Points)

(-here* Bearden &

D..a Sal

*gaudy Agana.. 4 Adria• Scan
Taxs• %Mimi A Mark MeCiant
Amos Haynie & Diary Hasa*
LAI. K

Chair &

Com, Omaha &

Chartes Cella
WAY

Linda's Weddings

Brawn

It 14 ThingS

Tracy Henry A Erie IlLearms

Pierl
1205B Chestnut'7,53-1A.1- 1

MOCI I
,
4 :22
"
4,

TP4

Lawn Van want & C111/1 Leese

Custom Designed and
Ready to Wear Dresses
Midair • Proms • Pagawits
Specialty Fabrics & Accasories
Tuxedo Rental • Flowers • Catering
Wedding Imitations, Etc
Free Consultation
HOW'S Mon.-Sat. 9:00-50
or By Appoottwornt

,
,...,4
----,7••--"1,11

THIS WEEK!
WEST KENTUCKY
PLAYWRIGHT FESTIVAL

rib

ro
(
4.10,

Lt

:- r _,

off Arcadia Drive
City-County Park
For Reservations
Call:

April 23-25 at 8 p.m.
26th at 2 p.m.

759-1752
It's Prom Time
Select & Pay Early for Discounts on Tuxedos & Dresses
Accosaorlee In Stock

k
c.„,

•„

tabu
Formal Wear

Mon.-Sat. 9-6 p.m.,Sun. 1-5 p.m.
707 & Ilk IL
Maynald, Ky.
247-1600

Court Square West
Pads, In.
1-901-642-5300

Olympic Plaza
Murray, Ky.
753-1300

The wedding of Miss Mitzi
McCallon, daughter of Rob and
Linda McCallon, and Rodney Key,
son of Jerry Key and Celia Key,
will be Saturday, April 25, at 6:30
p.m. at Westside Baptist Church.
South Johnny Robertson Road,
Murray.
The Rev. Jim Simmons and the
Rev. John Terry will officiate at
the ceremony.
Music will be by Terry McCalIon and Je,anetta McCallon, singers,
and Roger Hutson, pianist.
The matron of honor will be Lisa
Allbritten. Bridesmaids will be
Debbie Daniel, Jeanetta McCallon

JO'S DATEBOOK

and Maryann Cathey.
Courtney Stephens will be flower girl.
Best man will be Keith Morgan.
Groomsmen will be Roger Dunn,
Frankie Rogers and Andy Parks.
Josh Sykes will be ring bearer.
Ushers will be John Hassell, John
Key, Randy McCallon and Russell
Usher.
A reception will follow at the
Murray Woman's Club House at
Vine and South Seventh Streets,
Murray.
All relatives and friends are
invited to attend the wedding and
the reception.

Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor
A special work day will be at Hazel Cemetery on Saturday, April 25,
starting at 9 a.m. Volunteers are needed to help in the clean up for the
cemetery, according to Hazel Mayor Bill Hudson. Sandwiches and drinks
will be served at 12 noon to the volunteers, Hudson added.

Lions Club sale Monday and Tuesday
The need for funds to help sight conservation and diabetes treatment is
great. The Murray Lions Club is doing its share to fill that need by selling
hght bulbs and brooms to all households and donating all proceeds to the
sight conservation and diabetes controll to the needy in Murray and Calloway County. Co your share by buying light bulbs and a broom from the
Lions Club member who calls on you Monday night, April 27, or Tuesday
night, April 28.

BAKER'S STEW
By Trudy Baker

Leisure Life plans Gatlinburg trip

recipes that will help you get in the
Whenever an opportunity comes
along to learn something about my mood for this weekend's Tartan
English ancestry, I eagerly grasp Ball.
the chance, especially when it has
something to do with England or
Apple Sponge Pudding
Scotland. This last weekend, an
offhand remark about current hap3 med. cooking apples
penings in Murray led to some
1/2 tsp. powdered ginger
interesting insights into one of my
Tbs. golden syrup (dark Kam)
favorite relatives.
/4 c. Margarine
My Aunt Annie was a delightful,
/2 c. sugar
proper English nanny who had emiegg
grated to the states when my
teacup (1 c.) flour
mother was young. She was a
tsp. baking powder
sweet old lady, very tiny, with a
/4 teacup (1/4 c.) milk
soft, whispery voice that caused
/4 tsp. lemon juice
you to listen very carefully. Her
British accent was very pronounced
Peel, core and slice apples thinand she told the most fascinating
ly. Grease an 8" pie plate or casserstories, most with their roots in
ole, put in the apples, sprinkle with
English lore. She helped us make
ginger and top with syrup. Cream
"Wendy houses" (from Peter Pan) margarine and sugar, add egg and
with tables, chairs and an old quilt flour. Thin with milk and flavor
and served us 'tea'(cookies and tea
with lemon juice. Pour sponge mixwith lots of milk and sugar) inside
ture over the apples and bake at
in tiny tin teacups.
375 for 35-40 mins, or until sponge
What I had'nt known earlier was
tests dones. Serve warm, witii•
that Aunt Annie had been a nanny cream or a cooled, creamy custard
for some years in Scotland. My (sauce.)
family originated from Newcastle,
located not far from the Scottish
border, so it is not surprising to
Aberdeen Angus Pie
learn that for a short time, Aunt
Annie told her tales to some of
1/4 lb. bacon, chopped
Scotland's 'wee bairns'.
3 lbs. beef round, cubed
This tidbit of family history was
I. c. whole pearl onions
revealed while discussing the
lb. baby carrots
112
Murin
here
Ball
Tartan
upcoming
1 tsp dried thyme leaves
ray. A new addition to the annual
oz. can beef broth
1 14
Alumni Weekend schedule at Mur1/2 c. dark beer
ray State, the ball will be held
2 Tbs. flour
Saturday, April 25 at 8 p.m. at the
1 Tbs. Worcestershire sauce
Curris Center ballroom. The MSU
1/2 c. frozen peas
Alumni Band will be providing
1/2 17 112 oz. pkg. puff pastry
their always enjoyable dance melosheets
dies and proceeds from the event
1 lg. egg
will go towards music scholarships.
2 tsp. water
You can make reservations by callIn large Dutch oven, saute bacon
ing the MSU Alumni Office, at
until light brown, add beef and
762-3737.
Most exciting will be the Grand brown, remove meat from pan, add
March led by Mr. Skip Cleavenger onion and saute until light brown,
of Bowling Green, in full Scottish add beef, bacon, carrots and thyme.
dress, with his bagpipe. He will Beat together broth, beer, flour and
also give a piping demonstration at Worcestershire until smooth, add to
the intermission (sometime around meat mix, heat to boiling, and put
8:45) and his performance will be into a 350 degree oven (may transwell worth the price of admission fer to baking dish if necessary).
which, of course, will go the scho- Bake 1 hour or until meat and veglarship fund. The evening will etables are tender, add peas. Spoon
include a tasty hors d'oeuvres buf- beef into 2 qt. casserole, Thaw puff
fet, and the opportunity to purchase panstry, roll out to a 16 by 14 inch
inch strips,
some outstanding (and I predict, rectangle. Cut two
from
sheets.
Cut
lengthwise
soon to be overwhelmingly popuwide
inch
1/2
into
pastry
remaining
lar) handmade Murray Tartan
strips. On sheet of floured wax
items.
If you're like me, the opportuni- paper, criss-cross strips to make a
ty to 4o something fun, exciting lattice top, slide onto casserole,
and different, without leaving town trim ends to fit, roll reserved long
is a chance worth taking, expecial- strips to make two 25 inch ropes,
ly who it's for a good cause. twist ropes together and secure
Besides, how can you pass up the ends. Combine eggs and water,
opportunity to hear those glorious brush rim of casserole with egg
strains of the bagpipes, just hike mix, secure ropes to rim. Brush
my Aunt Annie used to describe? crust all over with egg mix and
If your ears perk up at the sound bake at 400 15-20 mins. or until
of something Scottish, here are a crust is golden brown. Serve
couple, easy, authentic Scottish immediately.

1/2
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The Murray Area Council of the International Reading Association will
hold its final meeting of the year on Thursday, April 23, in Room 311 at
Southwest Calloway Elementary School. Officer elections for the 1992-93
year will take place. 'Bring Your Favorite Book!' is the theme for the meeting. Participants are encouraged to bring a favorite book with them to the
meeting. Informal groups will be formed and participants can present their
favorite book and, if appropriate, describe how the book has been utilized in
instructional settings. Interested teachers, parents and education majors are
invited to attend

Homemaker Tasting Luncheon April 30
The annual Calloway County Homemaker Tasting Luncheon will be
Thursday. April 30, from 11 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. in the social hall of First
United Methodist Church. The tickets are $3 with carry outs and delivery
available. Persons should call the Extension Office, 753-1452, for ticket
reservations, and no tickets will be sold at the door. Cookbooks will be for
sale and there will be a Country Store featuring crafts and homemade food
items.

Alliance for Mentally Ill Thursday
The Purchase Area Alliance for the Mentally III will meet Thursday, April
23, at 7 p.m. in the Oval Room, Lourdes Hospital, Paducah. The meeting
will inciude a videotape presentation on Schizophrenia, followed by a
question/answer session with Community Mental Health Nurse Kay Todd
from the Western Kentucky Regional Mental Health-Mental Retardation
Board, Inc. Current and past PAAMI members are urged to attend. PAAMI is
a support group for the family members of individuals with mental illness.
For more information contact the Western Kentucky Regional Mental
Health-Mental Retardation Board, Inc., Office of Development and Community Relations at 1-442-7121.

TOPS Chapter meeting Thursday
Pamela Dawes, TOPS leader, will be in charge of presenting a progr4arn
and a silent auction fundraiser at a meeting of the newest TOPS chapter in
Murray on Thursday, April 23, at Calloway County Health Center (west
entrance), 701 Olive St., Murray. Weigh-in is from 6 to 6:45 p.m. and the
program/business meeting from 7 to 8 p.m. TOPS is a noncommercial, nonprofit weight-control organization which was the first of the major weightcontrol clubs. The purpose of TOPS is primarily to help all the overweight
who are sincerely interested in losing weight and keeping it off sensibly. For
more information call 753-7638.

Dexter Spring Bazaar on May 2
The Senior Citizens of the Dexter Community Center will have their annual spring bazaar on Saturday, May 2, from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. at the Community Center in Dexter. The sale will be held rain or shine, as it will be inside.
Featured will be handmade items, baked goods, white elephant table and
many other articles. Drinks and hot dogs will be available. In the afternoon,
there will be a drawing on the quilt that the Dexter ladies quilted and have
been offering tickets for the past three weeks. All proceeds will benefit the
Dexter Community Center.

Logging Show scheduled

247-8537

)

9. ,

Reading Association meeting Thursday

Evory Thursday-FrOday-Saturday 41 Monday
DOORS OPEN 5:30 P.M. GAME STARTS 7:00 P.M.
Early Birds At 6:30
* Call About Weekly Specials *

State

Phone (

The Singles Organizational Society has events scheduled for Thursday,
April 23, and Sunday, April 26. The singles will met Thursday at 7:30 p.m. at
Chamber of Commerce building to go to Johnson Theatre, Doyle Fins Arts
Building, Murray State University, for the Dance Theatre program. Jeanne
will be hostess. On Sunday, the Singles will go again for the third time to
visit the singles church at Memphis, Tenn. Only singles attend the church
and when people marry they must leave the church. The SOS is a nonprofit
support and social group for all single adults. For more information call
Pamela, 753-7638, Jeanne, 753-0224, Rebekah, 1-247-5765, or Shirley,
1-527-9748.

MIAMI INDIAN
IMMO
715 E. Broadway Mayfield

Name
Address
Zip

Singles' events are scheduled

Hardin-South Marshall Volunteer Fire Department will sponsor a 'Family
Portrait fundraiser. A representative with a letter of authorization will be
calkng on area persons to explain the project, according to Fire Chief Don
Spireman. Funds from this will be used to purchase self-contained breathing apparatus and other miscellaneous equipment to better serve the
public, Spindleman said. For information call 437-3000.

and adjoining Counties $57.00 per year.
[J Ail other subscribers $84.50 per year.

City

Parkinson's Support Group will meet Friday, April 24, at 4 p.m. in the private dining room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For more information
call Dixie Hopkins, speech pathologist, or Ann Ingle, R.N., at 762-1100.

Fire Department plans fundraiser

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Attn. Circulation Dept.
Li All Home Delivery in Murray and Calloway

015°

Parkinson's meeting Friday

Kentucky Expo '92, (Kentucky Logging Show) will be held Sept. 19 and
20, 1992 at Hothead State University's Dernckson Agricultural Complex,
Morehead, Ky. For information call KFIA, 1-875-3138.

To subscribe to the Murray Ledger & Times,
fin in the blank below and mail it with your
check to:
,-•• 't• •
0
vad•er,4

The Leisure Life has a trip planned to Gatlinburg, Tenn., on May 12, 13
and 14. The price will be $258 per person and includes two nights' lodging,
Dollywood, Dixie Stampede, touring and shopping in Gatlinburg, Pigeon
Forge and Cherokee, all meals, tips and baggage handling. For more information or to book reservations call Martha Covey at 753-1893.
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NARFE hears Cherrv

CALENDAR
(Coat'd from page SA)
Wednesday, April 22
Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital/Water
Valley/9-11:30 a.m. and Pilot
Oak/12:30-3 p.m.

Thursday, April 23
Murray State University orchestra
concert/8 p.m./Annex Recital Hall,
Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU.
Admission free.

St. Leo Catholic Church events
include Bible Study/10:30 Lm.:
CRS/6 p.m.; Communion
service/6:30 p.m.; H.S. PSFV7 p.m.

Dance Theatre #11/8 p.m./Johnson
Theatre, Doyle Fine Arts Center,
Murray State University.
1nfo/762-4421 or 762-6797.

First Christian Church events
include Evangelism Committee/12
noon/Pagliai's; Christian Family
Fellowship/5:15 p.m.; Chancel
Choirf7 p.m.

Land Between the Lakes' events
include Iron Industry/10:30 a.m.
and 1:30 p.m./Homeplace; Seven
Wonders of the Solar System/11
a.m. and 2 p.m./Visitor Center.

National Scouting Museum/open
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

First Baptist Church events
include Mothers Day Out/9:30 a.m.

Memorial Baptist Church events
include BSU luncheon/12 noon;
supper/6 p.m.; Workers'
meeting/6:1 5 p.m.; Prayer
Servicer7 p.m.; Sanctuary Choir/8
pin.

Young N Hearts of Glendale Road
Church of Christ/10:30 a.m.

First Baptist Church events
include Bible Study/9:30 a.m.;
Teacher Training/6 p.m.; Fellowship Supper/5:30 p.m.; Library
open/6:30 p.m.; Klaymata and
Children's Choirs/6:30 p.m.; Prayer
meeting/6:45 p.m.; Sanctuary
Choir/7:45 p.m.

Zeta Department of Murray
Woman's Club/7 p.m./club house.

First United Methodist Church
events include Covenant Prayer
Group/10 Lm.; Bell Choir/4 p.m.;
Chancel Choir/7:30 p.m.
Movie "The Call of God"/6
p.m./St. John Missionary Baptist
Church.
Thursday, April 23
Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital/Kenlake
State Park, Aurora/8-11 Lm.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2
p.m/for senior citizens' activities.
Weaks Center/open 9 a.m.-4
p.m/for senior citizens' activities.
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./education unit of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Info/762-1385.
Singles Friendship of Paris,
Tenn./7:30 p.m./Farm Bureau
Building, Paris. Info/Kennith
Broach, 753-3580.
AA and Al-Anon closed
meetings/8 p.m./Senior Citizens
Center, Benton.
Murray Kiwanis Club/6
p.m./Sirloin Stockade.
Murray Rotary Club/12 noon/
Seven Seas Restaurant.
West Kentucky Playwrights
Festival/8 p.m./Playhouse in the
Park. Info/759-1752.
St. Leo Catholic Church events
include Communion Service/9
a.m.; Legion of Mary/9:45 a.m.;
RCIA/7 p.m.
First United Methodist Church
events include Senior Adult
Exercise/9 a.m. and Adult
Exercise/5 p.m.

I

ti

1 ION

Kentucky Lake Chapter 853, National Association of Retired Federal
Employees(NARFE) welcomed Murray Mayor Bill Cherry, center, as
speaker at the March 27th luncheon meeting held at Sirloin Stockade.
He spoke on plans for development in Murray. At left is Eva M. Morris, first vice president, and at right is Frances M. Churchill, president. All members and any retired federal employees planning to
retire soon are invited to attend the next luncheon meeting on Friday,
April 24, at 11:30 a.m. at Sirloin Stockade.

Dancing/Ronny's Place/7-10 p.m.

ALLERGY SYMPTOMS?

Murray Magazine Club/1:30
p.m./home of Betty Lowry.

German Shepherd Dog Club/7
p.m./Calloway County Public
Library. Info/436-2858.
Compassionate Friends of
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital/7:30 p.m./board room.
Info/498-8324 or 762-1274.
Chapter 50 of Disabled American
Veterans/7 p.m./American Legion
Building.

National Scouting Museum/9
a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Benefit concert featuring Terry
Thomas and "The Screamin Cheetah Wheelies" band/Cutchin Stadium, Murray State Univviersity.
Admission is donation of canned
food or money for Need Line,
sponsored by White Hall Council
of MSU.
Minority Student Achievement
Banquet/6 p.m./Curris Center, Murray State University.
Student junior piano recital of
Melissa La Forge/6:45 p.m./Farrell
Recital Hall, Doyle Fine Arts Center, Murray State University.
Admission free.
Waterfield lecture/8 p.m./Wrather
West Kentucky Museum, Murray
State University. Admission free.

Birth announced
Lauren Destin Hendon
Mr. and Mrs. Tony Hendon of
Rt. 2, Puryear, Tenn., are the
parents of a daughter, Lauren Destin Hendon, born on Saturday,
April 11, at 5:50 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. The
baby weighed six pounds five
ounces and measured 20 inches.
The mother is the former Stacy
Taylor. Grandparents are Kay Taylor of 1400 Story Ave., Murray,
Danny Taylor, 1512 Beckett, Murray, and Rachel Hendon, Rt. 5,
Murray, and the late Dorsey Dean
Hendon. Great-grandparents are
Elizabeth Blakemore, Enfield, Ill.,
and Dorothy Taylor and Vurlene
Mart, both of Murray.

,

RGrace Baptist
Church

Elizabeth Lee Pendleton and
Kyron L. Cain to marry

You need Quality Care
Call

Richard H. Stout, M.D.

Pendleton-Cain wedding
ALLERGY & ASTHMA CLINIC
30
May
said
vows will be
OF WEST KENTUCKY
Mr. and Mrs. LeRoy Pendleton of Clover, S.C., announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Elizabeth Lee Pendleton, to Kyron L. Cain, son of Ms. Darius Cain of Mayfield and Fred L.
Cain of Murray.
The bride-elect is a graduate of the University of South Carolina.
The groom-elect is a graduate of Murray State University and Medical
College of Georgia.
Both Miss Pendleton and Mr. Cain are Registered Nurses at Medical
Center of Augusta, Ga.
The wedding will be Saturday, May 30, at First Baptist Church at Clover, S.C.

Pediatric & Adult Patients
Our specialized practice is dedicated to the diagnosis &
treatment of asthma, hayfever, sinus, cough, insect allergy,
skin allergy & food allergy.

502-753-7451 or 800-756-5551
Hwy. 641 N. - Murray
Cell and inquire about ow now inventory of allergy supplies.

Daily Pollen & Mold Count: 1-800-756-4AIR

Newborns and dismissals released
Two newborn admissions, dismissals and one expiration at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
for Friday, April 17, have been
released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Payne baby twin boys, parents, Lisa
and James, Rt. 4, Mayfield;
McKinney baby girl, parents, Lisa
and Bobby, At. 1, Box 196, Fancy
Farm.
Dismissals
Mrs. Murrell Smith, 903 Fairtane Dr.,
Murray; Mrs. Verble Yates, 311 North
Sixth St., Murray; Mrs. Barbara Canup,
Rt. 3, Box 288-K, Murray;
Mrs. Eulala L. McCarty, 1010 Doran
Rd., Murray; Mrs. Alice Grant, 627
South Fourth St., Murray; Robert L.
Waterman, Rt. 8, Box 715, Murray;
T.C. Collie, 526 South Sixth St.,
Murray; Mrs. Angelyn Parks, 1721
Keenland Dr., Murray; Markise D. Foster, 402 North Cherry, Murray;
Mrs. Connie Sue Saalwaechter, Rt.
1, Box 258N, Farmington; Mrs. Michelle Rickard, Rt. 8, Box 262, Benton;
Ms. Dora Conner, 1202 Brookwood,
Fulton;
Mrs. Gina K. Davis, At. 8, Box 36-A,
Benton; Richard Rogers, At. 1, Box
106, Dexter; Mrs. Maureen P. Davis
and baby girl, 306 Woodlawn, Murray;
Miss Melissa Broach and baby boy,
618 Ellis Dr., Murray; Mrs. Shannon D.
P'Pool and baby girl, 3485 No. Rocky
Ridge Rd., Cadiz.
Expiration
Mrs. Jessie Mason, Rt. 1, Box 81,
Kirksey.

County Hospital for Saturday,
April 18, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Edwards baby girl, parents, Tonya
and Charles, Rt. 1, Box 100, Hazel;
Huffstader baby boy, parents, Carla
and James, At. 1, Box 92, Palrnersville, Tenn.

Dismissals
Mrs. Yolanda 0. Bragg, Rt. 1, Box
52, Puryear, Tenn.; Mrs. Lottie Brandon, 722 Sycamore St., Murray; Charles Ronald Cella, 1708 Plainview Dr.,
Murray;
John A. Cimprich, At. 3, Box 67-45,
Calvert City; Delbert C. Hurley, At. 3,
Box 283 P 15, Murray; Richard P.
Nesbitt, At. 1, Hazel;
Gedric Paschall, 2219 Edinborough,
Murray; Miss April Dawn Shekel!, At.
5, Box 969, Murray;
Bud F. Ryland, 4518 Crystal Rd.,
Union City, Tenn.; Mrs. W. Anne Newberry and baby girl, 313 North 16th
St., Murray.

Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Sunday, April
19, have been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Staggs baby girl, parents,
Bethanyne and Allen, At. 3, Box 26,
Benton;
Kelly baby girl, parents, Scarlett and
Ken, At. 2, Box 95, Paris, Tenn.
Dismissals
Mrs. Verna T. Montgomery, Rt. 1,
Box 131-A, Murray; Mrs. Lucille Cheri-

Fish Fry Savings
Sat. 25th

Wed. 22nd

New Shipment
Pleated Draperies
$19.99
83 Length
$24.99
84 Length
Cannon
99' ea.
Washcloths
$3.99
ea.
Bath Towels
Slightly Irregular
Custom Draperies

30% on

Sugg
Prico

Open During Parade
Entire Stock of
Bedspreads

10% on
Lace Panels
$1099 & Up
Caroline
Country Ruffles
$35.99
100x84
$69.99
200x84
Bedspreads & Many
Matching Accessories Avail.

Custom Blinds
Up To 50% on
W/Free Installation
Stock Blinds
$9.99
Polished Cotton
23"-36"
Ruffles
36--72" Available
$59.99
135x84
Window Shades..$4.99 & up

REEVES DRAPERY OUTLET
Visa
MC
Discover

204 N. Brewer
Downtown Paris, TN.

642-9019
1-800-748-9342

Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway (Cont'd on page 10A)

OUR PLACE
Family Restaurant
"Our Place" Your Place
753-9995
Hwy. 94 East
Make

Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner Specials

Served Daily

617 South 9th Street • 753-7599

(APRIL BREAKFAST SPECIAL)
GROWING

BECAUSE
WE

-

.
,....
,

CARE
Evangelist
Lammie Lammersfeld

$2"

2 Eggs, Bacon or Sausage, Home Fries plus
Biscuit with Sausage Gravy, Toast or Extra
Biscuit.
Bottomless Cup Of Coffee

SALE

47.99

ONE BETTER PERM
R*9.565 Haorcut and style
inciuded Long hair and design
wraps addhonal charge
faith Moo ofhothivo through Sot,
Agri 26th.

Transportation and Nursery Provided

April 26-29
7:00 Nightly

Breakfast Served Daily: 5 a.m.-10 cm.
Sunday 6 cm. - 11 a.m.

Sunday Evening 6:00

Mon.-Sat. 5 a.m.-9 p.m.; Sun. 6 a.m.-6 p.m.

Robert N. Johnson
Pastor

Kevin Rudicil
Music Director

Thank you Murray for your support
and business.

. •

4

P

-1E- ran

c 1992, JCP•nney Company, Inc

0

•

t!ENS,,

Monday-Tuesday-Wednesday 10-8;
Thursday & Friday 9-8;
Saturday 9-6, Sunday 1-5
No Appointment Necessary
Or Call 759 9811
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Guild gets donation

SAVE•A•LOT

Chuck Foster, left, president, and
John Goodell, center, treasurer,
of the Murray Rotary Club present Patricia Clark, right, president of the Murray Art Guild,
with a check from the Rotary
Club for the Guild's Fund Drive.
The Guild is asking for support
from the community to help
repair Its Victorian building,
which is listed on the National
Register of Historic Places.

FOOD STORES

Open Mon.-Thurs. & Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m., Fri. 9 a.m.-8 p.m., Sun. Noon-6 p.m.
We Accept Food Stamps a WIC Vouchers
12th St. at Storey Ave.
Wylwood Cut

Marc •

Green Beans

Salad Dressing
Qt.

$109

r m, r

Catsup

89'

Tickets To

Ricky Van Shelton

At.J

Kurtz Squeeze

28 oz.

WIN!

160,6,jo.

Britches
Bridlesry gru
• ack • orse are
Stetson • Wrangler • Circle Y • Montana Silver • Justin
"Western Weer- The AM-American Fashion For The Endre Family"
OPEN 7 OATS
Vlsa/MC/DisJ
Hwy. $4 E. (1 nil.)
Murray
Am. Express

759-4408

Come See Our Showroom

To Register

:-:.:-:•:•

SerViCeMASTER
Carpet & Furniture
Specialists
COMMERICAL/RESIDENTIAL
ServiceMASTER of the Lakes
759-1707

•

BAR-B-U

a

BURGERS

.1

Newborns...
(Cont'd from page 9A)
ton, Rt. 1, Box 41, Wingo;
Ms. Virginia Szikszai, Rt. 4, Box
539, Benton; Mrs. Ruth M. Ferguson,
P.O. Box 29, Hazel; Mrs. Lona B. Morgan, P.O. Box 223, Dover, Tenn.;
Mrs. Janice Kay Borens, P.O. Box
542, Calvert City; Mrs. Sarah W. Leedom, 701 Vine St., Murray; Gerald
Rule, Rt. 1, Box 218-B, Murray;
Frankie Hatfield, Rt. 6, Box 373,
Benton; Stephen Eric Bynum, P.O.
Box 1284, Murray; Mrs. Angie L. Curran, Rt. 2, Box 400, Calvert City;
Mrs. Lisa Dean Payne and twin
baby boys, Rt. 4, Mayfield; Mrs. Lisa
G. McKinney and baby girl, Rt. 1, Box
196, Fancy Farm;
J.C. Dunn, 308 North 18th St., Murray; Mrs. Denise Jo Harrison and baby
girl, Rt. 5, Box 218-A, Benton.

tour newborn admissions and
seven dismissals at MurrayCalloway County Hospital for
Monday, April 20, have been
released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Kennedy, baby girl, parents, Connie
and Roger, Linton Road, Cadiz
Riley, baby girl, parents, Rhonda
and Joseph, Rt. 5, Mayfield.
Revel, baby boy, parents, Lisa and
Barry, Rt. 1, Henry, Tenn.
Tyler, baby girl, mother, Michelle
Mellen, Rt. 1, Puryear.
Dismissals
Tonya Edward, Rt. 1, Hazel; Vernon
McPherson, Rt. 1, Sedalia; Nona Milligan, 721 Campbell St., Pans, Tenn:
Thomas Tapp, Rt. 4, Murray; Pearl
Edwards, Rt. 7, Murray; Elizabeth
Batts, 1707 Audubon, Murray; John
Grogan, Rt. 1, Hardin.

J. Higgs

Cheese Curls or
Corn Chips

FRIDAY & SATURDAY
NIGHT BUFFET
Bar-B-0 Ribs, Pond Raised Catfish Fillets, Fried Chicken, Food Bar - Salad Bar,
Dessert Bar - Includes Drink

II
DR. STUART A. NAULTY
DR. MARY BOLTON

10 Lb. Box

Bacon
$590
Partin's

Specializing in medical and surgical
correction of foot disorders.

Sausage

119

$

lb.
2 Lb. $2.38

Hours by appointment Monday thru Friday
Be! Air Center S. 12th Street, Murray, KY
Russet

1-502-753-0666

Potatoes
.0 .b.97'
Yellow

Onions
$ Ja.00

4 Lb..

SERVICE NOTES
MARINE PFC. WILLIAM E.
GILBERT recently returned from
a month-long training exercise with
3rd Battalion, 3rd Marines, 1st
Marine Expeditionary Brigade,
Marine Corps Air Station, Kaneohe
Bay, Hawaii, where he is currently
assigned.
During the exercise, conducted
at the Pohakuloa Training Area on
the island of Hawaii, Gilbert participated in extensive live-fire training, communications, and command post exercises and completed
a Marine Corps Combat Readiness
Evaluation.
He is the son of Julian R. and
Marsha L. Hamlet, RL 7, Benton.
A 1991 graduate of Marshall County High School, he joined the Marine Corps in June 1991.
MARINE FPC. JONATHAN J.
POE recently reported for duty
with Marine Corps Security Force
Battalion, Atlantic, Naval Base,
Norfolk, Va.
A 1991 graduate of Marshall
County High School, he is the son
of James E. and Donna S. Poe of
Benton.

URGENT!!
HELP! HELP!
HELP US
SAVE OUR
HORSE!

Prairie Farms

-

Cottage Cheese
$149
24 oz.

Please attend the hearing on Wednesday, April
22,at 6:30 p.m. on the second floor of Murray City
Hall at 5th and Poplar Streets to voice your
concern on this issue!

Factory Discount Shoes
100 S. 5th St.

753-9419

J.
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Some cities rethinking curbside recycling
COVINGTON, Ky. (AP) — A
glut of recyclables on the market
has some Kentucky cities rethinking the worth of asking garbage
companies to pick up homeowners'
recyclables at the curb.
"When you think about it, it's
not doing any good to pick all this
stuff up when there's nothing to do
with it," said Bill Scheyer, Erlanger's city administrator.
Curbside recycling costs homeowners more money than regular
trash pickups. It also saddles garbage companies with the increasingly difficult job of finding industries that will buy the millions of
tons of recyclable glass, paper and
plastic collected every year.
Because industry's demand
hasn't kept up with the supply, a
glut of recyclable trash has flooded
the marketplace. That means it
costs garbage companies more to
sort and transport recyclable items
than they earn in selling the stuff.
In the face of such economic realities, at least one northern Kentucky
garbage company isn't eager to
sign more cities to a curbside recycling contract.
"When we see all this glut on
the market, we hesitate to be a
cheerleader for more," said Mi.
Theriot, recycling coordinator for
Bavarian Waste Services.

recycled paper or use composted
yard waste for mulch in city parks.
Miller sees bright spots in recycling's future. By 1995, the
demand for newspapers will
increase as mills in the United
States and Canada increase by sixfold their capacity to recycle newspapers, he said. Miller also foresees expanded markets for glass,
metal and aluminum.
Those forecasts offer a good reason to continue recycling, said
Tom Rumpke, president of the
Rumpke of Kentucky garbage
company.

administrator. He said the city had
no plans to discontinue the
program.
"Everyone in recycling got on
that bandwagon quick. Most of us
did not think it through," Scheyer
said. "... It's not that we should
drop the concept, but we should
develop the market for (recyclable
trash) first before we pick it up."
One way cities can boost
demand is to buy recycled products, said Chaz Miller, recycling
manager for the National Solid
Wastes Management Association in
Washington. Cities can buy

During a surge of environmental
zeal two years ago, many cities
began offering collection bins
where people could drop off their
recyclables. A majority haven't
taken the next step toward curbside
collection.
Money is the stumbling block in
most cities. The curbside service
adds $2 to $3 to a homeowners'
monthly bill, which already is
jumping as much as 75 percent to
pay for new landfills that meet stricter state design requirements.
In Covington, Mayor Denny
Bowman wants to know what residents think about curbside recycling before he asks them to pay
more to add the service. "We can't
keep taxing the public to death,"
Bowman said.
Newport has been studying the
issue for a year. Mayor Steve
Goetz worries that residents who
use the collection bins won't be
eager to join a curbside program,
which could mean the loss of one
day a week of regular trash pickup.
That loss killed the curbside program in Erlanger, where residents
said they preferred collection
boxes.
In the state's largest city, about
60 percent of residents participate
in curbside recycling, said Rudy
Davidson, Louisville's solid waste
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FENCE IT
MR.
Commercial • Residential
Free Estimates • Wood • Chain Unk

4 Ft. Chain Link
it.
11'/2 go. Installed $259

'92 Plymouth Colt
#92043

Automatic, Air
Conditioning, Cloth
Seats, Rear
Defroster, Stereo,
Tinted Glass and
More.

$9,578.00
— 406.00 I
— 500.00 I

List Price
Peppers Disc
Factory Rebate

$8,672°'

'92 Dodge Daytona

Plus Terminal Posts & Gates
#92281

Local at
Bryan Rd
Paducah

1-800-234-3568
SS4-3568

Air Conditioning, Tilt,
Cruise, AM/FM
Cassette, Power
Locks & Mirrors,
Rear Defroster and
More.

H oroscopes
THURSDAY, APRIL 23, 1992
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
date of birth,call 1-9(X)-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 95 cents
a minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE than other people's advice. You do
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: not really need a lot of attention now,
Although your finances are about to just some appreciation.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Be
improve, you still need to keep tabs
on your spending. Otherwise, you careful to whom you express your
could end up in the hole in July. Wise business ideas: you might find
business choices are critical to your someone else taking credit for them.
future security. Be alert to deception, Rethink your career priorities after
especially in the fall. Professionals talking with your mate.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Luck
can help you if you let them in December.Count on romance to become may be all around you, but it is not the
more satisfying early next year. You kind you should broadcast. Money or
will gain confidence from your mate possessions come your way, thanks
to an influential friend. Be more exnext March.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON perimental in the arts.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
THIS DATE: playwright William
Shakespeare, actress Valerie Various aggravations may cause you
Bertinelli, hockey star Phil Esposito. to lose patience. Be careful not to
blurt out something best kept under
child star Shirley Temple Black.
ARIES (March 21 -April 19): wraps. Exercise helps to relieve
Your finances begin to stabilize now. temporary stress.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
Good will suddenly abounds. Let influential people know about your 21): Being nice to someone who
special talents or skills. You could be works behind the scenes could benefit you financially. Be realistic,
in line for a raise or promotion.
TAURUS ( April 20-May 20): however. Extra caution is advised on
Hidden facts will come to your at- the business front.
CAPRICORN(Dec.22-Jan. 19):
tention at just the right time. Many.
golden opportunities are within your Carefully assess any unusual finanreach. Ask direct questions and seek cial developments or suspicious
people; but it is better to be safe than
advice.
GEMINI (May 21 -June 20): sorry. Be wary of any romantic enTreating a co-worker with kindness tanglements that could cause you
today could do wonders for your embarrassment.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
popularity. Dress for success; things
are shaping up for a pay hike. Take a Do not read more into a friend's
monetary suggestions than is practivacation from romance.
CANCER (June 21 -July 22): cal or sensible.Tighten your financial
Break away from a confining or belt. Newsfrom someone at a distance
lackluster relationship. You are about puts a fresh slant on your social life.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): A
to embark on an exciting adventure.
A distant locale could provide the creative impulse looks quite promperfect love nest. Hold tight to a ising, as do your romantic prospects.
Parents could bask in the reflected
lucky charm.
LEO(July 23-Aug. 22): As far as glory of a talented child. Sports and
money is concerned, you would be games are your best bet for fun tosmart to follow your instincts rather night.

$12,175.00
— 779.00
— 500.00

$10,896'

'92 Eagle Summit

Earn College Credit
KET telecourses are fully accredited
college-level courses conveniently
broadcast into your own home.
The following KET telecourses will
be offered at various Kentucky
colleges and universities in the 1992
summer semester:

List Price
Peppers Disc
Factory Rebate

For a tree booklet
listing KET telecourses
available at a college
or university near you.
call KET toll-tree:

#92185

(800) 432-0970

The Business File: An Introduction
to Business

Air Conditioning,
Stereo, Cloth Seats,
Rear Defrost, Power
Steering and More.

Discovering Psychology
Here's to Your Health
The Sociological Imagination
Teaching Reading Comprehension
(graduate level)

List Price

$10,943.00
— 461.00
Peppers Disc
— 500.00
Factory Rebate

$9,98200

Tne Kentucky
Network

'92 Plymouth Acclaim
#92057

GREAT PRICE
SUPER VALUE

Automatic, Air
Conditioning, Tilt,
Cruise, Rear
Defrost, Floor Mats
and More.

List Price
Peppers Disc
Factory Rebate

$13,225.00
—1,031.00
— 1,000.00

91,194°°!

'92 Dodge Dynasty L.E.

TODAY'S CHILDREN are bright and affectionate but somewhat inflexible. They like things to go according to plan and find it easy to get into
a rut. Wise parents will gently encourage these warmhearted Taureans to be
more adventurous. They need to be coaxed into trying new things. Loyal and
hardworking, these Taureans make wonderful employees. Count on them to
climb the ladder of success at a rapid pace. They bounce back quickly from
reversals, ready to redouble their efforts.

#92270

(To order a rea 'sett and updated copy of Jeane Dixon's hest-selling book "Yesterday. Today and Forever
How Astrology Can Help You Find Your Place in God's Plan,- send Sti 95 plus SI postage and handling to
Dixon. c/it Andrews and McMeel. P.O Box 419150, Kansas City, mo (n4141 Make checks payable to
Andrews and Mc Meel.

FAR

3.3L V-6 Engine,
Overdrive
Transmission, Cruise,
Tilt, Cassette, Air
Conditioning, Power
Locks/Windows/
Mirrors and More

TROY-BILT6 Tractors
Quality you can see...
Versatile, hardworking and affordable, too!

'Ham THE FLOOR!
gg
$1
,
5Eid

38 oz. Cornmojclal
Carpet
— Sq. Yd.

#92258

•New Mulching System "recycles" clippings, leaves!
turning radius cuts down on trim work!
•Tight,
hydrostatic drive!
with
foot-controlled
• Also
•Built to be the last tractor you'll ever buy!

22

100% Nylon Track Less Carpet
5 Yr. Stain, Wear & Retentlo Warranty
340140010n

(110014. PUICA0110
Add I 00 Yd. an
Smaller Psaabassid

Air Conditioning,
Power Windows,
Locks and Mirrors,
Dual Power Seats,
Cassette, Plus More
Luxury Equipment.

T_RIDIY•BilLT

Felt Boat C
From
Grigg(Sq. Yd

ME

IF YOU PAY LESS FOR CARPET I
YOU WILL GET LESS CARPET.

aP

40

v15o Accpntnd
'Over 15C0 Rolls

MAØOWA

1-800-264-4941

In stock'

,1110411,

,V4

I onq Akin
MI S of Munoy
Just Out of Hain'

Dodge

753-2571 or 753-4110
Chestnut St.
Hrs: 73641:30 M-F; 7.30-5:00 Sat.

L

•
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List Price
Peppers Disc
Factory Rebate

$23,873.00
—2,691.00
— 1,500.00

$19,687'

"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car or truck company."

IN STOCK ALL ADVERTISED ITEMS -- AS ALWAYS
Mon Sot T1115
Mnstrercord

$1 4,7920°

NIP Gear w/36 Moira,:Deck

"ANNIVERSARY SPECIAL"

Nice Color

$17,728.00
— 1,936.00
— 1,000.00

'92 Chrysler 5th Ave.

1799

Prices Good
11115/6/92
Subject To
Stock.

List Price
Peppers Disc
Factory Rebate

PEPPERS 2-p
2400 East Wood Street • Paris, TN
642-5661 • 1-800-748-8816

al Mumbo Jumbo: Pna3s are plus tax title license and doc tee
Due to advertisement deadline, some vehicles may already be sold

•.*.—••••
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'92 Dodge Ram 50

Hopkinsville girl active despite juvenile leukemia
By TONYA SMITH
Kentucky Mew Ere

HOPKINSVILLE, Ky. (AP) -Instead of barrettes, 9-year -old
Becky Giles picks out a hat to weal
with her outfit to school each day.
Becky was diagnosed in July
with lymphocytic leukemia, and the
disease has robbed her of her once
long blonde hair.

So a variety of hats now cover
her hair, which — since January —
has been growing back coarser and
darker.
"One of her biggest fears," said
her mother Janie, "is the loss of
her hair and the weight gain. She
was afraid everybody would look
at her and make fun of her."
Friends, however, have remained
supportive and the young girl's

fears, for the most part, seem to be
Classmates and teachers at her
school have been kept abreast of
activities such as special parties
and holidays and school projects,
not to mention homework and tests.
Assignments and tests were
taken out of the classroom to Becky's home and back into the class
for grading once they were
completed.
Becky returned to teacher Tara
Roeder's class after Christmas, 20
pounds heavier, but glad to be back
with her friends.
The leukemia was diagnosed last
July shortly after the Giles returned
from a family reunion in Missouri.
During the reunion, family members became concerned about
Becky's appearance.
She was being treated for some
stomach problems, and her parents
took her to see local pediatricians
Duncan Campbell and Ronald
Howard. It was Campbell who pinpointed the leukemia.
"He did some blood work, and I
really think that as soon as he saw
the blood work he knew it was
leukemia," Mrs. Giles says.
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ce and service
"Where the
makes the pill easier to swallow."

V.

if
Air Conditioning
3500# Step Bumper
and More

$9,526.00
- 350.00
- 500.00

List Price
Peppers Disc
Factory Rebate

1
•

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
753-4175
Glendale at WhItnell
Hours: Mon.-Frl. 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30

$8,67600
192 Dodge Dakota Sport

KEITH BAKER vt
HOMES

#92303

Hwy. 79 E., Paris, TN 644-0012
Hrs.: 7 Days A Week Mon.-Sat. 13-6;
Sun. 1-5
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Swing into Spring

tmif
180 HP Magnum V- List Price
6 Automatic, Air
Peppers Disc
Cond , Cassette,
Factory Rebate
Power Steering,
Aluminum Wheels &
Much, Much More
$1

Becky's leukemia has been identified as acute lymphocytic
leukemia. It occurs when white
blood cells take over the bone marrow, crowding out all the "good
cells," Mrs. Giles explained.
When her daughter's blood count
— including the numbers of red
blood cells and platelets in the
blood — gets too low, Becky

$12,201.00
- 722.00
- 750.00

=z-With Our=
=CLEARANCE $ALE=

'92 Dodge D150

Dylan fan allowed out of prison for concert

Fleetwood • Franklin • North River

0,7290°

HOBART, Australia (AP) — A
man who trampled his mother to
death to the Bob Dylan song "One
More Cup of Coffee for the Road"
was let out of prison for a night to

Prices For This Special Event
Include:
-Delivery -Set-up -Central Air Conditioning -Skirting -Furniture

#92313

•

asaitix
Ci)

*Will ,1111.

230 H.P Magnum V- List Price
8. H D Automatic,
Peppers Disc
Air Conditioning. 30
Factory Rebate
Gal Tank, LWB
$1

$14,807.00
- 1,393.00
- 1,500.00

1 914°°

Front
Feet.vood
14.63
kitchen, 2 bedroom, 1 bath
with garden tub. Morning
room in kitchen, ceiling Ian,
snack bar, storm w ndows.
Reg
house type door
$18.995 Specially er ced at

$15,995.
1400 Restwood: 3 bedroom, 2 bath, Monti windows,ceiling tan in living
room, chapel ceiling In
living room and kitchen.
Reg. $21,400. Specially
priced st $19,596.

14,70 Fleetwood: 3 bedroom, 1 bath, bookcase,
snack bar, ceiling tan,
chapel ceiling In living
room and kitchen. Reg.
$17,1100. Specially priced
$14,906.
16,64 Fleetwood 2 large
bedrooms, 1 bath with
garden tub, ceiling fan,
storm winbookcase
dows coach lights Reg
$18995 Specially priced
at $15.995

begins to feel worse and her risk of
infection from other bacteria and
viruses is greater.
If no signs of leukemia remain
after five years, her daughter will
be diagnosed as cured. The cure
rate for her type of leukemia is 70
percent.
For Becky, the needles are the:
most painful part of the treatment.
During spinal taps, a needle is
inserted to draw off spinal fluid,
which is tested for signs of
leukemia. Still other needles are'
used during chemotherapy
treatments.
She and her father have developed a technique for testing that
helps alleviate some of the pain.
Her daughteNalso uses a breathing
technique sithitir to Lamaze that
helps her relax and "son of makes
the pain go away."
Becky needs lots of rest and
doesn't go out much. Activities
such as skating, spending the night
with friends and birthday and
bowling parties have — for the
most part — been abandoned.
Doctors did advise, however,
that the young girl maintain as normal a daily routine as possible so
she has continued to participate in
some extracurricular activities and
attend church and school.
Her family, Mrs. Giles says,
doesn't plan ahead. With the help
of family and friends they take one
day at a time.
"I think you look at people differently," Mrs. Giles mused. "You
look at life differently. You learn
how fragile it is."

1400 Fleetwood 3 bedroom, 2 bath with garden
tub, ceiling tan, storm
windows, chapel ceiling
and
room
living
in
Reg $19,500
kitchen
at
priced
Specially

TAKE ME
BACK CAFE

$16,595

Opening Now
Thursday & Fridays
3:00-8:00 p.m.

24x44 Fleetwood: Doublewide 3 bedroom, 2
bath, refrigeretor and
move, wall to wall carpel
Reg. $23,500. Specialty
priced at $20,995.

Need to Sell These Homes to Make Room
for New Home Coming In. No Special
Orders at These Prices.

see his idol perform.
Allowing Richard Dickinson to
attend Saturday's concert was the
idea of his doctors, who said he
was responding well to treatment
for his schizophrenia, Corrective
Services Division Manager Ben
Marris said Wednesday.
Dickinson, 25, was found not
guilty by reason of insanity after he
killed his 59-year-old mother five
years ago when she complained
because he was playing Dylan's
album "Desire" at 4 a.m.
He told police at the time he
thought his mother was an evil
character from the album and that
the music had given him the
strength to kill her. He sprinkled
instant coffee over her body
afterward.

'92 Dodge Caravan
#92301
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Meadowcraft

- - 11111tibbt
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Automatic, Air
Conditioning, 7
Pass Seating,
Family Value
Package, Cloth
Seats & More.

One of America's Finest Outdoor Furniture Mfg.

,, • •

is;
List Price
Peppers Disc
Factory Rebate

$15,203.00
- 1,023.00
- 500.00

Glider $179.95
Chaise Lounge

$13368000

'92 Jeep Cherokee Laredo

Spring
Chair

0....

I

't

Leg
Chair

,
'wevogys

#92306
•

'199.95

r
ilrigi,Wittrbymo,y,•;.1
11',•//11/,(1,4,Xr,m;i:ivorre.i;.%:

'79.95

$99.95
Table 679.95
i

pa—
...,;„:.
Automatic, Air
Conditioning, 190
H.P. Engine, Tilt,
Cruise, Cassette,
Power Windows/
Locks and More.

List Price
Peppers Disc
Factory Rebate

#92075

List Price
Peppers Disc
Factory Rebate

$159.95
3 Piece Set
Cafe Table &
Two Chairs

aa - z:

•
..
.. ....

$21,257.00
- 3,722.00
- 1,000.00

PEPPERS

e"
"
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2400 East Wood Street • Paris, TN
642-5661 • 1-800-748-8816
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$429.95

Thurman's

Ili" GIMP

Mumbo Jumbo: Pnoes we plus tax, bile license and doc fee
Due to advertisement deadltne. some vehicles may already be sold

.
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5 Piece Set
Table & Four Chairs

963535'

. Whatever it takes, we want to be your car Or truck company."
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$199.95
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Save 25%-35%

$16
3721°°
,
---"-L-

180 H.P. Magnum
Engine, Automatic,
Air Conditioning, 7
Passenger, w/Sofa,
Bed,Stereo
Cassette and More.

NOW ON
SALE

$19,948.00
- 1,727.00
- 1,500.00

'92 Dodge Conversion Van

Tea Cart

FURNITURE
206 E. Main

•

New Store Hours 9:30-530

Murray,

Ms

•

Superior

Test method may eliminate need for biopsies
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Pictured is the seventh grade Calloway County Middle School Band that received all superior ratings in
performance at the KMEA concert festival held recently at Murray State.

American Indian movement founder now resides in Kentucky
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DAYTON, Ky. (AP) — Dennis
Banks' message as a civil-rights
activist for Native Americans may
be essentially unchanged since the
1960s, but the northern Kentucky
newcomer acknowledges his
methods have evolved.
"There was a time when I might
want to slam the door in somebody's face when I was young and
aggressive," says Banks, who
moved to Campbell County in
October. "As you mature, you
realize that maybe you ought to
leave the door open to negotiation.
The person you close the door on
may be willing to hear."
Banks, a member of the Anishinabe tribe who founded the American Indian Movement in 1968,
lives on a hillside in one of the
county's river towns. The house
belongs to Alice Lambert and is
home to the national headquarters
of the Sacred Run. The run is an
international marathon that Banks
and other Native American activists have been sponsoring since
1978.
The 1992 run this summer will
start at the southern tip of South
America and the northern tip of
Siberia and converge in Santa Fe,
N.M. Ms. Lambert has been national coordinator for the runs for the
past two years.
Sin cameras Since 11554

Stock Market
Report
Prices as of 9 AM
Company

Price

Chg

Dow Joao lad. Avg........--5.15
DJIA Previous Close....-334315
47'/. - 1/1
Air Products
571/.B 5•91/4A
A.T.C. Clan
* 34
Bell South
Briggs & Stratton...-. 491/4 • 1/4
Clwyder-...................181/4
+
DUN
• 34
Fisher Price .................36'/2 - 1/s
Ford
General Electric..........TP4 • 34
General Motors...........4174 • 14
Goodrick..................5P4 • 1/8
Goodyear ---.—...—.751/4 + 1/8
• 1/1
I 11
• 3/4
Ingersoll
5034 • 1/1
251/4 +
K U
Kroger ---.....--.......181/2 - 14
mac
LG&
mac
McDossalds
J.C. Pensey—...............643/4 + 3/s
Peoples First••..... 331/2B 341/2A
- 1/4
Quaker
Scitering-Plough.........543/1 • 1/4
• 1/2
Sears
That Waraer...........1031/2 +
• 14

'Hilliard Lycra Is trading sows tor this sack.
"Maud Lyons It a medal maw In this siodt.

Cowl Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366
Addition al
Information
Available
Upon Request.
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Banks had been living in Santa
Fe with his teen-age daughters.
"My children and Alice and I
decided that it would be better economically to have just one residence," Banks said.
Banks spent most of his life in
South Dakota and other Western
states.
"It is a different atmosphere
than we are used to," Banks says.
"There are not many native people
around here, so the issues in this
area are primarily grave desecration and legislation surrounding
it.,,
Banks has been called a savior
and a troublemaker, an arrogant
rabble-rouser and a philosopher.
He's been in jail, and in Time
magazine. For decades he has been
the sometimes-strident voice of the
American Indian Movement.
"I've had people confess that
they're scared to come up to me,"
he says with a quiet smile. "They
were aware of what was going on
in the 1970s, and they are hesitant
to approach me. They shouldn't be
afraid.
"The passage of time has allowed me to mature. I have the same
beliefs. My response to raw racism
is still there. But my reactions
when I was in my 20s and my 30s
and my 40s are not the same as my
reactions now.
"I haven't become mellow. I

Egg thrower fined
and ordered to pay
cleaning bill
EASTLEIGH, England (AP) —
A student who hit Prime Minister
John Major with an egg during the
national election campaign was
fined $175 today and ordered to
pay the cost of cleaning Major's
suit.
Appearing in magistrates' court,
John McIntyre, 25, of Portsmouth,
admitted throwing the egg at Major
on April 6, three days before the
national election.
The egg hit Major on the right
side of his face and oozed down
over his clothing.

National Guard
to name first
female general
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
National Guard will promote a
Memphis, Term., woman to brigadier general on Wednesday, making her the first woman to reach
that rank in the Guard, the Pentagon says.
Col. Roberta V. Mills, a member
of the Tennessee National Guard,
will be the first female general
officer in a history that the Guard
traces back to units of Massachusetts militia in 1637.
In her reserve status, Mills is the
Air National Guard's assistant to
the chief of the Air Force Nurse
Corps in Washington.
In civilian life, she works at the
Baptist Memorial Hospital in Memphis as the director of nursing
administrative set-vices, the Pentagon said Tuesday.

MONUMENT CO.
Monuments • Markers
Mausoleums
"Compare Our Quality, Service,
Workmanship and Prices."

U.S. 641 N.

759-1333

•

think I've become more dignified
and diplomatic in my approach to
solutions."
In the early days of the American Indian Movement, Banks and
fellow activists grabbed shovels out
of the hands of people digging into
Indian graves in Minnesota. In
1988, artifact hunters in Uniontown
in western Kentucky dug up more
than 1,500 ancient Indian graves,
strewed the bones in an open cornfield and stole salable artifacts.
Banks' response was to organize
a reburial ceremony that drew 400
Indians and pooled tribal customs
from across the country in a reverent four-day ceremony honoring
the dead. As a result of the activities in Uniontown, the Kentucky
legislature passed a law making
grave desecration a felony.
"Twenty-five years ago it would
have been sheer confrontation; stop
the digging by any means," Banks
says. "Twenty-five years later we
came to Kentucky and our only
priority was to have a ceremony for
the bones. The legislation happened by itself, as a result of that.
Out of that dignity came people
who said, 'We shouldn't do this
anymore."
Through the Uniontown activities he met Ms. Lambert, who
helped organize support for the
Native American ceremonies.
Last month, when the Kentucky
House passed a bill establishing a
Native American Cherokee Indian
tribe of Kentucky and designating a
"reservation" for the tribe, Banks
urged senators to reject the bill.
He noted that the "new" tribe
had never been heard of by established Indian tribes or the Bureau
of Indian Affairs.
Banks remains a national director of the American Indian Movement and decides policy.

Police discover
45 human skulls
in Bogota home
BOGOTA, Colombia (AP) —
Police say they've discovered 45
human skulls that were sent to
Bogota for use in black magic rituals by a self-proclaimed warlock.
The warlock, Jose Ocampo, was
murdered along with his wife 15
days ago, said Col. Enrique Montenegro, director of the judicial
police.
Montenegro told reporters that
Ocampo sent the skulls from the
southwestern city of Cali to a
Bogota home where he planned to
set up a "witches house."
He said concerned neighbors
alerted police to strange activities
taking place at the northern Bogota
house, where the skulls were found
Tuesday. He said some had been
dug up and that two had bullet
holes in them.
Witches and seers are a common
phenomenon. in Colombia, where
people often seek to learn their fortunes or communicate with the
dead.

CHICAGO (AP) — Periodic
blood tests may soon spare many
men the cost, discomfort and worry
of biopsies to detect prostate
cancer, researchers say.
The still-experimental blood test
compares levels of a substance
called prostate-specific antigen, or
PSA, which is often elevated in
men with prostate disease, according to a study in today's Journal of
the American Medical Association.
By watching PSA levels over
time, doctors can more accurately
distinguish prostate cancer from
benign prostatic hyperplasia — a
common form of prostate enlargement that is not dangerous — and
reduce unnecessary biopsies to
confirm whether the patient really
does have cancer, said study coauthor Dr. Jay D. Pearson, a gerontologist with the National Institute
on Aging.
Doctors now look for early pros-

tate disease in two ways: by a
uncomfortable and can cause
single PSA reading and by trying
bleeding, Oesterling said.
to feel through the rectum wall for
"There's also the mental strain
lumps in the walnut-size prostate
of being told you might have
gland at the base of the urethra.
cancer," Pearson said. The interval
from scheduling the procedure to
Dr. Joseph E. Oesterling, a
urologist at the Mayo Clinic, com- finding out the results can be a
month.
mended the research as "a very
A PSA level, in contrast, can be
creative" slant on improving detecobtained
through a $35 blood test,
tion of prostate cancer, which is
said both men.
expected to be diagnosed in
Another study in today's Journal
132,000 Americans this year and
found no correlation between physkill 34,000.
ical exams of the prostate gland
Both he and Pearson said the
and elevated blood levels of PSA.
method of using periodic PSA test
That study, led by Dr. E. David
needs to be studied further to confirm its usefulness, before it is put Crawford of the University of Colorado Health Sciences Center, lays
into regular use.
on
Pearson and a team led by Dr. H. to rest a concern that pushing
the
prostate
gland
might
squeeze
Ballentine Carter of Johns Hopkins
PSA into
blood and elevate test
University School of Medicine readings, the
Oesterling
said.
studied PSA levels in 56 men who
A third related Journal study said
were already subjects in an aging
a group of Swedish men with
study and had given blood samples, untreated early
prostate cancer had
which were frozen.
10-year survival rates similar to
Eighteen men who had devemen whose prostates had been
loped prostate cancer by 1990 removed. Oesterling dismissed that
showed significantly more rapid finding, saying the Swedish subincreases in PSA over periods jects were older than most U.S.
ranging from seven to 25 years patients and had less aggressive
before diagnosis than men with tumors.
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Herbert benign prostate disease or no
"Hank" Penny, a country music disease.
star who transformed a run-down
Biopsies cost $350 to $550, are
saloon into Hollywood's famed
Palomino Club, died Friday at 73.
NOTICE
Penny was a singer and guitarist
VIE HAUL V/HITE COLDWATER
whose signature song was "Won't
GRAVEL AND DIRT
You Ride in My Little Red
K&K STUMP REMOVAL
Wagon," a hit in the 1940s.
Mechanically Removed
In 1949, he and a partner fixed
23- Deep Free Estimates
up an abandoned nightclub. By the
Treated Cross Ties
time he sold it three years later, the
435-4313 Bob Kemp
305-A S. 12th St.
club with its distinctive bucking
(Next to Dumplin's)
Or
bronco sign was becoming a lead753-0959
435-4319
Bob
Kemp
Jr
ing nightspot
Since then, it has showcased
country stars such as Johnny Cash,
Patsy Cline, Willie Nelson and
Waylon Jennings.
*Prescriptions Delivered
The club was also the location
•15% Cash Discount
for some of Clint Eastwood's bareon all prescriptions
knuckle brawls in the movies
"Every Which Way But Loose"
*Computerized Records
and "Any Which Way You Can."

Palomino Club
founder dies
at age 73

*Medical Claim Service

Heir to Russian
throne dies
after collapsing
MIAMI (AP) — Grand Duke
Vladimir Kirillovich Romanov, the
heir to the Russian throne, died
Tuesday after collapsing at a news
briefing. He was 74.
The grand duke collapsed after
saying he believed re-establishment
of the imperial family as a presence
in Russia was possible.
Romanov's father was Kirill
Vladimirovich Romanov, cousin of
the last czar, Nicholas II.
Romanov was born in exile in
Finland in 1917, the year the czar
was forced to abdicate, and made
his first visit to his ancestral homeland in November.
His heir as head of the imperial
family is his only child, Grand
Duchess Maria, a 38-year-old
Oxford University graduate who
lives in Madrid.

War hero known
for shooting down
kamikazes dies
LA JOLLA, Calif. (AP) — Rear
Adm. David Rubel, who shot down
19 kamikazes targeting a naval
destroyer during World War II,
died Monday of leukemia at 74.
While serving as a gunnery
officer on the Arron Ward off Okinawa, Japan, in 1945, then-Lt.
Rubel shot down all but five members of a kamikaze attack force of
24. The remaining five bomb-laden
kamikaze planes hit the ship.
Rubel won the Navy Cross, the
Navy's highest award for bravery
and heroism.
From 1959 to 1962, he served as
dean of English, history, government and economics at the U.S.
Naval Academy.

HOG MARK&
Sande, Apri 21, 11102
Foillor..4-tio• Karla*t
Lausiluelq Preheat Aram Has MsrloollIvor'ladadis 3
Moils astless Illscialir Ad. VA Eat lea sea
larrowe•GINi lardy le .21 War Ism assay
assay
1011.111-4111.1111
LIS 14 3311-2.0
1131.11•411.00
La 1-1 214430 OA
11311.8•40.111
1.11 3-3 131140 la&

US 34 30470 las.
Sows
Li 14 Tralaa as.
1.11 14 315•451 las.
US 14 411•42.$ as.
Li 14 SU sad iss
Li 3-3355.150 lbs.
Dorti 106.01147.1111

—13&11•49.1111
1.29.1011-34.44
13141.14-31.14
131.1111142.1111
$33.1*-33.1101
11311.0040.01

HOLLAND DRUGS
Bob Dunn,
R.Ph.

109 S. 4th St.

753-1462

753-4563

Installation
and Service

YOU CAN'T BEAT OUR PRICES
"We Also Do Window Tinting."

D&W Auto Glass Shop
512 S. 12th St., Murray
Select herb plants for kitchen and garden
carefully chosen and organically grown
for you

STORY HOUSE
HERB FARM
(502) 753-4158
Member,
Kentucky Nurseryman's
Association

Open Fridays and Saturdays
10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
and by appointment
- Located fas miles West of Murray Take Highway 94 W to Squire Erwin Rd
Turn left and go one half mile to the
greenhouse.

Fixed Rate Mortgages

8.5%
Conventional Fixed Rats Loan
8.625% a.p.r.
options and lh• personal
Mie*, II ample% toloctlon of
tonal ho ma financing
you dealleVe. Soo one of out pro
poraonaI (load&
your
morIgago
to
tailor
a
to
nerds today
1.1 01111106.

011.104116110y4bion
1-800-248-2301

Fleet
2050 Loss Oak Rd., Sults 5
picks*,.4. 42001
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Emeritus Club members to be honored

Aren't You I vmz-r-

Prices Good
April 22
thru April 28

11F-cocodl lwizar
gotwe 74d — 74eot lotwe 7il&
U.S. Choice Boneless
Rolled

Center Cut

Pork Chops Rump Roast Pork Chops
59 Spare 239
lb.
lb.
1
99
lb.
Bacon
Ribs

lb.

Boneless 1.89 lb.

Fields
1 Lb Classic

Country Style

Wieners

Bologna
$ 1 29

•

$ 1 79

$1 29

Owen's Best Family Pack

U.S. Choice

Seaboard Farms Frying
Chicken

Owen's Best 95% Lean

f
Bee
Ground Round
1-Bone Steak Gro3-4und
Lb. Pkg.
19
4199 BBQ
lb.
Gatorade
lb
1
0
‘

Sauce

Spaghetti
4/$

100

99!

Whole Milk
$ 1 99

59t

Salmon

3/$1"

Cat Liter

1 99
989

Prairie Farm

Then help us get H. Ross
Perot on the ballot in Kentucky!
As a service to the public
these places are making
available a petition for
you to sign:
*The Donut Shack
on Chestnut
*BP Eastside Service
Station
*Seven Seas Restaurant
Chevron Station
West Main
*Viisehart Grocery
*Dan Farris Auction Co.
Hazel Phone 492-8796
Paid hir lor Dorld aim sad WM,Nig

1% Milk
•

gal.

Cheese
$259
lb.

Owen's Best

Roast Beef
lb.
$489

Bathroom Tissue

0
89

Store Coupon
s
i
i

American Ace

.

13 oz. $139

s

i

5
.
30
Coke & Coke Products

1

12 Pock Cans

s

Ore Ida Southern Style

Pork & Beans 151/2 oz 3/89' Hash Browns
12 pk $299

American Ace Big Chief

Peanut Butter

$ 1 39

18 oz

Blue Bonnet

Margarine

1 lb.
Stokely C.S. or W.K. Golden

Corn

2 lb.

Red Cross Bite Size

RC, Diet RC, Sundrop,
Diet Rite

2/$1 00
is 1 oo

15 oz.

s
i
i
i
i

/Coupon
Only
wIC

s

Hyde Park

i

3.29
—.25 Coupon

s
s
i

I
i
1

Owen Food Market
Good 4-22-92 thru 4-28-92

i

Coffee

99'

4/$

Macaroni

7 oz.

100

Coke, Diet Coke, Mello Yello, Onc
2 Uteri 7
Mr. Pibb, Sprite
Vlasic Hamburger

919

Dill Chips

32 oz.

Stokelys F.S. or Cut

Green Beans

14 oz.

3/$100

P
Owen's Best

Owen's Best

BBC) Beef
59

$3

Northern

4 Roll Pkg.

glen
Emge
American

Towels

69°

RC, Diet RC,
Sundrop, Diet Rite

Orange Juice
64 oz. $229

$ 1 59

Sparkle
Single Roll

99

$1

Tropicana Pure Premium

Corn Oil

Split Breast
1lb.9
1
Paper

2

7

.

89c

Flav-O-Rich

Are you
dissatisfied
with the choice
for President
of the United
States in
November???

Deli Hot Line
753-781 1

We Accept Food Stamps - Vie Reserve The Right To limit Quantities

Mixed Cut

Round Steak
1 69

Beans

Hours:
M-Th. 8 a.m..7 p.m.
Fri. & Sat. 8 a.m.)! p.m.

COWIE1Nr
tiEnt

U.S. Choice

Sirloin
Steak

I

Glad There's I

make reservations call the Murray
The newest members of Murray
State University's exclusive Emeri- State Office of Alumni Affairs,
tus Club will be honored on the 502-762-3737 or 762-3023.
campus Friday, April 24, as pan of
the annual Alumni Weekend.
A coffee to allow class members
to reminisce and visit is scheduled
at 9:30 a.m. on the third floor concourse of the Curris Center.
Membership in the Emeritus
Club is attained by alumni celebrating the 50th anniversary of their
graduation. The class of 1942 will
be welcomed into membership this
year at the noon luncheon in the
1407 Main
Curris Center ballroom.
Phone 753-4682
Other highlights of Alumni
Weekend include the traditional
Alumni and Friends Banquet at
noon Saturday, April 25, in the
Curris Center ballroom and the
Tartan Ball from 8 to 11 p.m., also
in the ballroom Saturday. As a tribute to MSU's Scottish heritage,
the Alumni Big Band will provide
music for dancing.
William Harold (Hal) Riddle, a
1942 graduate of Murray State,
will be the guest speaker for the
Emeritus Club Luncheon.
A current resident of Santa
Monica, Calif.. Riddle is a semir,c)
Fields 1 Lb
retired professional actor. After
Vac Pack
graduating from Murray State College with a bachelor's degree in
business administration, he joined
Reg or Thick
Naval Intelligence of the U.S.
Navy and served four years in
$329
World War II. Following the war,
lb
and
City
York
New
to
he traveled
in the summer of 1948, became a
professor actor member of Actor's
Equity. His first job on a professional stage came at Hayloft Summer Theatre in Allentown, Pa.,
where he appeared with John Carradine in "Twentiety Century."
In December 1950, Riddle made
his Broadway debut in "Mister
Kraft
Roberts" at the Alvin Theatre. He
Red Cross
tele200
than
more
has appeared in
Extra Long
vision shows and movies, including
7 oz
a five-year running role as Max on
18 oz
the soap opera "Days of Our
in
"GetLives" and. most recently,
ting There" with Jack Lemmon for
Home Box Office. He has also
been featured in more than 28 commercials, and has worked with such
prominent actors as John Wayne,
Clint Eastwood, Michael Keaton,
Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis.
A past grand marshal of the
Murray State homecoming parade
and guest director at the summer
theater festival at MSU, Riddle was
honored in 1975 as a distinguished
alumnus. He was elected into the
Motion Picture Academy of Arts
and Sciences in 1988, the second
highest honor within the motion
picture industry, allowing him to
vote for the Academy Awards.
Dr. Ronald J. Kurth, Murray
State president, will welcome the
group at the luncheon and Steve
Story, president of the Murray
State Alumni Association, will present the newest 50-year graduates
with Emeritus Club membership
certi ficates.
Presiding at the luncheon will be
William (Mack) Bushart, presidentelect of the Alumni Association.
A class picture will be taken and
Wesson Veg. or
each class member will receive a
alumni
the
to
complimentary ticket
I
48 oz.
banquet, as will the class of 1992.
Both classes will be recognized at
Double Q Keta
the banquei
Of the 179 graduates in the 1949
71/2 oz.
class, 133 are living, 39 are
deceased and seven could not be
Lucks Great Northern, Pinto, Mixed
located.
Reservations for the luncheon
15 oz.
and other Alumni Weekend events
Scoop Fresh
are now being accepted. Luncheon
tickets are $7.50 per person and
8 lb$
tickets for the Saturday alumni
banquet are $12.50 per person. To

lb

Owen's Best
Storemade

Mac. Salad
$ 1 09
lb.

Med Chicken
9 pcs
2 legs-2 Thighs
2 Wings-3 Breast

L

$489
Owen's Best

BBQ Chicken

$219
lb

New Crop
Vidalia Med. Size

Chiquita
Golden Ripe

Onions

5 Lb. Bag
Indian River
Pink

Bananas

Grapefruit

59 3
lb.

99
Lbs.

New Crop
Florida

U.S. #1
Idaho

Florida
1 Lb. Bag

Cucumbers

Potatoes

Carrots

0
0 3/i
4P1 9,

Gateway Park opens for Spring
CANDY MATHERS/Ledger & limes photos

The Boyscout Museum's Gateway Park is open now that Spring is here. Top right: A scout attempts to
walk the tight rope between two towers without falling. Bottom right: A boyscout leader tries to complete
the difficult tire course without touching the ground. Above: A girlscout jumps to the next pier on the log
climb while trying not to fall. The Museum is open Tuesday through Saturday from 9:00-4:30 and Sunday
from 12:30-4:00. Gateway Park is open on weekends only in April, May, September and October, and will
be open daily during June, July and August.

WAREHOUSE
FOODS

We Reserve The
Right To Limit
Quantities

623 South 4th

759-1144

Sunlight

Joan of Arc

Star Kist

Great Northern, Pinto or Black* Peas

Tuna

Dishwashing Liquid

22 oz.
Bottle -

15 oz.
Can
Sunshine Chunk

Contadina

Green Giant Sliced

Tomato Sauce

Mushrooms
4.5 oz.
Jar

20 Lb.
Bag

MO

Cottonelle 4 Roll Pkg.
Bathroom Tissue
Kelly's

Chili w/Beans

Wish
Bone

Wishbone

Salad
Dressing
16 oz. Bottle
ucumbers
$100

•

•

.•

*

•••
• •'

-t•

;a!',"
•••
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SPORTS
Lakers connect late
to down Tigers 10-4
team."
Murray was in fine shape in the
first four innings, taking a 3-2 lead.
Though each team is filled with Freshman pitcher Robert Weatherly
freshmen and sophomores, a half- struckout six Laker batters.
Calloway, now 5-8-1, took
season worth of experience paid off
of a Tiger pitching
advantage
baseball
for the Calloway County
change in the fifth and didn't strike
team Tuesday afternoon.
The Lakers, or "Team Contact" out again. Their game of pepper
which is more accurate, erupted to forced the Tigers into some diffiscore eight runs in the fifth and cult defensive situations.
"Anytime you hit the ball and
sixth innings to come from behind
and topple crosstown rival Murray get people moving around, and we
like to run a lot, it puts pressure on
High 10-4.
their
in
previous them (defense)," said Morris, who
As they have
four wins, the Lakers put aluminum called the matchup with Murray
to leather at all the right times and 'the pressure game of the year.
Calloway's Jason Greer, who
in all the right holes. Rollers
through the Murray infield and lazy pitched seven strong innings to
lobs into the outfield added up to pick up the win, carried the big bat
to the plate in the bottom of the
nine hits on the afternoon.
More importantly, they forced fifth.
After singles by Casey Wil,144ms
Murray's young defense to make
plays that they haven't been used and Wesley Cogdell, Greer doullled
to making in their equally young down the line to score two run.s and
put the Lakers ahead 4-3.
season.
Calloway extended the lead in
The result was four Tiger errors.
"The big factor is that we've the sixth when the first five batters
played quite a few more games reached base and later scored. Cogthan they have," said Laker coach dell, who was 2-for-4 on the afterEddie Morns, who has led his team noon, doubled home two runs to
into 14 games while the Tigers put Calloway up 7-3. A Murray
have appeared in six. "They (Mur- balk, two errors and aggressive
ray) are just getting started and that base running added up to six runs
in the inning and a 10-3 lead for
hurt them.
"They've got a good ballclub, Calloway.
Murray picked up one run in the
but they're like us; they're young.
Once they get some games under seventh to close out the scoring.
their belt they should be a tough (Cont'd on page 38)

Sports Writer
By JIM LITHE
Associated Press

Staff Report
hourniv Lades, & Those

Fred's wins
spell profit
for industry

OMB PARIZR/Lalser & nom photo

Calloway County sophomore Mitch McClain deals a grin to Laker first base coach Greg Lassiter before
stealing second base in the Lakers' 10-4 win over Murray High Tuesday afternoon.

Calloway, Murray dominate meet
Staff Wort
Money Ledger & Timm

MICHAZI. 11AN/11/1.ofter & Thus photo

Calloway senior Brum Kassing, winner of four events, leads the way
in the 400-meter run.

FIRST ANNUAL
MURRAY STATE ATHLETIC AUCTION
FRIDAY NIGHT
6:00-7:00 P.M.
RACER ROOM, STENNART STADIUM
Some of the items available include:
Hakeem Olajuwan's Houston Rockets Autographed Jersey
Bruce Smith's Buffalo Bills Super Bowl XXV Autographed Jersey
Popeye Jones' 1988-89 Murray State Uniform
Autographed photos of Joe Montana and Roger Craig
Autographed New York Jets Football
Georgia Tech Basketball Uniform and Practice Gear
Official Wimbledon T-Shirt
Official Tampa Bay Bucaneers Coaching Jacket
Jeff Martin's Autographed LA.Clippers Practice Jersey
Vinny Testaverde(Tampa Bay) Autographed Football
Denny Walling Game-Used Baseball Bat
Houston Astros Travel Bag
Two cans of Popeye Jones Spinach
of Tennessee Football Practice Jersey
University
Authentic
Trading Cards
Bag
Tote
Tigers
Detroit
Baseballs
Autographed
Pants
Coaching
MSU
of Florida,
Univ.
Rockets,
Houston
the
from
Shirts
Coaching
Dolphins
Miami
the
&
St.
Arizona
St.,
Tennessee
East
Plus
100 Thirty-Second Spots on WBLN 103.7
(a great deal for some lucky business)
And Much, Much More!

Calloway County and Murray
split in a three-team track meet at
Jack Rose Stadium Tuesday afternoon, as the Lakers took home the
girls' title with the Murray boys
winning their division.
While Calloway's Brum Kassing
kept the Lakers close by winning
four events, the Murray threesome
of Matt Krug, Chris Cheaney and
Fred Sowerby paced the Tigers,
who won the meet with 67 points,
with double wins. Calloway was
right behind with 63, while Hickman County was a distant third
with 43.
Kassing, a senior, won both the
400-meters (55.6 seconds) and
800-meters (2:12) and ran a leg on
the Lakers' winning 1600-relay and
3200-relay teams.
"He carried us through the
meet," said Calloway Boys Head
Track Coach Bill Miller of Kassing's showing.

However, it wasn't enough to ished second with 62.5 points,
overtake the Tigers as Krug, Chea- while Hickman closed out the scorney and Sowerby, along with Sean ing with 27.5 points.
Stogner, won the 400-meter relay.
Leading Calloway was distance
Krug also placed a first in the pole runner Vanessa Bucy, who won the
vault, while Chaney added a first 800, 1600 and 3200 meters, and
in the long jump and Sowerby won ran a leg on the winning
the 100 meters.
3200-meter relay team.
Also picking up wins for the
Teaming with Bucy on the relay
Murray boys were Adam Blalock were Jackie Guerin, Candy Mason
(shot put) and Chris Gressler (1600 and Kelly Hale, while Courtney
meters).
McCoy was a double winner in the
Running with Kassing on the 100-meter hurdles and 300-meter
1600-meter relay team were hurdles. Mitzi Rickman picked up
Saleem Sanchez, James Barrett and the other Calloway first in the
Thomas Hornbuckle. Barrett added 200-meters.
a first in the 300-meter low hurWhile sweeping three of the four
dles, while Hombuckle won the relay events, the Murray girls
200 meters.
couldn't edge past Calloway for the
Jesse Arant, Seth Arant and Matt title. Renee Hombuckle, Christy
Imes teamed with Kassing on the Bell, Corina Holden and Sarah
3200-meter relay, while Seth also Snyder paced the Lady Tigers to
won the 3200 meters. Jeremy Nor- the 800-meter relay title, while
ville added a first for the Lakers in
Vedra Sowerby replaced Bell on
the winning 400-meter relay squad.
the discus.
In the girls' division, Calloway
Snyder, Kacy Guinn, Darlene
eased past Murray for the title with Foster and Jenney Bell made up the
70 points. The Lady Tigers fin- (Cont'd on page 3B)

Lakers take three from Flash;
Calloway girls manage 2 wins
standing team," said Calloway Ten- Lone Oak's Suiter/Edwards 8-5 at
nis Coach Pete O'Rourke, whose No. 2 and Johnson/Schemp got by
boys team dropped to 1-2 with the Haden/Skaggs 9-7 at No. 3.
Calloway County ran into a pow- loss.
Number-one seed Anne Paul fell
Lone Oak's Jeremy Williams got
erful Lone Oak tennis squad Tues1-8
in her singles match and No. 2
day afternoon, but was able to pick by Calloway's Chad Gray in the Darra Mitchell lost a 6-8
decision.
8-0
a
by
match
up five wins from the highly-touted number one singles
and Mitchell fell in their douPaul
tandoubles
top
the
while
score,
Purple Flash.
bles match, 2-8, to Lone Oak's
With Peter O'Rourke picking up dem of Clay Wagner and Andy
Bazzel/Swann.
beat
Stubblefield
Calloway's
Price
wins in the singles division and
score.
8-5
a
by
Frizzell
Matt
and
Yoo, Baust, Johnson and
the
for
Earwood
Todd
with
teaming
Also falling in singles matches Schemp warmed up for the doubles
lone doubles win, the Calloway
boys fell to Lone Oak by a 6-3 for Calloway were Earwood (8-1), wins by falling in difficult singles
score. Two doubles wins powered Mike Arneu (8-0) and Frizzell matches.
the Lady Liters, but they fell 7-2. (8-4). In doubles play, Gray and
Calloway returns to action today
Adding the other Laker win was Arnett were also beaten.
as
they'll face St. Mary's at the
Doubles pairs Julie Yoo/Leah
sixth-seeded Matt Price, who won
Calloway County High School
Johnson/Alexia
Kylie
and
Baust
his single's match by a 8-1 score.
courts, while the Lady Lakers will
"I was really pleased with the Schemp recorded the girls' wins
play at MSU.
way they played against an out- for Calloway. Yoo/Baust defeated

Staff Report

Phony Loewe & Times

Murray boys
blast MCHS;
girls downed
Staff Report
lawny Lodger & Those

THE AUCTION CAN ALSO BE HEARD LIVE ON
WBLN 103.7 FM
WITH CALL-IN BIDS ACCEPTED
The Phone Numbers for Call-In Bids Are:
762-3132 762-3133 762-3134 762-3135
For more information, contact Steve Rich at 762-6812

RACER FOOTBALL FINAL SPRING SCRIMMAGE
STARTS AT 700 P.M.
ROY STEWART STADIUM

Jane Rogers
305 N. 12th Si
(Nett So Caton 21)

Murray
753-9627
St2IC Farm
In•Airancy (A impanies
'ionic(Mx*. Rionmingion.

like a good neighhor. State Farm is there

Murray High and Marshall
County split in tennis Tuesday
afternoon as the Ti;en blew past
the Marshals 8-1 in boy's play,
while the Lady Tigers fell 8-1 to
Marshall.
Russ Adkins, Murray's top seed,
woo his singles match over Tim
Sallengs by an 8-0 score. Also
picking up singles wins were Aaron Whitaker (BO), Michael Hornbeck (8-0), Brent Keller (8-0) and
Joel Johnson (8-1). Jason Rouse
lost 8-4 in his match against Jake
Durrett.
Picking up wins in doubles play
(Coned ea page 38)

Item: Less than two weeks
after Fred Couples won the
Masters, the manufacturer of
the 3-wood he used at Augusta National reported a
backlog of 3,000 orders. The
manufacturer of his irons,
meanwhile, said it hoped to
catch up to demand by midJune.
It's not as though we
needed more proof to establish
that chasing a little white ball
in a big green pasture can be
hazardous to your wallet and
your mental health. But along
it comes anyway.
As the above item demonstrates, golfers not only continue to throw fistfuls of
money into the teeth of a
recession to buy a better
game, they continue to believe
that such a thing is even
possible.
This phenomenon isn't limited to golf, of course. Visit
almost any playground in
America with a basketball
hoop and you'll find almost
every kid trying to Be Like
Mike in $100 Nikes.
But no other recreational
athletes take their pursuit so
seriously — or so expensively
— as golfers. Even those lowly hackers who play only a
handful of rounds spend on
average 10 times $100 every
year. (And that's assuming
they don't make the kind of
wagers that got Mr. Jordan in
so much hot water so
recently.)
But it gets worse.
You could go back to
almost any year in the past
dozen and find the hot golfer
people were trying to emulate.
Let's say, however, that this
year you wanted to Be Like
Fred. And that you already
owned a putter, sand wedge,
balls, an umbrella and a bag
to put them all into, shoes for
your feet and a glove for
your hand. And that you
already put aside enough cash
to cover greens fees and — if
so inclined — an electric cart
to chauffeur you to those
places where your ball was
last seen before it disappeared.
And even then the chances
of your playing better are still
slim and none.•
"The best thing you can
still do is get a lesson and a
swing," said Dave Lumley, a
vice president for Wilson
Sporting Goods, which is
working through a backlog of
its own since John Daly
started playing its clubs in
January.
"But I have yet to meet a
guy who wouldn't buy something," he added, "with the
idea that it might knock three
strokes off his game."
The biggest beneficiary of
this buying frenzy, though,
might be Ram, which is not
even paying Couples to use
its 3-wood. He found the club
in Tom Watson's trunk during
a visit to Kansas City last
summer to play some golf and
take in some Royals' baseball
games.
"The best story I heard was
that the club originally
belonged to Linda Watson,
Tom's wife," Ram president
Jim Hansberger laughed. "That
just isn't so. ...
"But I'll tell you the most
interesting thing about it — to
me, anyway. We always have
some of our people out oi.
each tour supplying the
players, and they've been out
there with this -wood for a
while.
"But suddenly there's been
a tremendous run on the club.
These guys ice someone who's
won a million dollars in the
first few weeks of the season
and they're saying, 'I want
some of that, too.'

Act ion s (t* Ncact ions
Hakeem Olajuwon's autographed playoff jersey, Bruce Smith's Buffalo
Bills Super Bowl XXV autographed jersey, a Joe Montana autographed
picture. These items and many more will be up for sale at Friday's Murray
State Athletic Departments sports memorabilia auction.
The event will be held in the Racer Room on the lower level of Roy
Steww1 Stadium from 6 p.m. to 7 p.m. The auction will lead up to Friday
night's Racer football scrimmage which will get underway at 7 p.m.
-Murray radio station WBLN 103.7 FM will carry the auction live. Bids will
be accepted by phone (762-3132).

Despite losing Bobby Bonilla,
John Smiley and Bill Landrum, the
Pittsburgh Pirates haven't lost their
winning ways.
Andy Van Slyke's two-run triple
highlighted a five-run first inning
and the Pirates held off a late rally
to beat Montreal 8-7 Tuesday night
for their eighth straight victory.
The Pirates, who have won the
last two NL East titles, sent nine
men to the plate in the first. It was
the fifth time in the last six games
that Pittsburgh has batted around in
an inning.

Gregg Smith recorded a hole-in-one on the 169-yard par-3 third hole at
Kentucky Dam Village last Thursday. Smith used a 4-iron. Witnesses were
Mike Adkins, Keith Young and Scott McDaniels.

NEW YORK (AP) — Murray State, along with Indiana and UCLA, which
met for the West Regional title in the NCAA tournament last month, arta
among the 16 teams selected to play in the 1992 Preseason NIT. Six other
NCAA teams — Seton Hall, Florida State, Delaware, Texas-El Paso,
Tulane and Iowa State — are in the field. Rutgers, Wagner, Siena, George
Mason, St. Louis, Auburn and Indiana State complete the field.
NEW YORK (AP) — Glen Rice of Miami, who averaged 25.6 points and
5.8 rebounds in April, was named NBA player of the month. Stacey Augmon of Atlanta, who averaged 19.6 points and 6.3 rebounds, was named
rookie of the month.

CHICAGO (AP) — An all-out
try on an in-between play has
ended the season for Chicago
White Sox shortstop Ozzie Guillen.
"It was one of those in-between
plays," said left fielder Tim
Raines, who collided with Guillen
in the ninth inning Tuesday of Chicago's 4-3 loss to the New York
Yankees.
The season ended for the threetime All-Star when he tore two
ligaments in his right knee in a collision with Raines as Guillen went
into short left field after Mel Hall's
fly ball.

(Cont'd from page 28)
Murray (2-4) took the lead in the
first inning with two runs after
loading the bases. Weatherly's sacrifice scored the first run.
Calloway's top hitters were Cogdell, who doubled and singled;
Williams, 2-for-3 with a double
and single; and Greer, picking up
three RBI.
Ryan Vanover's 3-for-4 performance led the Tigers, who had six
hits. He finished with two singles
and a double.

Murray...
(Cont'd from page 28)
was the top doubles duo of Adkins
and Keller with an 8-0 win over
Sallengs and Kyle Lzeper. Also
winning in doubles play were Whitaker and Hornback (8-0) and Johnson and Rouse (8-3).
Fourth-seeded Catherine Hurt
picked up the lone Murray girls
win as she beat Heather Hill by a
9-8 score. Mary Maddox (8-0),
Ellen Uddberg (8-0), Kaylin Haverstock (8-1), Leigh Ann Yates (8-0)
and Emma Shaw (8-2) were all
beaten in their singles matches.
Taking losses in the doubles
were Haverstock and Hurt (8-2),
Poppy Hogsed and Amy Chase
(8-1) and Uddberg and Maddox
(8-4).

Jack Morris just keeps winning,
and so do the Toronto Blue Jays.
Moths pitched a five-hitter for
his second complete game as the

against Cleveland to 30-10.
Roberto Alomar homered off
Dennis Cook (0-2) after Devon
White was hit by a pitch. The
Indians lost their eighth straight in
SkyDome.

Blue Jays beat Cleveland 2-1 Tuesday night for their 13th consecutive
victory over the Indians.
Morris, who struck out eight and
walked none, increased his record

AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W
I
12
3
9
5
8
5
6
6
5
7
5 10
4 11
West CWitaion

Only 7,013 fans showed up at
the game, which competed with the
NHL playoff game at Montreal
between the Canadiens and Hartford Whalers.

In Oilier Exiles, new I on( beat
Chicago 4-3, Detroit beat Texas
4-2, Boston beat Milwaukee 3-1.
Baltimore beat Kansas City 10-4,
California beat Oakland 3-2 and
Minnesota beat Seattle 5-2.

Oakland
Chicago
T•444
Callornia
Seattle
lAnriesota
Kansas Cary

10
9
7
5

Tuesday's Games
Boston 3, Miami's, 1
Toronto 2, Clivreland 1
Ni'. York 4, CNcego 3
Detroit 4, Texas 2
Bellmore 10, Kansas City 4
Ca/Kornis 3, Oakland 2
hInnesota 5. Seattle 2
Wedneeday's Games
Callornia (Finley 0-0) at Oakland (Moore 2-0), 215
pm.
Boston (Clemens 2-1) at Milwaukee (Wegman 1-1).
616 pm.
Cleveland (1.597 2-I) M ToroMo (Slob 0-0), 635 p.m.
Ni'. York (Sanderson 2-1) at Chicago (Fernandez
1-1), 735 p.m.
Balirnxe(Swale 2-1) at Kansas Gay (M.Davis 0-1),
7,35 p.m.
Detroit (Aldred 0-2) It Texas (Bohanon 0-0), 735
Pitt
lAnneects (Kiusger 2-0) at Seattle (Hanson 1-2). 905
pm.

Encore is an affordable premium movie channel that brings
the big screen's biggest hits of the 60's, 70's and 80's to your TV,
6
9 .400 74
Tuesday's Games
Philadelphia 71,wet
c zo75, 10 inNgs
n
Pittsburgh 8,
Ni'. York 4, St. Louie 2
San Francisco II„ Houston 2
San Dpo 4, Atlantis 2
ClAcinnid 4,4.41:48
Tties 3
's Garnes
PhiladelpiWi (Mulholland 0-2) at Chicago (Bonito
2-0), 120 p.m.
Marna (Olivine 2-0) at San Diego (Hurst 0-1),
3:06 p.m.
POnsturgh (Drabek 2-1) at Montreal (0.Maninez
1-2), 835 P.m.
Si. Lads (Tealtabary 1-0) at Plea York (Cons 1-1),
/AO p.m.
San Francisco (Downs 0-2) at Houston (Harrison
1.2), 735 p.m.
Cincinnati (Browning 2-1) at Los Angeles
(R.Marlinez 0-1). 9:35 p.m.
Atlajia

Enjoy 40 different movies every month, all uncut and
commercial free.
DON'T MISS THIS MONTH'S ENCORE PERFORMANCES!
W.C. Fields and Me *** Dirty Dancing *** Gidget
Scenes/Beverly Hills *** Mama Bay and more!
Call Our Customer
Service
Representatives
For Special Pricing!

NATIONAI. LEAGUE
0 A8
R
H Pct,
14 56
9 22 .400
14 54
8 21 .389
DSandsis Ad
15 63 12 24 .361
14 50 II 19 .340
RTho,r..on SF
14 49
S IS .367
Moun44 P16
11
41
7 15 .366
12 41
6 15 .366
SD
15 50
8 21 .356
R
Hou
14 58
6 15 .328
Bon PM
12 41
16 13 .317
Home Runs
Bonds, Rtisburgh. 7; McGill?, San Diego, 5; Gard,
Atlanta, 4; Amara, PhIladel*a, 3; Grissom, 140n1t•-'
al. 3; Zane, St Lois, 3; Shineld, San Diego, 3:
Davit Los Angeles, 3; Strawberry, Los Angeles, 3.
Runs Batted In
Bon, RtIkur,A. 14; Shenteld, San Diego, 1_1
acOHOU

ozz

Latex Flat
House Paint

SPRING SAVINGS
92 JEEP WRANGLER
128 HP, 5 Speed, Power Steering, Rear
Seat, Reclining Buckets, Tilt, Choice of 2

92 DODGE RAM 150 LE
318-V-8, Tilt, Cruise, Power Windows,
Power Locks, Cassette, 2 Tone Paint.

92 RAM 50 SWB
Tough Lithe Truck, Tilt Wheel,
Tint Glass, Ect.

92 PLYMOUTH ACCLAIM
4 Dr., Split Bench Seat, AM/FM Cassette,
Tilt, Cruise, Rear Defroster, WW Tires.

Sale

$11,67315
$13,7841°
$7,99973
'11,5884°

4Dr.,4W
Power L
Loaded, (C

92 CHRYSLER 5TH AVE.
Pure Luxury, Tilt, Cruise, Full Power, Wire
Wheel Covers and Chryslers Exclusive
Crystal Key Warranty.

92 DODGE CARAVAN ES
MI The Options,Power Seat,Infinity, Sound
System, Sunscreen Glass, Etc.

ONE COAT

Aluminum 14'
Extension Ladder
3-Pak
Sandpaper

2.99

Special 3-Pak of aluminum oxide sandpaper.
Includes one pack of
and
fine, medium
coarse sandpaper.
(587-1025)

47,99971
811,5773

7.99

Sale
Great gallon valueI
Clear, waterproof sealer
for concrete, masonry,
canvas and wood materials. Protects wood, concrete and brick. Gallon.
(553-6800)

'18,51r
819,339"

5 Gallon
Waterproof Sealer

38.99

Sale
553-7014

CHRY3LEINPLMOUTH4000E4EEP•EAGLE
Hwy. 641 N. • Murray

*A1
753-6448

Sale

47.99

Safe traction tread rungs
and patented twist-proof
construction. 200 lb. duty
rating. Type 3 UL listed.
(589-6154)
16' Extension
(589-6162)
20' Extension
(589-6204)
24' Extension
(589-6246)
28' Extension
(589-6287)

Ladder
49.99
Ladder
83.99
Ladder
119.99
Ladder
149.99

Coast to Coast
Waterproof Sealer

"12 Years Experience"

PROFESSIONAL
SIDING

Mildew and blister resistant. 15 year warranty.
Available in 1,100 decorator colors. Ideal for
metal siding as well as
wood surfaces.
Gallon
(521-6148 thru 6270)

/froadi
hAk

Sale

92 JEEP CHEROvr

12.99

Our premium one coat
exterior latex is durable,
weather and stain resistant. And it's guaranteed
15 years! Non-yellowing. Easy water cleanup. Custom colors also
available.
Gallon
(532-6095 thru 6343)

Vinyl Siding Experts

7134481

"I wanted to sec Neagle get the
win, but I smelled something in the
fifth," Pirates manager Jim Leyland said.

That's
State Farm
insurance."

3.9 V-6, Automatic, Tilt, Cassette, Sliding
Rear Window, Air Cond.
MASTIC"—

got runners on first and second.
Neagle remained winless in the
major leagues after 10 appearances,
seven with the Minnesota Twins in
1991.

Good service,
good coverage,
good price-

92 DAKOTA LE

THE NATION'S
FINEST VINYL
REPLACEMENT
WINDOWS
• Energy savings
•Custom fit
•No painting
•Easy cleaning
•Lifetime frame
warranty

the first run.s given up by Roger
Mason in 19 2-3 innings and 14
appearances since the start of
spring training. But after Larry
Walker grounded out and Wallach
singled, Mason got his third save
by getting Marquis Grissom on a
flyoui
Elsewhere in the National
League, it was Philadelphia 7, Chicago 5; New York 4, SL Louis 2;
San Diego 4, Atlanta 2; and Cincinnati 4, Los Angeles 3.
Vicente Palacios (1-0) threw two
scoreless innings for the Pirates.
He took over from starter Denny
Neagle in the fifth after the Expos

Blue Jays' Morris throws 5-hitter at Cleveland

Calloway...
(Cont'd from page 28)
1600-meter relay team. Also picking up firsts were Hornbuckle in
the discus, Christy Bell in the 400
meters, Maggie Snyder in the long
jump and Bonnie Payne in the high
jump.
Both squads will return to action
this Saturday at the Western Kentucky Conference meet, featuring
15 teams, which will get underway
at Murray State University at 10
a.m.

"The Pirates are walking up
there fearless and aggressive,"
Montreal manager Tom Runnells
said.
"We've doubled our confidence
in the last five games," said Van
Slyke, who also doubled in a run.
"But we know this winning streak
and hitting streak will be shortlived."
Trailing 8-3 after seven innings,
Montreal closed to 8-5 in the
eighth on homers by Tim Wallach
and Rick Cerone off Jerry Don
Gleaton.
Ivan Calderdon hit a two-run
homer with one out in the ninth,

Store Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 8:30-9:00
Sun. 12:00-6:00

Amencas TOTAL HARDWARE. Store
Central Shopping Center
753-8604

Fast Dry
Spray Paint
Sale

1.96

Works for wood and
metal. Non-toxic, lead-

free. Safe for children's
furniture. Assorted colors plus stain sealer,
primer and clear lacquer.
12 oz.
(579-4011 thru 4987)
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Classified

DEADLINES

TO PLACE AN AD CALL

Deadlines are 2 days in advance and an a. follow,

p m
Friday
Saturday 10 a.ni
p
Nilonday
Tuesday 1 p ii
Wedne.day 3 p.m
Thursday 3 p.m.

Monday Edition
Tuesday Edition
Wednesday Edition
Thursday Edition
Friday Edition.
Saturday Edition
ANNOUNCEMEN I S

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
,
Card of Thanks

010
020

095
030
0-10
050

130
140
150
155
160
165
170
180
200
210
o•>0

.. In Memory
Lost & Found
EMPLOYMEN 1
..... Help Wanted
Situation Wanted
B.is:ness Opportunity
Instruction

060

110

FARMERS MARKET
Farm Equipment
190
1.:\esto:k & Supplies
37u
Poultry & Supplies
390
Produce
Feed & Seed

410
540
560
570
210

UPI
Notice

Rental
Homes For Rent
2S0 .
285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
300
Want To Rent
310
Apartments For Rent
320
Rooms For Rent
330
Houses For Rent
340
360
F r Rent or Lease

120
430
110
430
460

Miscellaneous

Notice

WANTED
TO BUY
Dark Fire Cured,
Dark Air Cured
or Burley
Tobacco Base.

MIRROR arid Glass Speciaiist formerly AUG Cornplow Glass Co. has moved
to Hwy 641 North, next door
to roller skating nnk We
have glass and mirrors for
auto home and business
753-0180

Call
492-8566

2 Kenar Architectural and Engineenng, Inc. 100
West 11th Street, Benton, KY 42025.

virromme ••••11•11111• 11,111LCOMMO

ALLIANCE

TRAC TCP HUAI

The Murray-Calloway County Hospital reserves
the right to reject or accept any bid and to waive
all formalities.
KENAR ARCHITECTURAL AND
ENGINEERING, INC.
100 West 11th Street
Benton, KY 42025
Phone (502) 527-1481

ADVERTISEMENT FOR BIDS
The Murray-Calloway County Hospital will receive sealed lump sum contract bids for the
installation of Adjustable Frequency Drives and
Pneumatic Controls, as set forth below. Bids will
be received at the office of the Administrator,
Murray-Calloway County Hospital, 803 Poplar
Street, Murray, Kentucky, until Tuesday. May 12,
1992, 2:00 p.m. at which time they will be publicly
opened and read aloud.

AURORA Pizza Magic
Open all year at 5pm
Closed Mon and Tuna
4 7 4 - 8 1 1 9
I -800-649-3804

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
INSURANCE
No age limit
to apply.

Our most popular
plan pays up to
100% of Medicare
Approved charges
(many policies pay
only 20%). We even
pay on office calls
and other out of hospital expenses. For
free information
Call:

2. Kenar Architectural and Engineering, Inc. 100
West 11th Street, Benton, KY 42025.
3. Associated General Contractors of Western
Kentucky 1930 North 13th Street, Paducah, KY
42001 and 601 North 4th Street, Murray, KY
42071.
4. Dodge/Scan, Suite 100, 5700 Broadrnoor,
Mission, KS 66202.
5. F.W. Dodge Corp., Suite 107, 1133 West Mill
Road, Evansville, IN 47710.
Or may be obtained from Kona,Architectural and
Engineenng, Inc.
Contractors must conform to all requirements of
the Davis-Bacon Act and the Federal Minimum
Wage Rates.
The Murray-Calloway County Hospital reserves
the right to reject or scampi any bid and to waive
all formalities.
KENAR ARCHITECTURAL AND
ENGINEERING, INC.
100 West 11th Street
Benton, KY 4202S
Phone (502) 527-1481

Mit 100%1.1%1'

II
Rcp,or
Illt \Ds

Rent-A-Car
ci4 s 12th St. 751-225;

%1ard
75.4-1713

1.76.-per colonel inch extra for Tuesday.
8"
6"
7"
5"
4"
3"
2"

470
480
485
490
495
500

510
520

Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Parts
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors

Hwy.641 South at
turn
Midway,
right at Wiseharts
Grocery, on Hwy.
182S West.

I Want to
Rent
House in
County
Call
759-2541

"free local
claim service"

KY 94 west to Johnny Robertson Road,
south to Sq. tide Road. right on So Hare Road imile

Fish Day
Fo'

ALL PROCEEDS GO TO
P 0 Box 1033
!30466

CHARITY
Mundy

-1

09/111D. COMM. KIND

km mi. Need risraws.
Lap IMO Iss6 Dad Gimp
arl.1r0101 arms Cop ler Pod
Ms/ Crrostl Ors sriertl Mrs
restA a wade cr 2 576
Malt
Dims MS Iir
fdasissi Laseesst
Co-sp
lordors
Mow KT
711.1412
Tim )111411
Cli roe Mil Os/u slos pa
/Mr 5 cd
Td bar 1101413411311
Ar

Fish Wagon Inc

New & Used Restaurant/
Supermarket Equipment!
We supply one piece, whole restaurant or store

Good Equipment - Good Prices
New Warehouse on 641 Approx.
4 Mlles North of Paris TN
Paris Restaurant and Grocery

Equipment Company
Steve Johnson

901-644-7087

_
Rouge 3 Bo.
14s,,,stRo3 ArlurrIsar% 724132

lies

HOME day cosi oenter,
east of Murray Now accepting applicabons for
children over age 2
753-7644

Coldwater
Fish Farm
Last Chance For

Spnng Slociung

Weed Control
For Ponds
Tnploid &ass Carp,
Channel Catfish, Hybnd
Blue Gil, Black CfSpfrd.
Large Mouth Bass, Fat
Heads, Rosy Red Minnows
DMIvery Date
Sot, May 2
eAt.4
Klrkeey Feed WS
4180-2$111
Order Deadens
Apra 300
41104104 - 41111-22411

NURSING HOME COSTS:
WHO PAYS?
-YOU- pay for most nursing home cost.
'Medicare pays less than 2%
'Medicare supplement policies pay even
less
• An estimated one In four Americans over
65 will spend time in a nursing horns.
• In our area, costs average over 818,000
per year.
• Medicaid, Ihe government program for
the "poor only provides help after you
literally knpoverlsh yourself.
If you are concerned, give us a call for a
free copy of "The Consumer Guide To
Long Term Care Insurance."

McConnell
Insurance Agency
Hopkinsville Fed. Savings. Building

753-4199

4

72.00 80.00

70.00

80.00

90.00 100.00

25.00 30.00

35.00

2

8.00

16.00

24.00 32.00

40.00 48.00

-4

4-

3

10.00 20.00

30.00 40.00

50.00 60.00

4

15.00 30.00

45.00 60.00

75.00 90.00 105.00 120.00 135.00 150.00

5

18.00 36.00

54.00 72.00

90.00, 108.00 126.00 144.00 182.00 180.00

6

20.00 40.00

60.00 80.00 100.00 120.00 140.00 160.00 180.00200.00

25s per weed 66.00 minimum 1s1 day.
word per day for each additional consecutive day.
61.75 mitre for shopper(Tam Classifieds go into Shopping Guide))
112.00 extra for blind box ads.

140

Wanted',

WILL dean houses and of- ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753-9433
fices. Reasonable rates
after 5pm
753-8994
CASH for mobile home
WILL do housekeeping
tires $7-$12 each
Good references
527-2932
753-4355 after 4pm
100
JET ski, 759-1227 after
Business
8 30pm
OPPon!mtlY
USED pallets, 40x48,
BUY,SELL, finance, trade, 436-5430
a company or real estate?
WANTED: mature wooded
502-759-2565
acreage,improved or unim15-33%
earn
can
YOU
proved Write: William
CASH on CASH, secured Purkes, Route 3 Box 299,
by cash flow of real estate Taylorville, IL 62568, or
or operating business
phone 217-287-2171.
502-759-2565.
WANT to buy Civil War,
110
World War I & II, pictures,
guns, swords, documents,
Indrtietiorl
uniforms and equipment.
PIANO Lessons. Lynn Call 753-3633, ask for
Larry.
Grove area. 435-4573.

RJR ROME REPAIRS
General Repairs, Painting and Papering
Vinyl Siding and Replacement Windows
Decks, Patios and Storage Buildings
Roofing and Welding

Robert J.

Rutherford
(502) 753-0468

RECEPTIONIST for busy
professional office. Some
bookkeeping duties. Salary
commensurat• w/
experience and ability.
Send resume to P.O. Box
1040-R, Murray, KY 42071

FOR RENT
New Commercial
Building

RETAIL Manager, lull-time,
some retail experience
helpful. Resume to: 408 S.
6th Street Apt 3, Murray
KY.

NEEDED-CNA and NA for
WI shills. assess for non.
celled will be provided by
WIN. Bonus pay offered.
Erosionl benefits including
dents! plen. Complete saiary. Apply in person,
Mondiry-Friday, Hews Nemorid, Holiday Lane, Fulton, KY.
NURSES Aid PAN. Work
as needed,elleNlls. Messant asnesphere and waking °endears. Pieter iiibut eti tale.
AIM A Person, Fest Terme Lddge. 1100
View Drive FOE
OFFICE Manager for medi
eel oaks Send resume to
P0 Bow 1040-0. Murray

On industrial Road
Office & Warehouse Space
5000 sq. ft.

UTILITY Company Jobs.
Start $7.80-$15 75/te, your
area. Men and women
needed. No experience
necessary. For information,
call 1-900-370-4561,
ext.-3482. 6am-8pm, 7
days, $12.95 fee.

Employers...

help you fill
the gap. One
day or long
term assignments.

Call
527-5228

JMJ
Services
301 E 121h St.
BPnton Ky

Want
To Buy

Situadon
Warded

GIRLS Wanted. From TN
and KY, between 7-19, to
compete in this years 4th
annual 1992 Nashville Pageants. Over $20,000 in
Mantic*
prizes and scholarships.
Wanted
today,
Call
1-800-PAGEANT, ext. AVAILABLE to sit nights
4423. (1-800-724-3268).
with elderly. Call 753-4590
for more information Leave
LAW ENFORCEMENT. message on answering
Now hiring. No exp. neces- service.
sary. U.S. Customs, DEA,
etc_ For information, call HOUSEKEEPING and
cleaning. Have
219-736-7030 ext. 3007, houseboat
references. 474-8222.
9am-9prn, 7 days.
L lead sinMEDICAL office. Experi- PROFESSIONA
ence necessary. No ac- ger wants to start countrySerious inquircounting or bookkeeping rodt band.
Please call
ies
only.
needed. MIMI Of tomb.
anytime.
Send return, to P.O. Box 502-759-4766
1040P, Murray.
SEWING jobs wanted, informal wear.
13 IMMEDIATE OPEN- cluding
753-1061.
'
INGS. NEED a job? A
GED? Hope for tie future? WILL. babysit in my home
You may guilty if: You do weekdays. 437-4549.
not have your GED or high
school diploma; You are
beaveen the ages of 16 &
21. We we an E.O.E. This
project is funded by Ihe
Western Kentucky Private
Industry Council- J.T.P.A.
Vacations or
Cal J T.P.A. Out01 School
leave of ab7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8 ,
sence? Let us
m.

-,

64.00

20.00

64 per

FULL time position for busy
medical office. Computer
and typing experience prehired. Great benefits. Send
resume to Route 2 Box 39,
Murray, KY 42071,

Knights of Columbus Hall

56.00

16.00

LOST

FARM worker wanted
Mark Paschall, 753-4802

60.00

10.00

Thefamily of Jewell
Witty deeply appreciApplications are
ates the visits, food,
being accepted by
cards, prayers and
the Murray-Calloflowers. Thanks to the
way Co. Parks
West View staff for
Dept. for Lifetheir loving care,
and may
guards,
thanks to Blalock Colbe picked up at
eman Funeral Horne
the park office,
for loving & caring
10th and Poplar
service. Bro. Robert
Street.
Deadline
Johnson and Bro. R J.
29,
April
1992.
Burpoefor their words
Phone 753-7640.
of comfort.
Ruby Seaford
PARK RANGERS. Game
Ed & Katie
security, mainte11 wardens,
,
Krakowsk
nance, etc. No exp. necessary. For info call
219-769-6649 ext.-7159,
OCril
9am-9pm, 7 days.
Lost
And Found
PART-time, hardworking
person, preferably with
rural background, to help
with planting and caring for
flowers, along with housecleaning. Must be aggresmale
Golden
sive, industrious, and
cat
neutered
pleasant Requires ironing
named 'Goldie*
and housedeaning for elin the Gould Oil
derly person, no cooking.
Company/MidMust have transportation
and drivers license. Hours
way area. Very
flexible. 753-3018.
gentle cat.

Help
Wanted

after 8 a.m.
before 10 p.m.

43.00

6.00

UFEGUARDS
NEEDED

060

40.00

1

Yard Sale $7.50 Per Day Prepaid
Reader Ads:

Card
of Masks

Please coll
492-8566
atter 5:15.

10"

r'

0g0

Card Of Thanks
We would like to
express our sincere
appreciation for every act of kindness
shown our family
during the illness
and death of our
loved one. A special
thank you to the
doctors, and the
nurses of MCCH,
especially in critical
care, for their love
professional
and
- skills.
We were grateful
for the flowers,
cards, calls, visits
and concerns while
in the hospital and
at the funeral home.
Thanks to the Blalock-Coleman Funeral home, the pallbearers, the Grace
Church
Baptist
Choirfor the beautiful songs and to
Bro. Gent Burkeen
for his message.
You all made our
lighter.
burden
May God bless each
of you.
Family of
Ruby Inez Witty

9"

Days

TRANSPORTATION

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

The Contract Documents may be examined at
the following places:
1. Murray-Calloway County Hospital, 803 Poplar
Street, Murray, KY 42071-2432.

Tuesday thru Saturday
4:30.-8i11n p.111.

Want to Buy or
Lease Tobacco
base.
Mark Paschall
753-4802

5. F.W. Dodge Corp., Suite 107, 1133 West Mill
Road. Evansville, IN 47710.

Contractors must conform to all requirements of
the Davis-Bacon Act and the Federal Minimum
Wage Rates.

D I
Sports Cards
and Supplies

TRAINING OF NT E
T•

4. Dodge/Scan, Sdhe 100, 5700 Broadmoor,
Mission, KS 66202.

Or may be obtained from Kenar Architectural and
Engineenng, Inc.

Insurance
Exterminating
Business Services
Heating And Cooling
Services Offered S

120
230
250
290
530

Card
of Thanks

NO**

1 Murray-Calloway County Hospital, 803 Poplar
Street, Murray, KY 42071-2432.

3. Associated General Contractors of Western
Kentucky 1930 North 13th Street, Paducah, KY
42001 and 601 North 4th Street, Murray, KY
42071.

Display Ads
40% Discount 2nd Run. 60% Discount 3rd Run.
(A11 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period.)

0130

Node*

The Contract Documents may be examined at
the following places:

•

Sales
Nlobie II.:'&' For Sale
Or Lease
.
...Home Loans
. Reai Estate
Lots For Sale
Farms For Sale
Homes For Sale

02n

The Murray-Calloway County Hospital will receive sealed lump sum contract bids for the
installation of Kitchen Make-up Air System and a
Kitchen Air Conditioning System, as set forth
below Bids will be received at the office of the
Administrator, Murray-Calloway County Hospital, 803 Poplar Street, Murray, Kentucky, until
Tuesday. May 12, 1992, 2:00 p.m. at which time
they will be publicly opened and read aloud.

iEffective Jan 2 1991)

SERV IiIES

REAL ESTATE

MISCELLANEOUS
Public Sale
For Trade
Free Column
Wanted

ADVERTISEMENT FOR BIDS

Classified Ad Rates

OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

Musical
& Radio
Pets & Supplies

ran

010

7534916

MERCHANDISE
Fr Sale Or Trade
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Ant:ques
Vacuum Cleaners
Sewing Machu es
Sports Equipment
Fire‘•ood

260
380

ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check the first insertion of their ads for any error. The
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion. Any error
should be reported immediately so corrections can be made.

753-5976 days
436-2795 nights

SPRING SALE
Vinyl Floor Covering....$2.50 sq.
Also Floor Tile. Hardwood
Mannington Bronze... ..... $4.95
$6.95
Mannington Classicon
S9.95
Mannington Allusions

yd.
yd.
yd.
yd.

PASCHALL'S
1 4 Mile S. Hazel, Ky.

Phone (901)498-8964
8 to 5 Mon Thru Fri.; Sat 8-12
* A Family Tradition For Over 30 Yrs. *

APPLIANCE REPAIR
Service on all brands: window air conditioners refrigerators - freezers - washers - dryers microwaves - dishwashers -Jas & electric nines.

Factory Authdrizeor Repairs For:
Tappan-Kelvinator-Emerson-Brown
•Afr Repairs Are Guaranteed

753-5341 or 753-1270

Stelleallbrittent Inc.

141 STORAGE
Hwy. 641 North
Phone 753-5585 Ask For Lynn
Phone 753-3195
1

Available Sizes
10x20
5x10

4x10
5x4
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CLASSIFIEDS
Want
To Buy

Rome
PUIIIISMNes

Noble
Noose for We

SOLID oak court house
1985, 14x80 BUCCAbench, good oondition, 7'h '
NEER,custom ordered and
long, $100 or best oiler
decorated, 2br. 2 fuN baths,
753-8628.
garden tub, double bay winUSED and antique turn
dows on front, vaulted ceillure, glass, tools, quilts
19n
ings, includes all kitchen
Spears U Sav-it vinegar
Fans
appliances. central air unit,
474-2282,
jars
EfluiPassit
utility pole, front porch,
001-642-6290
HOLLAND two row tobacco beck deck, excellent condi
setter, pull-type hydraulic Don. MUST SELL. Call
1 SA
lift, $700. New Idea corn- 437-4951 after 5pm.
Articles
picker, one row, pull-type,
For Sale
1986 CHAMPION double
$600. 759-4660,489-2229
wide. 28x44, excellent con1r blk/wht TV, $40 Exercise bike,$75 Dinet set w/4 TUFUNE 3 point hitch, 6' dition. Many extras included. $22,000.
chairs, $125. Bunk bed w/ pick up disk. $500
759-9442, 753-6567.
mattress,$150 2 grey easy 492-8774
chairs, $40 each 6 drawer
1987, 14x70, extra nice,
200
dresser w/mirror, $75. Ar2br, 2 bath. utility room,lots
Sports
iens lawn mower, $50
of extras, central H/A, wood
Equipment
753-2136 after 5pm.
underpinning and porch,
ULTRALIGHTS. Beaver wiN accept best reasonable
4 TON Lennox air condi,
offer 753-4459.
boner Split system, excel- and CGS Haivk ultralight
dealer
airplane
Lowest
lent condition, $300
1987 2br 1 bath mobile
prices anywhere F3J enter- home located
489-2704 after 6pm.
on 1.73
prises, 753-7581
acres, northern edge of
6 GOODYEAR Wrangler
Hazel Also, early 1900's
tires LT 235/85R16, $40
2tn
house on land City water
each Call 9am-5pm,
and sewer, cable, many
759-9034
Ammo&
large trees. Must sell
F3OGARD trucking and ex- A FIREWOOD for sale. 492-8513.
cavating, inc. We haul top 437-4667.
CUMMINGS Meter Poles.
soil, gravel, III din, white
FIREWOOD, 4 ricks for Specializing in mobile
rock, rip rap. 759-1828.
$100 5th rick free. $30 a home electric services 200
FLOOR length wedding rick if stacked. 436-2340 or amp. $375. 100 amp $325.
435-4027.
dress with train & veil. Call 753-2D85.
753-9964 after 9arn.
PRICES starting at
220
$12,895 for 16' wides with
GREENHOUSE Tobacco
central heat and air! The
Transplants, 11th year of
litielcal
housing leader, Dinkins
distribution. Eight inch, irrigated, clipped, Florida in- GIBSON J30E acoustic Mobile Homes, Inc., Hwy
spected, boxed field ready electric guitar, excellent 79E, Paris, TN.
plugs. Burley and dark we condition, $650 or trade for 1-800-642-4891.
available.
Ray, older guitars. 474-0115.
SAVE BIG BUCKS on qual615-384-4797 keep this
ity built, energy efficient
number.
PIANO, Artist Console with manufactured homes! One
MILLIONAIRES MILLION- ornate trim, matching stool, of Tennessee's LARGEST
753-2912 leave 8 OLDEST dealers! DinkAIRES, PANGBURN'S $999.
ins Mobile Homes, Inc.,
CANDY IS BACK IN MUR- messaae
Hwy 79E, Paris, TN.
RAY. Charlie's Sate-T PIANO tuning and repair
1-800-642-4891.
Pharmacy.
759-9661
TOP dollar tor junk cars and
trucks 759-4836 or
436-5322

PROM dress, full length,
blue sequin, size 4.
753-6156.

ROLAND RD2505 digital
280
piano, plays and sounds
like real piano, excellent
Homes For Rant
condition
$1550.
TOBACCO sticks. Mark
2BR,
central hia, Pirates
474-0115.
Paschall, 753-4802.
Cove, new Kentucky Lake.
753-3667.
2.10
its
SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br,
Iffecalsaeous
etectric or gas. Walking disApplIsemes
tance to college 753-5209.
COINS and STAMPS are
USED gas ranges. See at popular. A new selection of
Starks Brothers Mobile stamps is now available at
300
Homes in Benton. Ask for The Book Rack (in Murray
Buslases
Sheryl. No phone calks at Dixieland Shopping CenRentals
pieties.
ter) and Decades Ago (in COMMERCIAL warehouse
Hazel). These stores also space, 1000 to 20,000 sq.
sel coins, proof sets, silver ft with loading dock
dollars, collector supplies 753-3023.
You may also visit us at
320
HYDROCARE waterbed Toonerville Trolley (in
Hazel),
Treasure House
mattress, just like new.
Arrimnes
tind
Less than 'a price. (Soutaide Manor in Murray)
and
the
Mercantile
1,2
38R
furnished
apartor
436-2428.
(Aurora). We buy coins and ments, nice, near universtamps and appraise es- sity. 753-6111 daytime,
tates CHRISTOPHER'S 753-0606 nights.
COINS, 753-4161.
1BR apartment near downTHELMA"
town and hospital
WIGAN BIM
753-2853, leave message
1109 Pogue Ave.
(Around the Corner from
1BA furnished apartment,
Toyota of Murrirf)
dose to university and hosInvestigator
PRIVATE
760-9040
pital. Some utilities paid
D.B.A. Confidential InvestiOses‘ Tisisskry *say
753-4012, 753-8756.
gations,
Southside ShopUpright Freer $225, Texping Center, Suite *102, 1 OR 2br apts. new downtured Door Ravager
Murray, 753-2641.
town Murray. 753-4109.
$225, lr Color TV. $70,
IT Color 73/ iv/remote
2BR brick shade. No pets.
270
$133, Chins Cabinetitiutch
$285/mo. 753-6931.
Mobile
$225,Recliner $45,Sewing
Homes For Sale
2BR furnished, 1604 taller,
Mactine $E0, 5' Display
$285/mo. Lease and depoCase $125, Bunk Beds
12x54 TRAILER. central sit required . No pets. Partial
$150, Nintendo Genes
H/A, $3000. 759-4660.
utilities paid. 753-0932 day$15-$20, Living Acorn
14x70 213R 2 bath, washer/ time only.
Sets, Chits, Washers,
dryer, dishwasher, wood 3131:1 apartment, located
Dryers, Lamps, and Much
Morel Come in and browse.
underpinning, 10x12 out- 703 S. 4th Street See CarAWN Mg la Thelma
building, on rented lot near los Black Jr. at Black's DeOutdoor Ras Aires
Kirksey. $16,500. corating Center or call
753-8311, 489-2694.
753-0839.

** * ***** **************

tf* **************

Volunteer Homes Inc.
Hwy. 79 E.
Paris, TN
901-642-4466

1E11

440
Pits
& Supsase

I

HAZEL Apartments, Hazel, HAVE an obedient, sate
KY, is now renting. You dog for show or home
must be 62, handicapped, Classes or private lessons
or disabled New 1 and 2br Serving Murray for over
units. 502-527-8574 for 12yra 436-2858
more information. Equal RED monature Dachshund
Housing Opportunity.
puppies 901-986-3693
NEAR university. fully car- days. 901-352-2416 nights
peted, 21x apartment. 2 ROTTWEILERS AKC,
large bedrooms, twin - shots and wormed. Fegroom, kitchen with dis- males, $250/ea. Males,
hwasher, disposer, range $300/ea. 901-648-5697
and refrigerator, wid hookup and large closets
410
$275/mo. Available May 1.
Public
753-4560, 9am-5pm.
Sole
NEW 1000 sq.ft. apartFARRIS Auction Company
ment. Gas heat, apW. Dan Farris, Auctioneer,
pliances, utility room, low P.O. Box 149, Hazel, KY
utilities $390/mo. (502) 492-8796/8795 We
753-8828.
appraise and sell it all
NEW 29f townhouse, 1'4
baths. Al maior appliances
furnished including W/D.
$450/mo. No pets,
753-4573.
NICE lbr furnished apartment, carpeted Available
June 1. No pets 105 N.
16th St $200/rno plus deposit. Days. 753-1953.
Nights, 753-0870.
NICE 2br duplex in private
area. Stove, refrigerator,
dishwasher, wid hook-up.
No pets. Lease and deposit
required. $400/mo.
753-3343.
NICE 3br apartment, central gas H/A, carpet
throughout stove and refrigerator furnished,'4 utilities furnished No pets 105
N. 16th St Available May
11. Days 753-1953, Nights
753-0870.
TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments. 1, 2 & 3 bedrooms. Apply Nikki. Apts.
Hardin, Ky. or call
502-437-4113 EHO

Realty Big
3 Family
Yard Sale

'Thurs., Ft & Sat
April 23, 24, 25
8 a.m.-7
816 14. 19th St
goods,
Household
lamps,dolls, new light
fixtures, decorator
items, etc.

NEED EXTRA
CASH?
Run a yard
sale ad in the
classifieds.

Call
753-1916

340
ticuses
For Real
38R brick in Murray, carport, central gas heat and
a/c, fenced backyard Call
435-4186
LARGE 2-3 br house, central gas heat and air conditioning, stove arid refrigerator. 1004 Main St $360
plus deposit. No pets
759-1265.

Poi Rent
Crises.
313R, 2 bath condo in Murray for sale or lease
753-3293.
CREEKVIEW Self-storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney's
$20-$40/mo. 759-4081.
370
WNW&
& &Wks
1 YEAR old Colt quarter
horse, registered, red.
$600. 436-5430.

Going Out Of
Business Sale
Crafts Distributor
with thousands
of items at
closeout prices.
Sale will be
held in the
warehouse
located at
111 E. Poplar
in Murray.
Phone 759-4066
Saturday
10 a.m. to 4 p.m .
Sunday
12 Noon to 5 p.m.

430
Real
HUDSON Company. SadEstate
dles, Bridles & Horse supplies. 753-4545, 750-1823, 6.069 ACRES, minutes
753-6763.
from Murray in the Penny
area. Nice building site
380
$12,500. 753-5258 after
PON
6pm
& Sup**
KOPPERUD REALTY offers a complete range of
AKC COCKER Spaniel
Real Estate services with a
puppies, $100. Adult, wide selection of quality
prices and terms negoti- homes, all prices
able, reasonable prices, 763-1222, toll free
must sell to good homes 1-800-251-HOME Ext
436-5447.
711L
AKC laniature Schnauzer
RE/MAX Properties Ltd
puppies Cute and reedy for
Bob Perrin, Paul Dailey,
your home. Special
Bob Haley. Bel-Air Center.
$50/each. 759-1326.
1 -502-753-SOLD,
AKC registered German 1-800-369-5780.
Shepard puppies, father
SELL your real estate at
imported from Germany.
auction with a local estabFemales, $75. Males,
lished firm. Wilson Realty,
$100. 753-5705 or
302 S. 12th, Murray KY.
753-6111.
Phone 753-3263. Dan
BEAGLE
hounds. Miller Associate and Auctioneer, 435-4144.
492-8265
BLUE Healer puppies, WOODED trailer lots,
1-100 acres, some 10%
$20/ea. 753-4818.
down, 10% interest Buying
DAISY Grooming. Satur- and selling 502-759-2565.
day, by appointment.
753-7819.
.116
Lots
FREE puppies, good
For UM
home 489-2884.
GAY'S Pet Care. Animal
lover will provide tender
loving cwe for your pen
while you are way from
home. Call for details.
502-489-2029.

Stop By Today For
This Special! Including:
-Frost Free Refrigerator
•Range
-Fireplace!
-Glamour Bath
-Round Tub
-Separate Shower
-2 Full Baths

-Extra Insulation
-2x4 Walls
-2x8 Floor Joist
-Delivery & Set Up
-Central Heat
-3 Bedrooms
-Storm Front Door

Compare This To Those Over '20,0071

LOVELY wooded 3 acre
building site located a short
distenos west of Murray on
the Butterworth Road
$17,500. MLS *3881. Contact Kopperud Realty,
753-1222

Gloria's Fitness Salon
For Sale
Six Toning Exercise Benches, 1 Suntan
Bed, Body Wraps, Supplies, etc.
Moving Out of State
Priced To Sell
For More Information Call
753-9828 or 438-2611

* * * * * * * * * * *** * * * ***
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.160
Lot.
For Sea

Howe
For Salo

WOODED lot in Lynwood
Heights City water, natural
gas, cablevision hard surface roads. 3 3110 miles on
84 west from Murray City
Limits 753 5841 or
753-1566

NEW Stir, LR, 26, central
h/a, carport, built-on range,
microwave, disposal
Adaptable to many family
sizes, excellent location
753-5661.

Auto
Pans

NEW, first offering. Excellent location, adepteble to
nevayweds, growing families, retirees, built-ins
753-5661 or 759-1610
GOOD producove 80 acre
farm with brick home, tobacco barn and large metal
barn Stocked pond, tobacco base, lonely white
fencing in picture book setting Located in Tennessee, only 8 miles south of
Murray Offered at
$132,500, MLS *4069, thru
Kopperud Realty,
753-1222
460
Homes
For Sale
3BR, 2 bath, central H/A, 2
car garage homes,$49,000
to $74,900, and duplexes
for investors 759-2565 or
750-2563
3BR, 2 bath brick, 7 years
old, 2 minutes from town,
well maintained 753-2816
ATTRACTIVE Canterbury
3br, 2 bath home Fresh on
the market. Home features
formal dining room, livingroom, den and recreation
room, plus extra large detached garage. Corner lot
location. $112,000. MLS
*3993. Contact Kopperud
Realty, 753-1222.
BY Builder, new,2br,2 bath
with hot tub, all extras, located in town. Call after
5pm, 753-3672.
EXCELLENT Buy. Super
nice 3 bedroom, 2 bath
brick home. Features maintenance tree trim. Livingroom, diningroom and
garage. Large closets, ceiling fans. Nice lot Only
$59,000. Come See!! Professional Real Estate,
759-1591. Because We
Canal.

NEW on Market Beautiful
remodeled 3 bedroom, 2
bath home. New carpet,
paint, vinyl floonng, ceramic tile, counter tops
Large living room, family
room, formal dining Super
nice kitchen with pantry.
Large screened in porch
area and more! A must to
see at $79.950 Professional Real Estate,
759-1591. Because We
Care!!
QUALITY and Value
Brand new home 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, central gas
heat/air, nicely wooded lot,
large storage area, 10x14
deck to be added, walk-in
closet in MBA Greatroom
area makes for easy Irving
at as best Professional
Real Estate, 759-1591 Because We Care!
SIMPLY Fantastic. Quality
3 or 4 bedroom home.
Quiet subdivision Home
built in 1989. Features 2
baths, walk-in closets, 2car
garage, two wooded lots
24x24 workshop. Central
gas heat/air. Over 1800
sq ft. living area. A better
buy you won't find. Professional Real Estate,
759-1591. Because We
Carol
SUPER Location. Quality
abounds in this fantastic 3
bedroom,2 bath home built
in 1989. Family room, formal dining, and office.
Beautiful kitchen. Large
deck and garage. Neat as
can be, and ready for you!!
Call Professional Real Estate. 759-1591. Because
we care!

FOR sale by owner, nice
2br, 1 bath brick in town. 1
can garage, fenced backyard, storage building on 1982 YAMAHA 400cc,
large shaded lot 85x320 $400. Lots of extras.
with appliances, ready to 759-1417 after 5pm.
move into. 410 S. 8th St
$58,500. Shown by ap- 1990 KAWASAKI KX250,
pointment. Call 753-0697 $1930. 753-8281 after
5Pradays, 759-1639 nights.
LOG homes by Appalac- 1991 BLASTER, excellent
hian Log Structures. Model condition, girl ridden,
home at mile 6, Hwy ZSO, $1800. 1986 YZ-250,$900.
East of Murray, KY. Infor- 753-0115.
mation, call 436-2040.
480
NEW 3br, LR, DR, 2 baths,
Auto
built-in range and microSWIMS
wave, central h/a, quality
oak cabinets, walk-in NEW bug shields for pickcloset, excellent location. ups and vans, foreign and
domestic, dear and smoke
753-5561
tint $19.50/ea. Pick-up bed
NEW 4br, LR, DR, 2B, mats, $34.50/ea Key Auto
walk-in closet, central his,3 Parts Hwy 121S. 753-5500.
fans, built-in, self cleaning
Frigidaire range, Pana- PAINT your car, $150 plus
sonic microwave, disposal, materials, average price for
oak cabinets, excellent lo- cars, trucks. All sizes
painted. Jimmy Smyth, Pucation 753-5561
ryeat TN, 901-247-5678.

1981 TOYOTA Corolla
1978 Celiac 1977 LTD
1976 Maverick. 1967
Chevy pick-up. 1978 Chevy
Charms. 1978 Mustang
436-5322, 750-4838.
490
Uesd
Cars
1977 CADILLAC DeVille
excellent condition $2200
OBO 759-1012
1980 CAMARO auto, pal
I*, good condition $995
OBO. 762-4303.
1980 TOYOTA SR5. great
condition, excellent motor,
new clutch, muffler, battery,
body and paint very good.
First $1300 takes it.
753-7276.

1986 TOYOTA SR5
5-speed 60xxx miles, 1
owner, aluminum mags
excellent condition $4000
753-8500 or 436 5371 after

•

5pm
1987 CELEBRITY, 4-door,
4 cylinder, automatic.
58xxx miles $4250 OBO
753-8417.
1988 CHEVROLET Ceiebray, air, 4-door, 4 cylinder,
great gas mileage, 65x xx
miles. Can 753-3387
1988 MAZDA 929, 4-door
luxury sedan, 5-speed,
sunroof, AM/FM cassette
wlegualizer, power windows,power locks 114,xxx
highway miles. Good condition. Listed new over
$20K. Asking $7300.
753-3304.

1

1983 DAYTONA 500 Trans
Am pace car, 5-speed. 1990 OLDS Cutlass Calais
Must sell 753-2507.
'S. 2-door, red, air, cruise
1984 CHEVY Celebrity, control, p/b, less than
$1900 OBO. Can be seen 28xxx miles, one owner.
at Fox Meadows E9 or call 354-8521 after 5pm.
436-2285 after 5pm
CAR Stereo Installation
1985 OLDS Cutlass Came, 753-0113. Sunset Boule4-door. Can see at Ed's vard Music, Murray's Alpine Car Audio Specialist.
small engine at Almo
Dixieland Center, 1 block
Heights, or call 753-0657
from AASU dorms
1985 TRANS Am, white
with red interior, t-top,
loaded. Must sell
753-6705.
Yam
1989 GRAND Am LE. Blue,
1981 GMC customized
70xxx miles, $6200 OBO
van, $4000 759-4406
753-0574.

DAVID SMITH
Construction
New Homes
Residential - Commercial
Additions - Metal Pole Barns
15 Yrs. Experience • Free Estimates
Route 1, Box 139D
Benton, Ky. 42025

PHONE:
502-437-3026

/ Smith Masonry &
I..
- Home Improvement
Block, brick, stone, complete foundation,
concrete work, sidewalks & patios covered
with brick. Remodeling, decks, additions,
garages. Fireplaces a specialty.
15 yrs. Exp. Free Estimates
Call 527-8275 or 1-800-339-4312
For a Job Done Right Because We
Guarantee Ow. Work.

Mathis Transmission
Service
62-1 N. 4th St., Murray

753-6374
Specializing in front wheel drive,
overdrive, automatic & standard
transmissions.
We Service What We Sell
* FREE ESTIMATES *

12 Month 12,000 Mile Warranty

YARD
SALE
SEASON
ADVERTISE Your Yard Sale 3 Times and SAVE
$7.50
12.50
$15.00

1 insertion
2 insertions
3 insertions
Ads must be paid in advance

DEADLINES ARE 2 DAYS IN ADVANCE:
Monday Edition
Friday 3
Tuesday Edition
Saturday 10
Wednesday Edition
Monday 3
Thursday Edition
Tuesday 3
Friday Edition
Wednesday 3
Edition
Saturday
Thursday 3
For assistance call, 753-1916 or come by

Miiiray Ledger & Times
Classified Department

p.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
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Sterlom
Oftered

Used
Tmelm

Swims
Olkied

1981 FORD F-250, 351
automatic, dual tanks,
per $1650 436-5800

Al TREE Service Stump
removal and spraying. Free
estimates 753-0906 alter
5pm, 759-9816. 753-0495.

DRYWALL, finishing, re
pars, additions and blow
ing ceilings 753-4761

L AND L Lawn Service
Free estimates Call after
5pm 753 4001

FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for your
needs

LAWN MOWING. If you
want someone who a dependable reasonably pr
iced and Well do the job
nght please cad David at
753 6986 References
available

1983 BLAZER, beaubful
blue, gray. 4-wheel dnve.
and extras $4250 080
798-1922
1986 BLAZER S-10, 4x4,
58.000 mites, mint condibon $8500 759-9311 after
8Pre
1988 RED 5-10 pick up
Immaculate condition
753-9572 after 5pm

Concriel
Work

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
BRYON'S LAWN SER
Factory trained by 3 major
VICE Free estimates
manufacturers Most pens
4892691 after 5pm
ii stscli, on my truck Al
work and parts warranted CALL Travis Trucking for
1977 DODGE mobile Ask for Andy at The Ap- you dirt, sand, gravel and
white rock needs
traveler. sic stave, refriger pliance Works, 753-2455
ator . bathroom self- APPLIANCE SERVICE 474-2779
contained, 28x xx miles Kenmore, Westinghouse,
CARPENTRY, framing.
753-3259
Whirlpool 30. years ex- roofing, foundations
BOBBY 436-5598
perience
HOPPER, 436-5848
CARPET and vinyl instate
520
A TO Z Services General Don and repairs Glen Bab
Bode
contracting, electrical, ber, 759-1247
Malcos
plumbing, roofing carpenCARPET binding and fring1984 MARK Twain 16', 140 try, yard and house manta- ing Enger
Custom Design
AM
estimates
name
Free
Mw Cruiser, stainless steel
753-7614
Carpets
Call
work guaranteed
prop artiffm cassette
anytime
good condition Call after 759-9047
CLEANING,
6pm 492-8953
A Tree Trimming and light CARPET
$8.00/RM. 3rm minimum
estimates
Free
hauling
1988 LUXURY Runabout,
Leave message 436-2734.
low hours $8300 436-2102. ask for Luke
10am-8pm, ask for Jeff
753-3682
AUTO Painting 89995 plus
Davidson All
CHARLIE
19 CREST III pontoon, rnalenas Chian, tape and types of roofing and re
extra
work
Body
spray
100hp Johnson with trader
pairs Torch down rubber
753-4530 after 5pm
753-5815
roofing 753-5812
WAYNE Darnell Marine BACKHOE Service ROY CHIM Chlm Chimney
Complete boat and motor HILL Septic system, drive Sw•ps has 10% sensor
repar and service Al wort ways. hauling. foundations citizen discounts We see
guaranteed Fiberglass etc 759-4664
chimney caps and screens
specialist Buy, sell or
BLOCK, brick, concrete fin- 435-4191
bade Used boats motors shong Basements footand trailers Salvage parts ings, garages, drives COLSON Lawn Service
Professional mowing and
1 mile from Murray on Fen/
walks 30yrs experience tnrnmsng Guaranteed low94E 753-0079
13yrs in Murray area
est rates, $15
Per
753-5476 Charles Barnett month, most $80
yards
4 8 9 - 2 5 2 5 ,
1-800-638-3921
COLSON'S Home Repair
Remodeling carpentry.
painting and plumbing
436-2575 after 5pm

CUSTOM KITCHEN GANNETS
Cl/STOGI WOODWORKING

CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Complete installation and service Call Gary at
759-4754

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
•Drop by I see our showroom

DIAL Builders New addsbons, new homes, pole
barns, total remodeling No
job too small 436-5272

409 SJP4BuRY MuARAY (11•600 Bunfty amid)
?SI 5040

ROSS ROOFING
All Typos
Guaranteed References
759-1859
FULL Service Lawn Care
City or county, free esmales 436-2744
GALLOWAY Roofing Specializing in new roofs, reroofs, and tear -offs
Guaranteed work Spring
time 10% savings
502-753-7941

PLUMBING - Free estimates Affordable rate
Same day service Al work
guaranteed 492-8816
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, Siding,
painting, plumbing, concrete Free estimates. Cal
474-2307

PROFESSIONAL
PAINTING

104 N. 13th St.
7534823
FREE ESTIMATES
Interior end Exterior

LAWN mowing and tree
service No calls on SaturGARDEN Tilling. raised or day Paul, 436-2102
leveled beds Ask about
free weeding service LEE'S Carpet Cleaning
For all your carpet and up901-232-8235
holstery cleaning, call
GENERAL Repair piumb- 753-5827 Free estimates
ing, roofing tree work Dupont certified for
436-2642
Stammaster
GERALD WALTERS LICENSED for electric,
Roofing, vinyl siding. paint gas, refrigeration Installamg Free estimates 18 tion and repair Free eel,years experience Local re- mates 753-7203
ferences 489-2267
MOODY Mower Repair
GUTTERING By Sears Pick-up and delivery, al
Sears residential and com- work guaranteed
mercial continuous gutters 753-5668
installed for your specifications Call Sears 753-2310 MOWING, Yard Work. Affordable, reliable, efficient
for free estimate
Free estimates 753-9100
HADAWAY Construction
Home remodeling, paint- MULCH, pick-up load Deing. wallpaper, carpentry, livered Murray, 436-5560
floor covering No job too NEED your gutters cleaned
smal 436-2052
or repaired? Call 753-0834
HANDYMAN will do plumb- PAINTING interior and exing, electric and carpentry tenor Quality work. Over
Reasonable rates 20 years experience Ralph
753-0596
Worley. 436-5625.
INSULATION Blown In By PAINTING, interior, exterSears TVA approved ior All types of home repair
Save on those high heating 20 years experience Free
and cooling bills Call Sews estimates Call anytime,
753-2310 for free estimate 753-5368
JAMES C Gallimore PLUMBING Repairs. We
Electric Fast, efficient, work on mobile homes
courteous service
24-hour emergency, same759-1835
day service 489-2525.
KITCHEN CABINET RE- PLUMBING repairman with
COVERY existing doors & same day S00/103 Call
frames with woodgram for- 436-5255
mica, all colors Free esb
stripping,
mates Wulff's Recovery REFINISHING,
custom woodworking.
Murray 436-5560
753-8056
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Teed Replacement Windows. Bill Speed,
492-8103.
WILL break and disk gardens and do bushhogging.
753-3413.

I In The Party Block
Deli Now Open!
Party Block Subs
5 Ft Long
(1 VA Notice)

$62.50

Subs & Sandwich
Kegs

tai nc

In

qu I @Li) + Tax

Stock

79
Coors Light ....12 pk. $7.84

25, 1992

La PLACE: KEG 0 BEER 61. 3 MONTHS
FREE MEMBERSHIP AT PREMIERE
HEALTH 05.. FITNESS CLUB ($120•00 VALUE)

1st PLACE: $100.00 CASH 61. 3 MONTHS
FREE MEMBERSHIP AT PREMIERE
HEALTH EL FITNESS CLUB ($120e0 VALUE)

2nd PLACE I CASE OF MILLER 4S.
1 CASE OF MILLER GENUINE DRAFT

2nd PLACE $50.00 SAVINGS BOND

$5.4v
6 pk. $6.84
12 pk $6,96
12 pk $6,99

Busch
Budweiser

tl GO
gvegg

Pepsi

12 plc

Coke

3 liisr

31d PLACE $25 GIFT CERTIFICATE FOR
AIRBRUSH WORK AT OUTBACK GRAPHICS
4th PLACE SHRIMP DINNER FOR 2 AT
SEAFOOD EXPRESS

4th PLACE SHRIMP DINNER FOR 2 AT
SEAFOOD EXPRESS

Spirits

Wines

Finiandia Vodka

Chantefteur
Cabernet Sauvignon 88
Chardonnay 88
Merolot 88

1.75 L

$17.90

Stolichnaya Vodka
1 75 L

$20.50

750 ml

1.75 L

$25.75

$10.30

750 ml

Alamaden Box

Canadian Mist

1 75 L

,, L $11.23
Franzia Box

$24.68

5 L

$11.99

Inglenook

Old Smuggler
1.75 L

3L

$18.52
$27.63

750 ml

$12.99

Markham 85
Cabernet Sauvignon

Riva Vodka
1 75 L

$8.99

Chalk Hill 88
Cabernet Sauvignon

Makers Mark
1.75 L

$6.08

Hess Chardonnay 90 or
Cabernet Sauvignon 89

t
.
Absoiut Vodka

WEST
WOOD
WAREHOUSE
PARTY BLOCK,

REGISTER FOR CONTEST AT ANY SPONSOR LOCATION

WEST WOOD WAREHOUSE PARTY BLOCK - 901-642-7366
PREMIERE HEALTH & FITNESS CLUB - 502-759-9999
OUTBACK GRAPHICS - 901-644 1338
ACE'S PIZZA 901-644-0558
Premiere
Premiere
EXPRESS -502-753-6149
SEAFOOD
Health and Fitness Club
Halals and Fitnese Club

$8.99

750 ml

$14.01

-••••••••-•7061.11
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EST
Al Mom
OOD
Tax
Ant
NES
& LIQUORS
Pila

1224 W. WOOD ST. • PARIS, TENNESSEE
Ow Monday thru Saturday 8:00 a.m.-11:00 p.m.

642-7366

, ••

$1.53

,

Cases of Wino Coolers & Wino Cold To Go
1
• -

•

WE ARE PLEASED TO USE
RECYCLED NEWSPRINT

$15.33

Kirin Beer

BIKINI CONTEST
5 P.M. (18 & OVER)

3sd PLACE DINNER FOR TWO AT
ACt.'S PIZZA

FREE poodles to good
home, 1 male, 1 female
489-2779

Contract Bridge
Detection Through Deduction

1.75 L
or pi
Blue Ribbon .12 pk. OM
A Jose Query° Gold
Molson Golden 6 pk.

P.M.

FOOD-BEVERAGES-GIVEAWAYS
HUNK CONTEST
3 P.M. (21 & OVER)

YARD mowing, landscaping, tree trimming, and tree
removal. Free estimates_
Tan Lamb, 436-2528.

cult. You might take a club finesse
South dealer.
and go down one.
North-South vulnerable.
NORTH
However,there is no good reason
to take an early club finesse. In•K 8
•Q 7 5 3
stead, after drawing trumps, you
SUREWAY Tree 8 Stump
• Q 96
should ruff a heart, lead a club to
Removal. Insured with full
+
104
dummy's king, ruff another heart,
K
A
esline of equipment. Free
and then cash three spade tricks,
EAST
WEST
timates. Day or night,
+976432 producing this position:
+ 105
753-5484
•86 4
North
VAKJ102
T C Dinh Repair and Main•2
5
•
4
7
•
CleanElectrical.
tenance
Q
ing Sewer 1210/1212 Main +8762+Q3
•9
SOUTH
Street 753-6111 office,
+A 10
•A Q J
753-0606 after 5pm.
East
9
•
West
Seamless
Co.
Gutter
THE
976
+
•AKJ1083
aluminum gutters, variety
••A
•J 95
of colors Ucenced, in••sured Estimate available. The bidding:
+Q
759-4690.
+8 7 6
North East
South West
South
Pass
2+
IP
1
1
•
THE rainy season is here_
*Pass
5•
Pass
Put a slop to your leak, I'm 3•
•the one you should seek, 6•
•K
Kenneth Jones Roofing. All Opening lead - king of hearts.
work guaranteed.
4J 9
354-8867.
When you play the king of diaAssume you're declarer at six ciiaVCR REPAIR: Wood VCR •monds and West leads the king of monds, West discards a club and
Service Center, cleaning hearts. West then shifts to a trump East a spade. On the jack of diaservicing $15; most repairs and the question is how to proceed so monds, West discards another club
835, al brands. 3rd Street, as to give yourself the best chance to and you discard dummy's now useAlmo, Open 9-12, 1-5, make the slam.
less heart as East discards another
Mon.-Fn.; 753-0530.
It is easy to make the contract if spade. You next lead a club, but
when West produces the eight, you
WANT Yards to Mow. Rea- you see the opponents' cards. After
sonable, dependable. drawing trumps you'd play the A-K
go up with the ace-because West's
492-8337 before 5:30pm. of clubs, catching East's queen, and remaining card is known to be the
WEST Ky Aluminum. Put that would quickly end the matter. ace of hearts. Dummy's ace of clubs
an end to costly painting But if you don't see the opponents' catches East's queen, and so you
and draft windows with Al- cards, your task is much more diffimake the slam.
coa Siding and Certain
Tomorrow: A psychological ploy.

BAND : "NIGHTfISti" , Pabst
P.M. -

EIGHT Bird Dog puppies,
part Pointer-part Setter
753-6319 after 5:30.

SHEETROCK finishing,
textured ceilings. Larry
Chrisman. 492-8742.

Bag Ice
-

BLACK and Golden Lab
puppies looking for a good
home. 436-2834.

REMEMBER - DON'T DRINK & DRIVE

PARTY BLOCK

NOON

YARD mowing, trimming,
odd jobs. Hauling, mulch,
gravel, din, sealing driveways. Free estimates
436-5501.

PRICES GOOD THROUGH APRIL 25, 1992

WEST WOOD WAREHOUSE
12

YARD mowing, hauling,
Irmo trimming, odd jobs, city
or county. 437-4703.

YARD landscaping w/20
years experience. Breaking
and disking gardens, bushhogging. No iobs too big or
too small. 436-5430.

Fish Fry Specials

OF THE

"NNW

1\111 Do
Housecleaning
759-2599

SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill.
753-2674

OPE II

•

WILL do plumbing, instillation and repairs. All guaranteed 753-4355, 753-1134

SEPTIC TANK SERVICE.
Repair, replacement, new
installaion, pumping, sewers, footings, basements.
Backhoe-loader service.
BRENT ALLEN, 750-1515.
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WILL do mowing and light
hauling. 753-4355.

ROGER Hudson rock hauling. gravel, sand, dirt, drivew ay rock 753-4545.
753-6763

A
RLANbi

%Moos
Meted

Services
Offered

Services
Offered

SorAmos
Orland

AlA LANDSCAPING and
Lawn Mantenano• Mow
mg. INN removal and trim
ming, mulching and haulA LAWN Mowing Service, ing, major or minor cleanup. Fre. estimates for
436-5265
spring dean-up 492-8254
ALPHA Builders- Carpentry, remodeling, porches,
roofing, concrete. driveways, painting, maintenanoe, etc Free'similes
489-2303
436-2583 I
AL'S hauling, yard work, 4
tree removal. mowing Free
Buddy English
estimates 7591683
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Lookirur, Bark

3

Today is Wednesday, April 22, the 113th day of 1992. There are 253
days kft in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On April 22, 1864, Congress authorized the use of the phrase "In God
We Trust" on U.S. coins.
On this date:
In 1451, Queen Isabella I, who sponsored the voyages of Christopher
Columbus, was born in Madrigal, Spain.
In 1509, Henry VIII ascended the throne of England following the
death of his father, Henry VII.
In 1889, the Oklahoma Land Rush began at noon as thousands of
homesteaders staked claims.
In 1898, the first shot of the Spanish-American War rang out as the
USS Nashville captured a Spanish merchant ship off Key West, Fla.
In 1970, millions of Americans concerned about the environment
observed the rust Earth Day.
In 1983, the West German news masuine Stern announced the discovery of personal diaries supposedly written by Adolf Hitler. (The diaries,
however, turned out to be a hoax.)
In 1990, pro-Iranian kidnappers in Lebanon freed American hostage
Robert Polhill after nearly 39 months of captivity.
In 1990, millions of Americans joined in a worldwide 20th anniversary
celebration of the first Earth Day.
Ten years ago: A pale, somewhat shaky Leonid Brezhnev appeared
publicly for the first time in about a month, squelching rumors about the
Soviet leader's health.
Five years ago: Joe Hunt, leader of a social and investment group
called the "Billionaire Boys Club," was convicted by a jury in Santa
Monica, Calif., of murdering Ron Levin, a con man whose body has never
been found. (Hunt was sentenced to life in prison.)
One year ago: Sixty people were killed when a strong earthquake shook
Costa Rica and neighboring Panama, causing millions of dollars' worth of
damage. The White House promised a full accounting of chief of staff
John Sununu's travels as it sought to stern political fallout over reports of
his extensive personal use of military jets.
Today's Birthdays: Actor Eddie Albert is 84. Violinist Sir Yehudi
Menuhin is 76. Actress Charlotte Rae is 66. Actor Jack Nicholson is 55.
Singer Glen Campbell is 54. Actor-writer Jason Miller is 53. Singer Peter
Frampton is 42. Actor Joseph Bottoms is 38.
Thought for Today: "Success is a journey, not a destination." —
Anonymous.

Ten years ago
Murray Lions Club will have its
annual Bulb and Broom Sale on
April 26 and 27, according to Dale
Hughes, chairman of the sale's
committee.
New officers of Murray Chapter
of Professional Secretaries International are Beuy Allbriuen, Linda
Lester, Joyce Haley, Rita Gray and
Armita Peeler.
Murray Middle School Eighth
Grade visited the Alabama Space
and Rocket Center at Huntsville,
Ala., on April 3. The group of 84
students and 10 chaperones left by
buses at 6 a.m.and returned at 10
p.m. the same day.
Frank Gould of Pocahontas,
Ark., is speaker at a gospel meeting
at New Concord Church of Christ.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Mann Oliverio, April
Twenty years ago

Winners of 1972 Civitan Club
Citizenship Essay Contest were
Mary Tutt. senior at Murray High
School, rust, and Kathy Hopkins,
senior at Calloway County High
School, second.
An open house at the new University Branch of the Bank of Murray on North 12th Street will be
held on April 23.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Jamie Potts, April 11:
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. John Phillips, April 13; a boy to Mr.a nd
Mrs. Charles Peeler and a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Srnothemian,
April 14.
Ethridge McKeel, basketball
player, and Bill Graham, golf player, have been named to the Murray
State University Athletic Hall of
Fame.
New officers of Garden Department of Murray Woman's Club are
Mrs. John Livesay, Mrs. James

Hamilton, Mrs. L.W. Paschall and
Mrs. Kenton Miller.
Thirty years ago
Dennis Taylor, principal of Murray Elementary Schools, has been
named as summer supervisor for
Murray City Park by the Murray
City Council.
Fishery biologists from Kentucky, Tennessee, Missouri and Tennessee Valley Authority laid plans
here on April 18 to trap eggs of the
salt water striped bass (Rockfish)
on Kentucky Lake for evidence
that it is still thriving there.
Miss Kate Woods, president of
Kentucky Business and Professional Women's Club, spoke at a meeting of the Murray BPW Club held
April 14 at Murray Woman's Club
House. Special music was by Joan
Bowker.
Mr. and Mrs. George Thomas
Housden will be married foir 50
years on April 27.

DEAR ABBY: I am a 15-year-old
boy who wants to buy a television set
for my room. The problem is, I am
not allowed.
lam an A-B student and my gradepoint average is 3.8. I also help
around the house. I told my father
that I will buy the TV with money
that I earn from my job.
Our household has one television
set, downstairs. The problem is that
I enjoy watching sports and my
mother doesn't. Mom says Ican watch
what I want, but she wishes the TV
would be on a different channel.
Another problem: My dad listens to

the radio when the TV set is on, and
he is often on the phone.I constantly
beg him to listen to the radio in
another room and to use another
phone, but he refuses.
Please help me.I'll pay for the set
myself. I am a great student and I
cause no problems. My mom will let
me get a set for myself, but my dad,
well — you know.
TELEVISED IN 1992

you should watching it.Perhaps
you are a good student because
you have no TV to distract you.
I see no reason why you
shouldn't have a set of your own
— as long as it is with the understanding that if your grades
suffer, your dad can "repossess
it."
DEAR ABBY: My husband and I
have been together for 14 years and
couldn't be better.
DEAR TELEVISED: Your fa- our marriage
love now as the day
in
much
as
We're
ther fears that if you have your
We have only one
married.
were
we
own television set, you will be
wants children and I
"Rob"
problem.
tempted to spend more time than

BLONDIE
THIE FRENCH RECIPE IS
PRETTY 50Pwis1icATED.,
I'M NOT 5us7E

THE FAR SIDE

IT RIGo4T

By GARY LARSON

4

You," now at Murray State College
Theatre.
Senator James Lassiter talked
about the last legislative session at
a meeting of Murray Business and
Professional Women's Club held at
Murray Woman's Club House. He
was introduced by Mrs. Grogan
Roberts.

don't.
Before we were married,I warned
him that I didn't have a maternal
bone in my body. I told him thatjust
the thought of being pregnant repulses me.I do not dislike children I
love animals),and I would even consider adopting a child or two because
we could give them a great home.
Rob won't even hear of adopting
— he says,"It's either have our own
or none at all!"
I am 35 years old and I hear that
the older a woman is, the harder
childbirth is.
Also, Rob has to work some evenings, and I'm afraid all the work of
raising a child would fall on me.I do
90 percent ofall the housework now.
Another thing — I'm not sure I
could handle seeing Rob give a lot of
affection to anyone else, even our
own child.
Do you think it would be a mistake
to go ahead and have a baby even
though my instincts wantsomething
different?
HAPPILY MARRIED
IN COLORADO
DEAR HAPPILY MARRIED:
You have given three reasons
why you do not want a child.You
admitted your fear of the pain of
childbirth, your reluctance to
take on the responsibility, and
your unwillingness to share your
husband with anyone else. Unless (and until) you can resolve
these issues, better to remain
childless.

CALVIN and HOBBES
114AT COES IT! TIVAtT! WAIT!
SvSIES
I'M GONNA
EoGING!
KNACK 'toy
INTO NEXT
WEEK!AA
7'S

and Jane Perry, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. W.R. Perry, is salutatorian of the 1952 Murray High
School Senior Class. Anne Rhodes,
daughter of Mrs. A.L. Rhodes, is
third honor student, and Frankie
Shroat, son of Mr. and Mrs. Jeff
Shroat, is fourth honor student.
A feature story and picture about
Z,etta Ann Yates, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Lenvil Yates, is published. She has the leading role in
the play, "You Can't Take It With

Dear Abby

Daily Comics

TAKE IT BOCK!
LOVE 'EM
IM NEVER
AND LEAVE
GETTli-iG MARRO! *Elk EN?
IOU RAKE'
NEVER!

Forty years ago
Joan Love, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Hunter Love, is valedictorian,

WNAT ? 54E ‘s? (voo coact! Gc&A,CALvIH, (MN°, ITS
5Mot_DERNG
TRUE.' DA
NE DIRT
I'VE Gar To
ONERNG104 A Is:NE
PAS5koN IS
DiScouiZAGE
'twit FATE!
MAGNET.'
FEATURES IS
RoMANCE!
A BIG
IMPRoVEMENT

IOW SNEIS!

Dr. Gott
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

CATHY
HONOR Of EARTH DAY,

I TYPED THIS YEAR'S SECRETARIES' DAY MEMO ON
REGYcLED PAPER WITH NONTOXIC INK.

I COPIED IT ON AN ENERGYEFFVENT COPIER UNDER LOWWATTAGE HALOGEN BULBS
WHILE DRusKuvEr COffEE fROR1
A POUTICALL4 CORRECT COUNIRV , IN A REUSABLE CERAMIC MUG, WHICH WAS MADE
IN THE U.S.A. BY A NON-POLLUTING COMPANY AND SOLD
WITH NO EXCESS PACKAGING!

ZusT AS WE'RE LEARNING TD
REsPEGT THE EARTH, LET US
LEARN TO RESPECT THE ISA
MILLION UNDERPAID SECRETARIES, WITHOUT WHOM THE
COMPANIES of THIS EARTH
WOULD SHRIVEL UP AND DIE
IN A MATTER Of SECONDS!!

7AND BURNiNG1

YOU'RE
DRIVING
ME CRAZY,
CHARLENE.

NO FOSSIL
FUEL IN THE
PROCESS!

"Dang! That dog's been up on the sofa again, Hank —
I just know it!"

Crosswords
FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

GARFIELD
UN OH, MY HEAP
GTLICK!

EVE NTLIA L LY

1 Sharp pain
5 Ballot
9 Farm animal
12 Toward
shelter
13 Press
14 Anger
15 Cubic meters
17 Hypothetical
force
18 Mercedes
Benz, for one
19 Principal
21 Vapid
23 Architectual
column
27 Paid notice
28 Catkin
29 Small lump
31 Inquire
34 Note of scale
35 Strong desire
37 Precious
stone
39 Faroe Islands
whirlwind
40 River in

Answer to Previous Puzzle

Germany
42 Brawl:
colloq.
44 Costly fur
46 Agave plant
48 Determination
50 Remain erect
53 Civil injury
54 Torrid
55 Concerning
57 Seesaw
61 Individual
62 Church part
64 Steak order
65 Marry
66 Emerges
victorious
67 Strike

4-22 ® 1992 United Feature Syndicate
6 Alternative
word
7 Also
8 Goals
9 Locust
10 Spoken
11 "The Way
We —"

16 — Island
20 Unused
22 Tantalum
symbol
23 Wan
24 Mohammedan
Priem
25 French
article
11
10
7
9
5
9
8
3
4
1
2
26 Tattered
cloth
12
13
14
30 Streetcar
name
32 Robert
15
ll
16
17
Vaughn role
iUU
33 Sharp
22
20
19
21UUU 3680w
38 Experts
41 Declared
43 Damp
29
45 Ives ID
28UU
47 At home
34
49 Animal
enclosures
41
40
50 Presentation
ill
i "
11
51 Pitch
52 Attract
illill
ill
II
hiid
56 Slender
finial
111
1111
58 Hindu
cymbals
illU.
59 Period of
time
80 Corded cloth
63 Tin symbol
1 Dance step
2 In music,
high
3 Born
4 Country of
Europe
5 Call on

UU

,r,tyk G,Avs 41 ZZ

PEANUTS

I HATE TO TELL YOU, BUT
ITS TIME TO 6ET UP
FOR SCHOOL..

11111111UUUUWI WI
WI killiiiiiil
11 II ill II il

WIWI id
idU.UU
iiiUUU

Milli

DEAR DR. GOTT: Is there any
harm done to an unborn child if a
mother is a moderate smoker?
DEAR READER: Yes. Many studies have documented that nicotine
and other harmful substances released by tobacco into a woman's circulation can affect an unborn child.
The most common consequence of
maternal smoking is small birth
weight.
Of course, some fetuses are more
sensitive to tobacco products. For instance, the final word is not yet in
about whether cigarettes early in
pregnancy can lead to birth defects.
Also, the amount of smoking is important: The more cigarettes consumed,
the greater the risks. Furthermore,
definition of the term "moderate" is
changing. This used to mean less than
a pack a day; now, four or five cigarettes a day are considered
"moderate."
You're probably aware of fetal
problems stemming from maternal
alcohol consumption. When an expectant mother drinks — even regular
mild consumption — fetal damage
may result.
All in all, doctors are much more
aware of (and concerned about) expectant mothers' habits than was the
case a generation ago. Tobacco, alcohol and almost any drug(prescription
or otherwise) have the potential to
cause fetal harm. Therefore, I agree
with the experts who caution pregnant women to eschew all such
substances.
DEAR DR.GOTT: A relative in Europe has SLE but is unable to obtain
any information on his condition. Can
you fill in the blanks?
DEAR READER: Systemic lupus
erythematosus is an autoimmune disorder that affects many of the body's
organs. Although the precise cause is
unknown, the disease seems to result
when the immune system mistakenly
attacks normal tissue in the skin,
joints, lungs, lymph nodes, spleen,
brain and kidneys. Thus, there is a
wide range of symptoms, depending
on the severity of the disease and
which organs are affected.
For example, most patients with
SLE experience joint pains and arthritis; many, but not all, have a skin
rash (typically on the face). Pleurisy
(inflammation of the lung covering)is •
frequent; pneumonitis (inflammation :
of lungs themselves) is rare. Kidney
damage may be mild — or it may follow a relentlessly progressive course.
The major signs of SLE are fever,
malaise,joint pain and stiffness, rash,
poor circulation, muscle wasting and
abnormal amounts of protein in the
urine.SLE is diagnosed by blood tests.
Mild SLE is treated with anti-inflammatory drugs(such as aspirin)to
control symptoms. Moderate/severe
SLE requires cortisone.Zemespecialists, notably those trained in
of the kidney, me hair
ve
medicine(such as .id.)
to slow the rate of real owns.,is ss-
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It's The

Family Pack

$1.59
lb. $1.99
99c

Fryer Breast

lb.

Bryan Meat or Beef

Corn Dogs
Mr. Fritters 12 oz.

Breaded Patties

California Bead

Cauliflower
California Bunch

Broccoli

pORK
. r SNUSPkti
6
‘

Reelfoot

r.- ,

.

New Crop

Vidalia

SAUSAGE
•

VII*"

29

ONIONS

Lb.

Jim Adams 12 oz.

Bacon
Jim Adams or Reelfoot

Bologna
Ole Southern 3 Lb. Box

Pork Patties

Lb.

$1.19
lb. $1.69
$2.89
Punch
Sunshine
Chunk
20 Lb.

im64 oz
Delight

99c

Florida H
jC

LAUNDRY
DETERGENT
32 Oz. Box

DOG FOOD

COKE PRODUCTS
24 Pk.-I2 Oz. Cans

44
Coupon

$329

I with This Coupon
IGA Coupon Exp. 4-28-92

1611 12 oz. Box
Crisp 8 Good

Crackers

$5.99 I
-.55
s5.44 I

89'

Puts
III
VEGETABLE OIL
48 Oz. Bottle

1.49
EFFECTIVE DATES:
April 22-28

HomErowN
•

We reserve the right tc
limit quantities and corm
printing errors.

